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SUMMARY 

The power of a robust system lies in its ability to deal with stochasticity. Some 

biological systems can utilize highly stochastic components to achieve reliable 

regulation of dynamic outcomes. In this thesis, we explore how stochastic 

processes at one scale could result in deterministic outcomes at a higher scale, 

during two processes in Clathrin-Mediated Endocytosis—the self-assembly of 

Clathrin into cages, and the binding of AP2 to disordered regions of Epsin and 

Eps15.   

Clathrin is the primary structural protein in endocytosis and provides stability 

to the budding endocytic vesicle by assembling into cages around the vesicle. 

Clathrin molecules form pinwheel-shaped trimers (“triskelia”) that associate 

with other triskelia in flat (hexagonal) or puckered (pentagonal) configurations 

resulting in a variety of cage morphologies. In vitro, purified Clathrin self-

assembles into cages of different sizes, but it remains unclear if the self-

assembly outcomes could be regulated by binding propensities at the levels of 

triskelia or Clathrin monomers. In particular, we ask how differential binding 

between monomers or triskelia could regulate large-scale self-assembly of 

different-sized cages. In our work, we develop a Monte-Carlo simulation 

engine called CLASS (CLathrin ASsembly Simulator) to model how Clathrin 

self-assembly is affected by parameters such as the configuration-dependent 

affinities for different subunits/monomers to interact, Clathrin concentration, 

and penalties for geometric deformation. We use CLASS to assemble 

structures and observe the probability of obtaining closed cages and specific 

target structures, versus kinetically-trapped or malformed structures. Our 
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results show that local pucker bias at the monomer level, affects cage 

curvature and size. We also show that triskelion-triskelion binding preferences 

can steer assembly towards specific structures. This suggests that higher-order 

interactions are more powerful in fine-grained regulation of assembly 

outcomes, while monomer-level biases have limited influence on assembly.  

For the second project, we focus on the intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs) 

of the CME proteins Epsin and Eps15. Both IDRs contain multiple binding 

sites for the α-appendage domain of Adaptor protein AP2 (AP2α). We 

compute how AP2α binding affects the dimensions and energies of the IDRs. 

We approximate the ensembles of the IDRs using millions of generated 

structures and then we filter the ensembles by docking them to AP2α at 

different combinations of sites. The results of the filtering process show that 

AP2α binding causes elongation of the Epsin IDR by depopulating the 

compact low-energy structures. In contrast, AP2α binding causes no 

elongation of Eps15, but rather promotes a subpopulation of compact 

structures that accommodate multiple AP2α binding sites, in a statistical form 

of cooperativity. We conclude by discussing how AP2-induced elongation of 

Epsin might create mechanical force during endocytosis to either support or 

push the cell membrane. 

In summary, the CLASS study shows how local biases in a stochastic 

assembly process can result in consistent global outcomes. The study of IDRs 

shows how disorder and degeneracy could facilitate consistent elongation of 

their structures. Using these two examples, this thesis highlights the interplay 

between randomness and reliability in two processes of Clathrin-Mediated 

Endocytosis  
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Chapter 1.     

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Order from Disorder: Stochasticity and Scale 
 

Chaos, in Mathematics, Science and Engineering, is a term that has come to be 

associated with inherent unpredictability in the behaviour of a complex system 

[1-3]. Complex systems, in this context, are those that involve a number of 

entities/parameters that are highly interdependent upon each other. This 

interdependent nature makes these processes extremely sensitive to minute 

changes in these parameters and their initial states. Although the behaviour of 

such systems depends only upon these parameters and no external factors, 

predicting their behaviour poses challenges even when the parameters are 

known. This unpredictability of the systems is a direct consequence of their 

sensitivity to subtle differences in the initial conditions. This brings about the 

concept of deterministic chaos, where complex processes without any element 

of stochasticity or randomness, result in wildly unpredictable behaviours 

owing to their “sensitive dependence on initial conditions”. Such behaviour is 

seen in many natural processes including planetary motion, weather patterns, 

plate tectonics, economics, population ecology etc. 

Since the work of Henry Poincaré in the 1880s, who studied the three-body 

problem in astronomy, significant work by many including Lorenz, 
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Mandelbrot, Feigenbaum, Cartwright, Littlewood and Smale has established 

the field of deterministic chaos as a serious topic of study[2,3]. Today, 

institutes like the Santa Fe Institute, are actively involved in understanding 

complex systems and dynamics in Physics, Biology and the Sociology. 

On one hand, we have these complex processes that seem stochastic in spite of 

having no stochastic sub-processes. At the other end of the spectrum, nature 

also contains many instances of generating order from disorder, where 

seemingly random processes result in predictable outcomes, a very simple 

example being diffusion of particles. In the absence of external forces, 

diffusion of particles from any initial configuration almost always results in a 

steady state of evenly dispersed homogenous system, in spite of the fact that 

the motion of each particle is stochastic. Although the resulting homogenous 

states may show differences at the microscopic levels, they appear equivalent 

from a macroscopic perspective.  

The effects of stochasticity, thus, are coupled to the scale at which the 

complex process is being subject to scrutiny. Depending on the resolution at 

which we study these systems, they might seem either smooth and orderly or 

chaotic and disorderly. 

It is in such systems that we see the co-dependence of deterministic chaos and 

reproducibility at different levels of the same system. While the process by 

itself can have steps that are stochastic in nature, the outcome is deterministic 

at a higher scale – an “All roads lead to Rome” approach.  

Thus the question of stochastic or deterministic thus translates to one of scale, 

since processes that seem stochastic at the micro- or nano- levels seem 

http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=476&UserID=8977&AccessCode=FA0F4418FB57420AB59D71A6E2727591&CitationSuffix=
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deterministic at the macro scale. This presents an interesting idea in Biology, 

where the cell has to maintain homeostasis in the face of changing conditions 

using stochastic sub-processes. In this thesis, two topics in the biological 

pathway of Clathrin–mediated endocytosis are studied in the context of their 

intrinsic stochasticity to see if deterministic goals might be achieved through 

them. The topics considered are the self-assembly of the protein Clathrin into 

lattices of different morphologies and putative functions for the disordered 

regions of proteins Epsin and Eps15. Towards this goal, this thesis uses 

computational tools that are aimed towards emphasizing the stochastic nature 

of these processes. Before explaining these topics in detail it is necessary to 

understand the process of Clathrin-mediated endocytosis and the following 

sections provide an overview about CME, its role in the cell and the functional 

modules involved in CME.  

1.2 Endocytosis 
 

In 1963, during the first International Symposium on Lysosomes, Christian 

deDuve, who is credited with the discovery of the lysosome, proposed the 

term Endocytosis [4,5] to denote the uptake of extracellular material by cells. 

This has now become an umbrella term that covers a multitude of distinct 

pathways including Clathrin-mediated endocytosis (CME), Phagocytosis, 

Macropinocytosis and Caveolin-dependent endocytosis[6-8]. A common 

denominator in all these pathways is the participation of a membrane vesicle 

that is formed by engulfing particles/ligands from the extracellular 

environment and shuttling this cargo inside the cell. In many cases, these 

vesicles continue their journey as an endosome through the lysosomal 

http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=420&UserID=8977&AccessCode=95143328E2B546AABA667B616EA9BFCB&CitationSuffix=
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pathway, where the cargo is broken down for nutrition, recycling or as an 

immune response [9-12]. The significance of vesicular transport and the role 

they play inside eukaryotic cells is underscored by the awarding of the 2013 

Nobel Prize for medicine to James Rothman, Randy Schekman and Thomas 

Südhof, for “their discoveries of machinery regulating vesicle traffic, a major 

transport system in our cells” [13]. 

1.2.1 Coated vesicle endocytosis 
Vesicle traffic [14,15] involves the transport of cargo either between cellular 

components or from the exterior of the cell into the cell bulk. Vesicular 

transport between cellular components is a part of various pathways like 

Protein and lipid sorting, protein misfolding and hormonal transport.  

Coated vesicle traffic is a subset of all vesicle transport mechanisms, where 

the membrane vesicle is coated on the outside by a structural coat protein. 

Clathrin, the prime example, along with Caveolin, Coat protein-I (COP-I) and 

Coat Protein –II (COP-II) [16,17] are major examples of coat proteins, and 

perform similar functions in different regions of the cell. While COP-I and 

COP-II are involved in the transport between the Golgi network and the 

Endoplasmic reticulum, Clathrin is predominantly associated with endocytic 

vesicles from the Plasma membrane and also in transport from the Trans-

Golgi network.  

1.2.2 Clathrin-mediated endocytosis 
Clathrin-Mediated Endocytosis (CME), the most studied form of endocytosis 

[18-20], is the cellular process that involves encapsulation and uptake of 

extracellular cargo as a Clathrin coated vesicle. Clathrin molecules assemble 

on the cytoplasmic face of the budding vesicles and act as a structural scaffold 

http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=441&UserID=8977&AccessCode=9435625BB3D34BBA9314C01F2AD8DEFA&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=441&UserID=8977&AccessCode=9435625BB3D34BBA9314C01F2AD8DEFA&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=438&UserID=8977&AccessCode=D39634D09DD04A09A41F84F288F00508&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=421&UserID=8977&AccessCode=C6FE9B95CB234FF6935C946CBAA3EB20&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=483&UserID=8977&AccessCode=5C9D7FD1FC5243799937D217BA05CA5C&CitationSuffix=
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http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=378&UserID=8977&AccessCode=69AFD557F1044600B7433BB4021751EC&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=422&UserID=8977&AccessCode=5A49F36582E24EABA3B65D4037169CA3&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=422&UserID=8977&AccessCode=5A49F36582E24EABA3B65D4037169CA3&CitationSuffix=
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that provides stability to the deformed membrane bilayer. The Clathrin-Coated 

Vesicle (CCV) then pinches off from the Plasma membrane and moves into 

the cell interior, where the Clathrin molecules are uncoated and the vesicle 

travels towards the cell bulk, moving through various stages like the early 

endosome, endosome, late endosome and finally fusion with the lysosome 

[18,19]. 

 

1.2.2.1 Roles of CME 

Clathrin Mediated Endocytosis (CME) is an indispensable functional module 

in most eukaryotic cell types and is involved in a majority of cellular functions 

like receptor mediated intake of ligands, cellular signalling, shuttling of 

membrane proteins to the plasma membrane and lysosomal degradation 

[19,21-23]. Clathrin mediated endocytosis is particularly significant in neurons 

since it is the primary means of shuttling and reuptake of neurotransmitters at 

the neuronal synapse[24-26]. Disruption of the CME process leads to a variety 

of malfunctions in neurons including but not restricted to neurodegenerative 

disorders, impairment of cellular growth and differentiation, and synaptic 

vesicle transmission.  

1.2.2.2 Temporal modules in CME 

Apart from the principal coat protein Clathrin, the CME process is also highly 

dependent on the spatio-temporal regulation of a variety of accessory proteins. 

CME depends on the precise orchestration of the recruitment and activity of 

these proteins.  Based on the timing and location of the involvement of these 

proteins, experiments like fluorescent tagging and knockdown experiments 

have helped identify temporal ‘modules’ in the CME process[27,28]. Each 

http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=422&UserID=8977&AccessCode=5A49F36582E24EABA3B65D4037169CA3&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=422&UserID=8977&AccessCode=5A49F36582E24EABA3B65D4037169CA3&CitationSuffix=
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http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=326&UserID=8977&AccessCode=6BB300195CC14649AE6C23B2D5A88A7C&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=373&UserID=8977&AccessCode=664F1A2671E14C0393594A8131E7731E&CitationSuffix=
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http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=424&UserID=8977&AccessCode=2B06EC10378B427A969BBC16DACD7911&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=288&UserID=8977&AccessCode=136BEEA5A9904A499FCA20CDC307BED7&CitationSuffix=
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module in the process involves a different set of proteins interacting with each 

other to perform an overall function in endocytosis. The modules in the 

endocytic process in order of occurrence are as follows – nucleation, 

membrane binding, coat assembly, membrane scission and vesicle movement. 

Figure 1.1 depicts the modules involved in CME. 

 The nucleation phase is the first step of endocytosis where the site of the 

endocytic hotspot is established and proteins like Epsin[29], Eps15 [30]and 

Amphiphysin [31]are recruited to this site.  Endocytic hotspots are regions on 

the plasma membrane that contain the cargo that needs to be internalized. 

These spots have an increased propensity for vesicle formation with the lipid 

bilayer at these sited being enriched in PhosphotidylInositol-4,5-BisPhosphate 

(PIP2[4,5]). Initial and gradual curvature of the membrane is achieved with the 

involvement of proteins like Eps15, Epsin and BAR domain containing 

proteins like Amphiphysin [32-34] Apart from having ordered domains that 

bind to membrane and other proteins, these proteins also have long and 

conserved disordered regions whose precise function remains ambiguous [32]. 

The disordered regions of Epsin and Eps15 will be studied using 

computational techniques in Chapter 5.     

In the membrane binding and accessory protein recruitment module, 

adaptor protein AP2 is recruited to the endocytic hotspot, where it binds to 

both the cargo and the plasma membrane. AP2 [32]is the second most 

prominent protein in the CME process (after Clathrin) and acts as one of the 

central hubs of endocytosis, binding to several other endocytic proteins, 

including Clathrin. The presence of AP2 causes the recruitment of Clathrin 

and other accessory proteins to the site of the budding vesicle. 

http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=285&UserID=8977&AccessCode=BE0742CA8B7343ECB1DFB2A21EC80E8C&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=466&UserID=8977&AccessCode=841D831BAC3F439383BCED3F1A4DC117&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=488&UserID=8977&AccessCode=0D3D0590F74545A68429D3DA9B54A26B&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=282&UserID=8977&AccessCode=88D9C1D1334B4735AE74BF6B6B09F0D1&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=282&UserID=8977&AccessCode=88D9C1D1334B4735AE74BF6B6B09F0D1&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=384&UserID=8977&AccessCode=962C1C2E8871466586DBCFF7ADB6A100&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=282&UserID=8977&AccessCode=88D9C1D1334B4735AE74BF6B6B09F0D1&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=282&UserID=8977&AccessCode=88D9C1D1334B4735AE74BF6B6B09F0D1&CitationSuffix=
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During the Coat assembly module, Clathrin assembles into lattices around 

the endocytic vesicle. With the assistance of AP2 and other accessory proteins, 

Clathrin begins assembling on the membrane to form a structural cage and 

stabilizes the bud. The size of this Clathrin lattice is determined by the nature 

and quantity of the cargo involved. This results in the formation of the 

Clathrin-Coated Vesicle (CCV). 

In the membrane scission module, CCV pinches off the membrane in a 

process that is predominantly accomplished by Dynamin [35] through GTP 

hydrolysis. The exposed surface of the pinched-off vesicle is completely 

enclosed by Clathrin molecules and forms a Closed Clathrin Cage (CCC). 

 

Figure 1.1 .  Schematic showing modules and participating proteins in Clathrin-Mediated 

Endocytosis. The five temporal modules in CME are (i) Nucleation, (ii) Membrane binding, 

(iii) Coat assembly, (iv) Membrane Scission and (v) Uncoating. Adapted with permission 

from Takei K, Haucke V, TRENDS IN CELL BIOLOGY, September 2001 

 

http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=306&UserID=8977&AccessCode=7FFB6CA02B514F769BEA45E837F86657&CitationSuffix=
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The final vesicle movement and uncoating module involves the movement 

of the CCC into the bulk of the cytoplasm. Studies in certain cell types have 

reported that this step might require the support of Actin polymerization to 

propel the free vesicle [36]. The external Clathrin layer then undergoes an un-

coating process that involves the participation of proteins Hsc70 and Auxilin, 

[33,37,38], thus yielding the early endosome. 

1.3 Focus of thesis 
 

Clathrin [34], which shall remain the focus for the majority of this thesis, is a 

protein that has a very specific role in the cell. When the plasma membrane 

buds into the interior of the cell, the assembling Clathrin lattice helps maintain 

the curvature of this bud, thereby providing rigidity and protecting the bud 

from collapsing onto itself as the invagination goes deeper. However it is 

essential that a protein like Clathrin be able to adjust its lattice size and 

curvature to suit the requirements of the encapsulated cargo. To accomplish 

this, the assembling unit of the Clathrin lattice has to be able to adopt different 

conformations to match the local curvature [39,40].  

Apart from Clathrin, other proteins participating in CME have also been much 

studied and these include the multi-domain Adaptor proteins (AP1 and AP2), 

Epsin, Eps15, Amphiphysin, Dynamin, Intersectin and Auxilin [26](of which 

Epsin and Eps15 will be the studied in more detail in this work). However, 

unlike Clathrin, the functional annotation for many proteins in CME remains 

incomplete i.e., while the function of one domain in a protein might be known 

the function of others might remain obscure. This gap in our knowledge of the 

functions of CME protein domains is due to two major issues. The first issue 

http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=464&UserID=8977&AccessCode=D33E9AD74DF144CEBB5BB883DDE6F75E&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=492&UserID=8977&AccessCode=F00A62AE62DE4947B3BE84654C62D2B7&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=492&UserID=8977&AccessCode=F00A62AE62DE4947B3BE84654C62D2B7&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=490&UserID=8977&AccessCode=2A0E3B78FA83453A9DF424941EBCEBBA&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=384&UserID=8977&AccessCode=962C1C2E8871466586DBCFF7ADB6A100&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=388&UserID=8977&AccessCode=06B6FDBC767E4584932F8A9F1951F575&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=388&UserID=8977&AccessCode=06B6FDBC767E4584932F8A9F1951F575&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=424&UserID=8977&AccessCode=2B06EC10378B427A969BBC16DACD7911&CitationSuffix=
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that makes endocytosis a challenging pathway to study is the complex 

interactome of the proteins involved [26][Figure 1.2]. Most proteins that are 

part of the endocytosis pathway possess binding sites for more than one other 

protein in the pathway. While fundamental knockout, knockdown and 

mutational studies for different proteins in CME have revealed system level 

phenotypes, the exact mechanism of the functioning of these individual 

proteins remains to be completely deciphered.  

 

Figure 1.2 Interactions between Protein Domains in Endocytosis. This schematic shows the 

different structural domains in common CME proteins and how they interact with each other. 

Reprinted with permission from Slepnev V.I, De Camilli P, NATURE REVIEWS, Dec 2000. 

 

The second barrier to attributing functional roles to CME protein domains is 

the presence of long stretches of unstructured regions (sometimes >300 

residues long) in many of these proteins, including Epsin and Eps15 [32]. 

Being disordered, these regions cannot be subject to many current 

http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=424&UserID=8977&AccessCode=2B06EC10378B427A969BBC16DACD7911&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=282&UserID=8977&AccessCode=88D9C1D1334B4735AE74BF6B6B09F0D1&CitationSuffix=
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experimental techniques and hence require a combination of multiple 

experimental and computational tools to be studied. 

While the disordered regions of Epsin and Eps15 will be studied in Chapter 5.   

through the generation of statistical ensembles, Clathrin and its assembly into 

cages will remain the focus for the majority of this dissertation.  It is hoped 

that, taken together, these studies improve our mechanistic understanding of 

Clathrin Mediated Endocytosis.  

1.4 Scope of the thesis 
 

In this thesis, we study two examples from the CME process that might help 

illustrate how seemingly stochastic processes result in deterministic outcomes 

at a higher scale. Specifically, we study how randomness and redundancy help 

a complex process like endocytosis achieve its target even under slight 

perturbations of the system. In this context, the two topics of CME that this 

thesis will focus on are the self-assembly of Clathrin and the disordered 

regions of Epsin/Eps15. 

1.4.1 Self-Assembly of Clathrin 
A detailed description of Clathrin, its roles, structure and lattice morphology 

will be presented in Section 1.5.1 and Chapter 2.   However, to explain the 

scope of this thesis, it is imperative to present here two pieces of information 

about Clathrin assembly.  

i. Clathrin assembles into lattice structures not as a monomer but as a 

trimer called the triskelion.  Clathrin is observed only as cages or 
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triskelia in vivo and is almost never observed as individual monomers 

[39].  

ii. Clathrin triskelia display the ability to self-assemble into 

heterogeneous populations of lattices in vitro, even in the absence of 

membrane or other accessory proteins [41].  

This raises the possibility of certain questions about the assembly process. 

What are the parameters that influence the kinds of lattices formed during self-

assembly of Clathrin triskelia? Is it possible to bias the assembly process so 

that assembly always deterministically results in particular kinds of Clathrin 

lattices? How much does the assembly process depend on the initial conditions 

of the assembly process? What geometric or biochemical ‘rules’ might have to 

be enforced to bias assembly towards lattice structures of a particular 

dimensions, number of triskelia, or curvature. How often is a particular kind of 

structure observed during assembly? Can subtle alterations in the enforcing of 

‘rules’ completely change the bias of the process towards an alternative lattice 

structure?   

These questions are addressed in Chapters 2, 3 and 4 of this thesis through the 

development and implementation of a Monte-Carlo simulating engine called 

CLASS (CLathrin ASsembly Simulator). This engine mimics the Clathrin 

self-assembly process as a series of stochastic association/dissociation steps 

that are guided by principles of geometry and biochemistry. This thesis 

outlines the CLASS model and algorithm and the results obtained when 

CLASS was implemented with different user-supplied rule sets geared 

towards creating certain types of Clathrin cages.   

http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=388&UserID=8977&AccessCode=06B6FDBC767E4584932F8A9F1951F575&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=383&UserID=8977&AccessCode=D0C711BE0D0046A9A5403900EBCA6E30&CitationSuffix=
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1.4.2 Disordered Regions of Epsin/Eps15 
The second section of this thesis studies the disordered regions in Epsin and 

Eps15. Surprisingly, it was observed that these disordered regions of both 

Epsin and Eps15 contained multiple copies of a particular sequence motif that 

could bind to the Adaptor Protein 2 (AP2) [42,43]. The sequence motifs are – 

DPW in the case of Epsin (8 copies) and DPF in the case of Eps15 (15 copies).  

It has previously been speculated that both the DPW and the DPF motifs in the 

disordered regions of Epsin/Eps15 function as recruitment modules in CME in 

what is called the ‘fishing-hook hypothesis’ [32]. It was believed that these 

floppy disordered regions flail about in the cytoplasm, close to endocytic 

hotspots and trap cytoplasmic AP2 and Clathrin by binding to them, thus 

recruiting them to the budding vesicle. While this can be taken as one possible 

explanation for the conservation of these disordered regions, it is unlikely to 

think that such a role could be achieved using short motifs like DPW and DPF 

that show very low long-range electrostatic effects. In the absence of a strong 

electrostatic field, there is not very high selective pressure to ensure the 

retention of multiple copies of these motifs over evolution. Hence it is possible 

that these disordered regions could have other roles to play in the CME 

process that are yet to be discovered.  

In this dissertation, we ask how these disordered regions might aid CME and 

specifically, we study what spatial and energetic changes occur in a structural 

ensemble of disordered regions when bound to another protein. We attempt to 

characterize how successive binding of the α-appendage domain of AP2 

(AP2α) to the DPW/ DPF motifs on the disordered regions of Epsin/Eps15 

might impose restrictions on the available conformational space for these 

http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=494&UserID=8977&AccessCode=CE789012485A4462A3134A5DAB5A00EC&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=494&UserID=8977&AccessCode=CE789012485A4462A3134A5DAB5A00EC&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=282&UserID=8977&AccessCode=88D9C1D1334B4735AE74BF6B6B09F0D1&CitationSuffix=
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disordered regions. We also look to see if we can identify any statistical 

cooperative effect between binding sites that might suggest that the binding of 

one free DPW/DPF motif to AP2α might influence the accessibility of 

neighbouring DPW/DPF motifs to AP2α. 

Through these questions, we present the hypothesis that the structural 

constraint imposed by AP2α binding causes the disordered regions of 

Epsin/Eps15 to extend in a particular direction and assume longer 

conformations that might be more energetically stable.  We speculate that this 

extension results in the formation of ‘Protein pillars’ that extend from the base 

of the stalk to the rim of the budding endocytic vesicle, that could be involved 

in a membrane support/pushing role.  

Since disordered regions are particularly cumbersome to work with 

experimentally, computational approaches provide a good platform wherein to 

model and study these regions as statistical ensembles. The technique used in 

this thesis – FoldTraj [44], that is part of the TraDES software, allows us to 

generate structural ensembles for the desired regions and study the ensemble 

as a whole. In combination with other computational tools, it enables us to 

study changes in the energies and the dimensions of the ensembles on binding 

of AP2α to the disordered regions. 

The following sections present a literature review of the proteins studied in 

this thesis - Clathrin, Epsin, Eps15 and AP2.  

http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=353&UserID=8977&AccessCode=20AEA6097DA54970AF38A80405CF3BDF&CitationSuffix=
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1.5 Proteins in endocytosis 

1.5.1 Clathrin 

Clathrin is the principal component of the CME pathway and serves to act as 

structural a scaffold for the budding endocytic vesicle. Clathrin was initially 

identified by Roth and Porter in 1964 [45] when they were studying oocytes 

from Mosquito Aedes aegypti. While studying the entry of yolk proteins into 

the oocyte, they observed the formation of “pit-like depressions” on the 

surface of the oocyte. They also made a further observation about the “bristle” 

like nature of the cytoplasmic surface of these depressions – the first 

indications of a coat of thickness 20 µm around these surface invaginations.  

A later study by Kanaseki and Kadota [46] confirmed the existence of a coat 

around this vesicle. Using negative staining and EM, they were also able to 

show that similar coats were found in vesicles isolated from brain of Guinea 

Pig. However, they concluded that this coat was not made up of bristle like 

hair as earlier believed, but by a polyhedral arrangement of hexagons and 

pentagons forming “basketwork”. This was the first ever report of a coated 

vesicle with a polyhedral lattice. The authors also speculate on the dimensions 

of the coat and the possible dimensions of any vesicle that could be 

encapsulated inside the coat. Studies by Heuser and Reese in 1973 [47] 

established that these coated vesicles fused and resorbed into the synaptic 

membrane in frogs, highlighting their role in synaptic vesicle transport. 

A further milestone was reached in 1975 in the lab of Barbara Pearse [48] 

when the protein composition of this polyhedral coat was studied. It was found 

that the coat consisted of a single protein species of weight around 180 kDa. 

The polyhedral lattice was found to have a diameter near 600Å, while the 

http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=371&UserID=8977&AccessCode=89DA905BA22841FF8C68F0E46D88BB86&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=372&UserID=8977&AccessCode=208C272631DB48259ADBF51303A7A99B&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=431&UserID=8977&AccessCode=ED5B58505FA04A6EB43A9C4D273DD8F7&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=375&UserID=8977&AccessCode=E5BDE9AC40354A458A1F4DB0A963C15F&CitationSuffix=
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enclosed vesicle in itself had a diameter of 350Å. In the final sentences of her 

report, Pearse suggested that this coat protein be called “Clathrin” owing to its 

clathrate (lattice forming) behaviour. Follow up studies [49] indicated 

diversity in the types of cage-like structures formed by Clathrin depending on 

the cell type studied. Apart from the commonly observed icosahedral 

structure, another obvious structure with 108 Clathrin monomers was 

identified. This structure would later be referred to as the D6 barrel because of 

the D6 dihedral symmetry exhibited by the lattice structure.   

Since 1975, our knowledge of Clathrin has increased significantly, providing a 

deeper understanding on how Clathrin coats encapsulate budding vesicles. It 

was found that the purified Clathrin lattices also contained a smaller 

Polypeptide chain called the Clathrin Light Chain (35 kDa) associated with the 

larger 180 kDa fragment, which was later attributed a role in regulating 

Clathrin assembly. It was also discovered that Clathrin was not incorporated 

into lattices as a monomer, but as trimers. This Clathrin trimer has a 

characteristic pinwheel shape associated with it and hence was called the 

“triskelion” [39]. Three Clathrin monomers would interact with each other at 

their C termini to form this triskelion. Formation of larger Clathrin lattices 

would occur when the individual triskelia assembled at the endocytic 

‘hotspot’. Each vertex of a Clathrin lattice was found to have a triskelion 

centred on it [40] , with the three legs radiating outwards in a clockwise 

fashion when viewed from the cytoplasmic side of the assembling vesicle. 

These triskelia were found to possess an inherent ability to be able to assemble 

into a variety of different morphologies. Our current understanding on 

Clathrin coated structures and their morphologies come from the extensive 

http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=376&UserID=8977&AccessCode=4D53D8AFC51944A9ABB504E7020634F8&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=388&UserID=8977&AccessCode=06B6FDBC767E4584932F8A9F1951F575&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=432&UserID=8977&AccessCode=0218FB3A92664E199342BEBE472C32A3&CitationSuffix=
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studies that have been performed in imaging Clathrin structures both in vitro 

and inside live cells. 

Clathrin Imaging studies using conventional rotary shadowed and negatively 

stained structures enabled early identification of Clathrin structures using 

electron microscopy. However, relatively recent improvements in imaging 

technologies like Total Internal Reflection microscopy and confocal 

microscopy have permitted the imaging of Clathrin structures in live cells 

[50]. Correspondingly, fluorescently labelled Clathrin has been tracked using 

these techniques and the organization of higher-order Clathrin structures have 

been studied in a variety of cells including Human fibroblasts, neuronal cells, 

epithelial cells, HeLa cells, insect cells and yeast [51-53]. In vivo, Clathrin has 

been found to form baskets and lattices of various morphologies that range 

from curved Clathrin pits to flat Clathrin plaques or arrays [Figure 1.3]. The 

distribution of these various morphologies has differed by species. The spatial 

location of the endocytic hotspot in the cell was also found to affect the types 

of Clathrin structures formed. For example, the side of the fibroblast anchored 

on the coverslips was found to contain more flat Clathrin ‘plaques’ as opposed 

to the other side of the cell [52].  Studies with fluorescently tagged Transferrin 

molecules that function as cargo for endocytosis have showed that the size of 

the Clathrin coated pits and the time taken to form them depend on the amount 

of cargo carried by the vesicle [53] . The existence of flat Clathrin 

plaques/arrays composed mostly of hexagons initially led to a lot of 

speculation about their role in the cell. It was argued that these arrays could 

either function as reservoirs for free triskelia during coated pit formation, or be 

remodelled themselves into pits by appropriate insertion of pentagonal 

http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=336&UserID=8977&AccessCode=F3D55AB81FD14B53A8447EA019CDFDA4&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=436&UserID=8977&AccessCode=384949FE94B94D309522CD22365D98C7&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=436&UserID=8977&AccessCode=384949FE94B94D309522CD22365D98C7&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=433&UserID=8977&AccessCode=EBE133395A164BBDA92B3E528316B615&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=434&UserID=8977&AccessCode=FEFEDD1188BE4E0988D4533281612383&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=433&UserID=8977&AccessCode=EBE133395A164BBDA92B3E528316B615&CitationSuffix=
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elements for curvature. However theoretical work by Tom Kirchhausen 

demonstrates that the remodelling of a flat Clathrin plaque to form even a 

single pentagon involves the removal of a significant chunk of the hexagonal 

array, thereby making it unlikely [54].  

 

Figure 1.3 . Electron Microscopy Images of flat and curved Clathrin lattice structures. 

Clathrin assembles into structures of different morphologies and curvatures. Reprinted with 

Permission from Kirchhausen, Trends in Cell Biology, 2009. 

 

A major discovery in the study of Clathrin was by Keen et al., in 1979 when it 

was discovered that Clathrin displayed the ability to self-assemble into cages 

in vitro [41]. Purified Clathrin protein were found to assemble into a 

heterogeneous mixture of cage-like structures at low PH and ionic strength 

conditions, even in the absence of a lipid membrane or external proteins. This 

finding indicated that the ability to assemble into cages is encoded in the three 

dimensional structure of the Clathrin monomer. This has since sparked a 

number of studies that attempted to identify the conditions required for 

Clathrin self-assembly. These studies have since concluded that there is 

http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=332&UserID=8977&AccessCode=75EC739EF8F940C991EA11E6C0D95569&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=383&UserID=8977&AccessCode=D0C711BE0D0046A9A5403900EBCA6E30&CitationSuffix=
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spontaneous assembly of Clathrin into heterogeneous structures at pH< 6.5 

and low ionic strengths. Typically 1-2 mM of MgCl2 was found to assist this 

assembly process. At pH<5.5, the assembly process was found to result in 

amorphous aggregates [55]. Also, it was found that at concentrations of 

triskelia below 0.05 mg/ml there was no detectable polymerization, whereas 

the extent of polymerization increased linearly with higher concentrations of 

triskelia [40].  

Trypsin digestion of a heterogeneous mixture of Clathrin cages, followed by 

their dissociation, was found to yield Clathrin molecules whose legs were 

truncated at half their length. Subjecting this mixture to assembly conditions 

resulted in a more homogenous distribution of assembled structures. This 

suggested that truncated versions of Clathrin legs (C-termini) contained 

enough information to assemble into cages. However, variation in cage 

morphology, which is significant in CME, occurs only in the presence of the 

entire Clathrin molecule [56]. Formation of other structures like Clathrin 

cubes have also been observed when in the presence of certain additives like 

saturated Ammonium sulphate and EDTA [57].  

The complete sequence of the Clathrin chain and crystal structures of selected 

portions of the Clathrin monomer obtained in the 1990s helped us understand 

molecular mechanisms underlying the assembly of Clathrin triskelia into 

lattices. Based on these studies, each Clathrin leg of a triskelion was broken 

down into smaller segments - a C-terminal “proximal leg”, a flexible “knee” 

and a “distal leg” and a flexible “ankle”, followed by a globular N-terminal 

domain. The flexibility at the knee of each leg provided the triskelion its 

ability to form lattices and cages of various topologies since they could be 

http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=437&UserID=8977&AccessCode=E08C15C3F00C4D3E9756DEE743CC4ADF&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=432&UserID=8977&AccessCode=0218FB3A92664E199342BEBE472C32A3&CitationSuffix=
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adjusted to form hexagons or pentagons. A more detailed description of the 

Clathrin structure is presented in Chapter 2 that also discusses the 

representation of Clathrin in the CLASS model. 

While the structure and sequence of Clathrin have shed insight on the 

arrangement of triskelia in lattices, there still remain the following unanswered 

questions about the assembly of Clathrin. What factors influence the kinds of 

baskets formed in the absence of membranes. What are the odds of 

consistently assembling a particular type of cage and how often do assembling 

structures get stuck as kinetic traps that are unable to form a completely closed 

cage. These are questions this study attempts to answer through the use of 

Monte Carlo simulations. 

1.5.2 Adaptor Protein 2 (AP2) 
AP2 or Adaptor protein 2 is of significance to this thesis since it acts as the 

binding partner to the disordered regions of Epsin/Eps15 and also to Clathrin 

[22,58,59]. AP2 is one of the interaction hubs in Clathrin-mediated 

endocytosis that binds to many other endocytic proteins [42,43]. AP2 belongs 

to a family of adaptor proteins collectively called Adaptor proteins. These are 

large heterotetrameric protein complexes that have binding sites for almost all 

other endocytic proteins and link many of these proteins, including Clathrin, to 

the plasma membrane [60]. This family currently consists of four proteins 

AP1, AP2, AP3 and AP4, each of which is associated with different organelles 

in the cell. Of this family, AP2 is the protein that is found in association with 

coated vesicles in the Plasma membrane.  

AP2 is composed of four subunits [61] [Figure 1.4] - Two large subunits (α 

and β), one medium sized (μ) subunit and one small (σ) subunit. Both α and β 

http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=370&UserID=8977&AccessCode=F94CF3EBC95041F79E18811528AD629D&CitationSuffix=
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subunits contain a large globular trunk domain that are connected to smaller 

ear-like or appendage domains by means of flexible linker regions. In the 

multi-domain assembly, the large subunits are both arranged within a central 

core region with their appendages sticking out. It is these appendage domains 

that contain binding sites to most of the other endocytic proteins [42,43,62-64] 

. Clathrin primarily binds to the β-subunit domain using two sites – one in the 

appendage domain and another site in the hinge region connecting the β-

appendage to the trunk domain. The interaction of Clathrin with the hinge 

region is accomplished through the Clathrin box motif - LΦxΦD/E [63,65]. 

Other accessory proteins bind to the α-appendage of the AP2 complex. Among 

other proteins, Epsin and Eps15 display the highest affinity to their binding 

sites in AP2. The µ-subunit of AP2 has been found to recognize receptor 

proteins to be internalized through the motif YXXφ on the cytoplasmic 

regions of the receptors [61]. 

 

Figure 1.4 Schematic of AP2 domain architecture indicating the globular α, β, µ and σ 

domains and the location of the appendage α and β domains. AP2 is one of the major hub 

proteins of CME and binds to most other CME proteins (including Epsin and Eps15) through 

binding sites in its two appendage domains. 
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1.5.3 Epsin 
 

 

Figure 1.5 Sequence annotation of Epsin. Left- Domain map of Epsin sequence. Right – 

Motifs in structured (Grey) and unstructured (White) regions of Epsin – DPW (Green), 

Clathrin binding (Black), NPF (Orange). Reprinted with permissions from.[26,32] 

 

Epsin is a 94kDa mammalian and yeast protein 550-600AA in length [29] . 

The 160AA N terminal region of Epsin is a conserved module called ENTH 

(Epsin N Terminal Homology) that binds to Phosphatidylinositol-4, 5-

bisphosphate, a membrane lipid found in endocytic hotspots [66]. The ENTH 

domain taken alone was discovered to have the ability of tubulating liposomes. 

Hence, Epsin is considered to be capable of causing initial curvature of the 

membrane during CME [66-69] Further studies indicated that this initial 

membrane bending might be accomplished due to the formation of a new 

amphipathic helix at the N-terminus of Epsin, when the ENTH domain binds 

to lipid head groups [66]. This helix was believed to insert itself into the 

membrane, causing a slight invagination of the membrane.  The ENTH 

domain has also been implicated in the nucleation of Clathrin at endocytic 

sites. Another understated function of Epsin is the ability of the ENTH domain 

to regulate Cdc42 by binding Cdc42 GTPase activating proteins [70]. 

Figure 1.5 shows the domain arrangement, disordered regions and binding 

motifs in Epsin. The central region of Epsin binds to the α-appendage of AP2 

through repeated sequence motifs. The Epsin-AP2 interactions are mediated 
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through multiple DPW domains present in a long disordered region in the 

centre of the molecule (Residues 121-360). There are three NPF motifs at the 

Epsin C terminus that are recognized and bound by the EH domain of Eps15. 

Thus Epsin might act as a link between AP2 and other EH domain containing 

proteins.  The central region of Epsin also putatively binds Clathrin via its 

Clathrin box Motifs (LMDLADV located in the central DPW rich domain and 

LVDLD near C terminal upstream of NPF) [71]. The LMDLADV sequence 

has been reported to bind to the N-terminal region of Clathrin heavy chains 

while the LVDLD motif binds to a different site in the same N-terminal 

domain. Together, these motifs lie in a region of the Epsin sequence termed 

the CLAP region (Clathrin/AP2 Protein Binding). Though Epsin has been 

shown to bind directly to Clathrin without AP2 mediation, it has also been 

noted that deleting the DPW regions without affecting the Clathrin binding 

motif diminishes Epsin binding to both Clathrin and AP2[71].  

Inhibition of ENTH through antibodies has been found to impair Clathrin 

nucleation. CLAP-directed antibodies, however, do not show the expected 

decrease in coated pit formation. Instead, there is an increase in the relative 

abundance of shallow vs. invaginated coated pits, and in pit size [72]. These 

results might indicate that apart from the ENTH region, the downstream 

regions of Epsin might also be involved in events concerning membrane 

bending.  In this thesis, we present the hypothesis that the disordered regions 

of Epsin elongate upon AP2 binding and hence might be involved in 

membrane-support or membrane-pushing role. This hypothesis will be studied 

through statistical analysis of computationally generated ensembles of the 

Epsin disordered regions. 
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1.5.4 Eps15 

 

Figure 1.6 Sequence annotation of Eps15. Left – Domain Map of Eps15. Right – Motifs in 

structured (Grey) and unstructured (White) regions of Eps15 – DPF (Green). Reprinted with 

permissions from [26,32] 

 

Epidermal growth factor protein substrate 15 (Eps15) was a protein originally 

identified as a substrate for EGFR tyrosine kinase [73]. Later, Eps15 was also 

found to bind to endocytic proteins like AP2 [30,74-76] . Eps15 contains 3 EH 

(Epsin Homology domains) domains at the N-terminus that have been shown 

to bind to many proteins including Epsin, non-neuronal Synaptojanin and Hrs, 

a central coiled coil domain and a C-terminal AP2 binding domain [Figure 

1.6]. Structurally, Eps15 can be organized into the following structural 

domains as follows [77].  

Domain I is the N-terminal region with three EH domains [78], each about 70 

amino acids long. EH domains are also present in other endocytic proteins like 

Intersectin, α-Synergen etc. The EH domain consists of two anti-parallel 

oriented EF hands that has been found to constitutively bind Ca2+. The first 

two EH domains of Eps15 have been found to have affinity for the tri-peptide 

NPF found in endocytic proteins like Epsin, AP180/CALM, while the third 

has been found to prefer FW containing motifs. The EH2 domain of Eps15 is 

also predicted to bind to Phosphatidyl-inositol lipids commonly observed in 

endocytic hotspots.  
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Domain II is a coiled coil region (CC region) that has the ability to form 

homodimers with the coiled-coil region from other Eps15 molecules. Electron 

microscopy images have shown that Eps15 is observed in vivo either as 

parallel dimers or anti-parallel tetramers [79,80]. This CC region has also been 

shown to interact and form heterodimers with the coiled coil region of the 

endocytic protein Intersectin [81]. 

Domain III is relatively unstructured and has 8-15 repeats of DPF motifs 

depending on species. These DPF motifs are involved in the binding of Eps15 

to AP2 (α-appendage), an interaction that has been found to be critical for 

effective intake of ligands [75,76]. The DPF domains have also been found to 

be ligands for EH domains (seen at the N-terminus of Eps15). However, no 

evidence exists for the existence of Eps15 oligomers connected through their 

EH-DPF motifs. 

It is believed that virtually all Eps15 in the cell is in complex with AP2, either 

in the cytosol (10-20% of soluble AP2) or membrane bound (2-3% of 

membrane bound AP2) [82]. A surprising result is that, in budding pits, most 

of the Eps15 was found to be present only at the rim of the growing coat and 

not at the surface of the coat [82]. This makes it likely for Eps15 to have an 

anchoring role at the sides of the growing pit. Since Eps15 binding to AP2 was 

found to be affected by Clathrin binding to AP2, it was suggested that 

assembly of Clathrin coats disrupts associations between AP2 and Eps15 [83].  

Rotary shadowing of Eps15 has indicated the presence of structures with a 

globular head (7nm diameter), a long stalk (~25nm) and a kink about 17nm 

from the head. These were believed to be parallel Eps15 homo-dimers 
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interacting through their CC region. Other visualized structures included 

dumbbell-like structures with head sizes of 8 nm and a central rod of ~ 18nm. 

These were believed to be Eps15 tetramers formed by the anti-parallel 

association of two Eps15 homo-dimers. Since the distance between two 

vertices in a Clathrin coat is around 17-18 nm and this is similar to the 17nm 

stalk of the tetramer, it has been proposed that these molecules help recruit 

localize and orient AP2 molecules to support a growing Clathrin lattice [79] 

As mentioned in the previous section, we propose the hypothesis that the 

disordered regions of Eps15, elongate during binding of AP2 to the DPF 

motifs in Eps15 and hence might be involved in a membrane-support/ 

membrane-pushing role. 

1.6 Thesis Objectives 
 

As outlined in previous sections, the primary objective of this thesis is to study 

how randomness and redundancy affect two sub-processes of Clathrin 

Mediated Endocytosis – Self-Assembly of Clathrin and the role of disordered 

regions of Epsin/Eps15. Towards these goals the thesis has the following 

objectives 
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Figure 1.7 Schematic highlighting the focus of this thesis. The focus of this thesis will be on 

two processes – (i) Self-assembly of Clathrin and (ii) AP2α binding to the disordered regions 

of Epsin/Eps15 

 

1) Develop a suitable mathematical model to account for the self-

assembly of Clathrin. 

 

2) Develop an algorithm that implements the above model to mimic the 

self-assembly process. Implement this algorithm to study the effects of 

different “rule-sets” on Clathrin self-assembly. 

 

3) Generate structural ensembles of the disordered regions of 

Epsin/Eps15. Study morphological and energetic changes in the 

ensembles of bound vs unbound structures of these disordered regions 
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and estimate the likelihood of statistical cooperativity between binding 

sites.  

 

Chapter 2 discusses the structure of Clathrin molecules, triskelia and lattices 

observed in biology and the representation of Clathrin in the CLASS model. 

Chapter 3 provides a literature review of self-assembly in general and gives a 

complete description of the CLASS model and the algorithm. 

Chapter 4 presents results obtained on executing the CLASS algorithm under 

different conditions and discusses the effects and importance of different 

parameters. 

Chapter 5 presents a short review of intrinsically disordered proteins and the 

study of disordered regions of Epsin and Eps15 as statistical ensembles. 

 

By implementing the above objectives it is hoped that this thesis will help us 

understand how stochastic processes function to provide reproducible results 

and provide a better mechanistic view of Clathrin-mediated endocytosis 
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Chapter 2.     

 

CLATHRIN: STRUCTURE AND CLASS 

MODEL REPRESENTATION 
 

The Clathrin molecule is one of nature’s Lego blocks that comes together in 

different ways to form supramolecular complexes of varying morphologies. 

This ability of Clathrin serves to accommodate vesicles of many sizes in vivo 

and is made possible by Clathrin’s flexible three-dimensional structure. Each 

Clathrin molecule is composed of a heavy chain subunit and a regulatory light 

chain subunit. The heavy chain of Clathrin is the subunit that forms the lattice 

edges in any higher-order Clathrin structure. Each Clathrin Heavy Chain 

(CHC) is found associated with a much smaller Clathrin Light Chain (CLC) 

near the C terminus of the CHC [39]. Reports indicate that the CLC serves to 

hinder spontaneous Clathrin assembly under cellular conditions [84].  

Three CHC molecules are associated at their C termini through non-covalent 

interactions to form a trimer called the ‘triskelion’, a characteristic pinwheel 

shaped structure [39]. The triskelion is the most predominant form of Clathrin 

observed both in vivo and in vitro as opposed to free Clathrin monomers. The 

triskelion is the assembly unit in the modular assembly process of any 

polyhedral Clathrin lattice and inherently contains the required flexibility in its 

structure that permits the formation of a multitude of structures.  

In this chapter, we present literature review of the structures of Clathrin 

monomers, triskelia and Clathrin lattices observed experimentally. This is 
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followed by our computational analysis on the interacting surface between 

Clathrin molecules in a lattice. Finally, we explain the representation of 

Clathrin triskelia and cages as data structures in our CLASS model and the 

attributes they are associated with. 

2.1 Clathrin Structure in Biology 
 

2.1.1 Clathrin Triskelion 
The triskelion is the fundamental unit of Clathrin assembly. Every triskelion 

consists of three CHCs, also called the three legs of the triskelion, each of 

which is associated with a single CLC. The heavy chains come together at 

their C terminal to form the “Hub region” [85]. From the hub, the three CHCs 

radiate outwards in a long thin spiral whose handedness is always conserved to 

be clockwise when seen from the cytosolic face (as seen from EM data). 

Electron microscopy images of the triskelion [Figure 2.1] also indicate a 

globular structure at the ends of each radiating leg suggesting that the N-

terminus of the CHC is folded into a much more compact globular form as 

opposed to the rest of the CHC sequence. The dimensions of the triskelia seen 

in EM images indicate that except for the N terminal globular region, the CHC 

folds into a long cylindrical structure that is approximately 475Å long.  

 

Figure 2.1 Electron Microscopy images of the Clathrin Triskelion. Shows the three 

individual legs and the characteristic clockwise swirl of the Triskelion. Reprinted with 

permission from [39] 
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Based on these EM structures of the triskelion, the Clathrin heavy chain has 

been broken down into the following structural regions from the C terminal to 

the N terminal [Figure 2.2]. 

A C-terminal hub where trimerization of the CHCs occur, a long Proximal leg, 

a bent knee region, a long Distal leg, a short ankle, a linker region and the N-

terminal globular domain.  

 

Figure 2.2 Triskelion structure and domain organization. This image shows the 

organization of three CHCs into the triskelion. Each CHC is composed of the following 

segments from C to N terminus – Hub, Proximal leg, Knee, Distal leg, Ankle, Linker, N-

terminal globular domain. 

 

Mutation/Deletion studies of the C terminal region of Clathrin [86] along with 

averaged densities from multiple Cryo-EM structures of Clathrin lattices 

suggested that the hub region (1598-1630) consisted of trimeric helices, where 

each of the three interacting CHC forms a long α–helix bent at approximately 

120° to the axis of the proximal leg. These α-helices criss-cross in a symmetric 
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fashion to form the helical tripod [87]. Studies show that this hub is stabilized 

by interactions with the Clathrin Light Chain (CLC) [84] 

A characteristic feature of triskelia organization is the existence of a pucker at 

the central hub that is responsible for the curvature of Clathrin coats. This 

pucker is a directly related to the flexibility of the triskelia at the knees of each 

CHC, which allows the angle between pairs of legs to accommodate 

pentagonal, hexagonal or heptagonal rings. Light scattering and Small Angle 

Neutron Scattering (SANS) experiments on both free triskelia and triskelia in 

a Clathrin lattice have indicated that free triskelia display intrinsic pucker on 

average but less so than those observed in a Clathrin cage, and that this pucker 

may be subject to thermal fluctuations that allow the triskelion to adjust leg 

angles and curvature in response to the lattice it is incorporated into.  

Correspondingly, triskelia can be classified into different types based on the 

types of angles they adopt between each pair of legs [Figure 2.3]. Since 

hexagonal and pentagonal rings are much more likely than heptagons as seen 

from electron microscopy images of lattices, we assume that the angles 

between Clathrin legs vary predominantly in the ranges for Pentagonal (P) and 

Hexagonal (H) rings. Under this assumption, assembling triskelia can be 

classified as being PPP, PPH, PHH or HHH based on the number of P or H 

angles they adopt. 
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Figure 2.3 Ring based classification of Triskelia. Triskelia can be classified as being PPP, 

PPH, PHH or HHH based on the kinds of rings they participate in. Although heptagonal rings 

have been observed in EM images, the CLASS model explicitly represents only Hexagons and 

Pentagons as ring types.  

 

2.1.2 Clathrin light chain (CLC) 
Early experiments by Keen (1979), Ungewickell and Branton (1981) and 

Kirchausen and Harrison (1981) involving Clathrin purification found other 

fractions apart from the 180-190 kDa Clathrin heavy chains. Smaller fractions 

that were identified on gel electrophoresis as bands of 33-36 kDa were termed 

the Clathrin Light chain. In most higher-eukaryotes, the Clathrin light chains 

are the products of two individual and distinct genes and are correspondingly 

classified as LCa or LCb. The two sequences share approximately 60% 

sequence homology and differential splicing of each gene results in multiple 

isoforms of these light chains. A few exceptions like yeasts and C. elegans 

have been shown to have just one form of the light chain. The sequence of the 

CLC suggested molecular weights of 25-29 kDa and it was found that the 

initial estimates of ~35kDa from electrophoresis were due to the unique 

chemical composition of the CLC that skewed their mobility - the N terminus 

of the CLC was found to be rich in Pro and Gly.  
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When bound to the heavy chain, CLCs display an extended structure 

measuring approximately 160Å in length. A prominent feature of the sequence 

of the CLC is the presence of a central region of ten heptad repeats, mostly 

associated with coiled-coil α-helix domains. Antibody studies against this 

region have confirmed that this region is indeed the binding interface for the 

Clathrin Heavy Chain. The N-terminus of the CLC also contains sites for 

Hsc70 binding that helps in uncoating of Clathrin lattices when the vesicle 

moves into the cell. Studies have suggested that the regulation of spontaneous 

Clathrin assembly by CLCs is accomplished by the masking of key charged 

residues in the heavy chain that might otherwise form salt bridges with other 

heavy chains. 

2.1.3 Clathrin heavy chain (CHC) 
The Clathrin Heavy Chain CHC is the major subunit of the Clathrin molecule 

and interacts with other heavy chains to form the typical Clathrin structural 

scaffolds. The 1675 amino acid long sequence of the Clathrin Heavy Chain 

was first determined from the cDNA of rat brains. Subsequent sequencing 

from other higher eukaryotes indicates that unlike the CLC there is just one 

copy of the CHC gene and this is conserved highly across all eukaryotes with 

fewer isoforms than those found with the CLC.  

The major human isoform of the Clathrin Heavy Chain is 1675 residues long 

and has a molecular weight of 190 kDa [88].  Attempts to obtain crystal 

structures of the complete Clathrin heavy chain have remained unsuccessful 

owing to the long and flexible nature of the CHC. However, high resolution 

crystal structures of two separate regions of the CHC have been obtained that 

help understand the overall organization of the CHC.  
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The first structure corresponds to the 2.6Å crystal structure of a 55 kDa N-

terminal region (1-494) of the CHC elucidated in 1998 [89] [Figure 2.4]. This 

N-terminal portion corresponds to the globular domain of the CHC, which is 

folded into a seven-blade β propeller structure. The propeller structure was 

found to contain a number of grooves along the surface that would permit its 

binding to other proteins in endocytosis like the adaptor proteins (AP1 and 

AP2). A flexible linker region connects this globular domain to the rest of the 

CHC. The linker region however, was found to be different from the fold of 

the compact region and contained a 45Å long repeat of ten α-helical zig-zags 

with relatively loose packing. 

 

Figure 2.4 N-Terminal domain of Clathrin Heavy chain.  (a) Rotary shadowed EM image 

of triskelion indicating location of the N–terminal domain. (Inset) side view of the terminal 

domain along with the flexible linker region. (b) Top view of the 7 bladed β-propeller domain. 

Reprinted with permission from terHaar et al., 1998. 

 

The second crystal structure corresponds to the region between residues 1210-

1516, which is part of the proximal leg of the CHC. A 2.6Å crystal structure of 

this region from 1999 reveals that it is composed of an elongated right handed 

superhelix composed of short α-helices. These short helices are about 10 

residues long and lie almost perpendicular to the axis of the superhelix. The 
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helices are arranged as pairs of anti-parallel helical zigzags connected by a 

short hairpin loop 3 residues long. Sequence alignment of this region indicates 

weak repeats of this region throughout the CHC leg and it was found that the 

repeating motif was a 145 residue long sequence containing 5 α –helical 

zigzags. This motif was termed the CHCR – Clathrin Heavy Chain Repeat 

[Figure 2.5]. Also, it was observed that the α–zigzag found earlier in the 

terminal domain linker was a flexible version of this tightly packed proximal 

leg repeat. The CHCR sequence motif was found to be repeated 7 times over 

the leg between the regions 537-1566 that includes the entire length of the 

triskelion from the end of the N-terminal linker region to the central hub.  The 

arrangement of these zigzags ensures the exposure of a different set of 

residues on each side of the CHC that might provide polarity for the binding of 

other CHC legs in a Clathrin lattice. 

 

Figure 2.5  Crystal structure of CHC segment. Side view of the crystal structure of CHC 

segment (residues 1210-1516) showing the arrangement of α-helical zigzags. The crystal 

structure contains the C terminal helices of CHCR5 and the N-terminal helices of CHCR7 

flanking the complete CHCR6. PDB ID: 1B89 
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2.1.4 Clathrin lattice 
Clathrin lattices of varying morphologies have been visualized through 

electron-microscopy in cells. These include the flat Clathrin arrays as well as 

the curved Clathrin coated vesicles. Any Clathrin lattice formed by the 

assembly of the individual triskelia has the following organizational 

similarities.  

In any Clathrin lattice, Interaction of two neighbouring triskelia involves three 

individual leg segmental interactions – one anti-parallel proximal-proximal 

interaction and two parallel proximal-distal interactions [Figure 2.6]. This 

presents the opportunity for avidity type interactions between triskelia that 

makes the overall interaction stronger than the sum individual leg segmental 

interactions. 

 

Figure 2.6 Leg segments involved in interactions between neighbouring triskelia in a 

Clathrin lattice. Two adjacent triskelia in a lattice share three individual leg-segmental 

interactions. One anti-parallel Proximal-Proximal interaction and two parallel Proximal-Distal 

interactions 

 

In a fully closed Clathrin coat, every triskelion has three neighbouring triskelia 

each of which interacts with the triskelion through the above mentioned three 

interactions. Each edge of this lattice is composed of four legs arranged in a 

PROX-PROX

PROX-DIST

PROX-DIST
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2x2 fashion [Figure 2.7]. The two proximal legs from neighbouring triskelia 

are on top and the two distal-legs from distant triskelia at the bottom, with the 

globular domains projecting inwards. This ensures that in all Clathrin coated 

vesicle the only points of contact between the Clathrin lattice and the adaptor 

proteins/membrane arise from inward facing terminal domains. Also, this 

indirectly implies that beneath every triskelion hub, there exists a network of 

three ankles with three fold symmetry, corresponding to triskelia two nodes 

away from the central hub node. 

Through its different legs, each triskelion in a lattice interacts with 12 other 

triskelia [Figure 2.7] - three immediate neighbours (in blue), donating one 

Proximal-Proximal and two Proximal-Distal interactions each, the two 

neighbours (yellow) of each of these 3 triskelia donating one Proximal-Distal 

interaction and one neighbour (Grey) of each of these second neighbours, 

participating in one distal-distal interaction.  

 

Figure 2.7 Complete set of leg interactions established by a single triskelion. The central 

Triskelion (Red) interacts with three direct neighbours (blue), 6 neighbours one node away 

(Orange) and three neighbour two nodes away (Gray). Inset shows cross section of a single 

edge of a Clathrin lattice. Each edge contains bundles of four leg segments arranged with the 

proximal legs on top and the distal legs at the bottom 
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More insights into arrangements of triskelia in a lattice can be obtained from a 

7.9 Å resolution Cryo-EM structure of a Clathrin D6 barrel [Figure 2.8] as a 

Cα trace that shows interaction patterns of monomers required to achieve this 

form of the closed structure [87]. The D6 barrel is one of the few closed 

Clathrin cages observed in nature and is composed of 36 triskelia. It is bigger 

than the smaller mini-coat (20 triskelia) made up of all pentagonal faces and 

smaller than the icosahedral ball (60 triskelia) made up of 12 pentagonal and 

20 hexagonal rings. 

 

Figure 2.8 The 7.9Å Cryo-EM reconstruction of the D6 barrel. This structure displays the 

positions and orientations of the three symmetry-independent triskelia. Each of the three 

triskelia exhibits different interaction patterns and has different local environments. Reprinted 

with permission from [87] 

 

Both the mini coat and the icosahedral ball contain as their asymmetric unit a 

single triskelion and the whole structure can be obtained through symmetry 

operations on this single triskelion that has 3 pentagonal angles (PPP) in the 

case of the mini coat and 2 hexagonal angles plus one pentagonal angle (HHP) 

in the icosahedral ball. Hence, the propensity for observing these structures 

http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=340&UserID=8977&AccessCode=81E6C02C853A4232BAA115B61715DB55&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=340&UserID=8977&AccessCode=81E6C02C853A4232BAA115B61715DB55&CitationSuffix=
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might increase if free triskelia were present in an environment that preferred a 

certain kind of triskelion (PPP/ PHH) over others through selective pressure 

on pucker angles. However, unlike these two cages, the D6 barrel presents a 

much more interesting structure since it has an asymmetric unit that is 

composed of 3 triskelia (PPH, PPH, and PHH) rather than one triskelion and 

correspondingly, three symmetry independent vertices with different kinds of 

local environments. Hence if reproducibility of this structure were desired, it 

would imply repeated and periodic assembly of triskelia in certain 

configurations in a fixed order. Hence a structure like the D6 barrel raises 

significant questions about the interaction preferences between triskelia in 

different ring configurations. A triskelion might impose structural constraints 

or interaction preferences on its neighbours in one of two ways. In the first 

case, it is possible that there exists a mechanism akin to biochemical allostery, 

where a triskelion influences its newly added neighbour to adopt certain 

configurations. In the second case, it is possible that a triskelion interacts with 

triskelia in different configurations using slightly modified protein-protein 

interfaces and thus is able to “differentiate” between kinds of neighbouring 

triskelia by the strength of that interaction. In such a case when the triskelion 

binds with higher strengths to one particular configuration of triskelia, it 

makes it possible to repeat such an arrangement in many places until a 

particular cage is formed.  In either of the two cases, it is feasible to think 

about the possibility of ‘rule-sets’ that might promote certain kinds of 

structures over others during assembly. 
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2.1.5 Studying the interface between Clathrin leg segments  
In the previous section, we discussed about the possibility of triskelia 

interacting with each other using slightly modified protein-protein interfaces 

depending on the configuration of the interacting legs. There are different 

combinations of leg-leg interactions possible depending on whether the 

participating leg segments are Proximal/ Distal and also if they are in a 

Pentagonal or a Hexagonal configuration (as defined by the angle at the knee 

of the leg). To test if such a concept might be true in biology, we used the 

Cryo-EM structure of D6 barrel. In this section, we identify the possible 

interface residues between leg segments in different configurations and 

compare them to see how similar or different they might be in amino acid 

composition. Especially, we check to see how the distributions of 

hydrophobic/polar residues might vary in each interaction. Since the D6 barrel 

is a low resolution Cα trace of the heavy chain, it is not possible to make fine-

grained docking studies with this structure and hence we resort to crude 

techniques to identify the residues that might be involved in the interface 

between leg segments. 

The Cryo-EM structure of the D6 Clathrin coat was obtained from RCSB 

(PDB ID: 1XI4). The asymmetric unit in this file corresponds not to a 

sequentially complete Clathrin heavy chain, but to a mixture of Cα atoms from 

different spatially-adjacent chains. Through symmetry operations on this 

portion, the entire Clathrin D6 coat was regenerated and the Cα atoms were 

reclassified to create intact Clathrin heavy chains. From this D6 cage, 

interacting pairs of the leg segments in different leg configurations were 

identified. The interactions were classified depending on whether the legs are 
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in Hex/Pent configurations and whether the legs are Proximal (P) or Distal (D) 

(Hex_P-Hex_P, Hex_P-Pent_P, Pent_P-Pent_P etc.).  

 

Figure 2.9  Distribution of Amino acids in the interfaces between P-P, P-D and D-D leg 

segments in Hex/Pent configurations. Threshold value of 20Å was used to identify amino 

acids in an interface between two leg segments in different configurations. It can be seen that 

the amino acid composition differs among similar leg-leg interactions depending on whether 

the legs are in Hex or Pent configuration. 

 

In each of these pairs, those Cα- atoms that were within a particular threshold 

distance to any Cα atom in the other chain were assumed to belong to the 

interface between the leg segments. For comparison, threshold values of 10Å, 

15Å and 20Å were used. The distributions of the amino acids in these 

interfaces were then compared. 
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As Figure 2.9 shows, there are subtle differences in the amino acids that are 

present in the interfaces between the same leg segments in different 

configurations. For example, The Pent_P–Pent_P interactions have 18 Val and 

45 Leu residues compared to the 8 Val and 30 Leu residues in Hex_P–Hex_P 

interactions. Considering that the interactions between individual Clathrin leg 

segments have been found to be weak in nature, the presence or absence of a 

few hydrophobic interactions could alter the interaction strengths significantly.  

The Proximal-Distal interactions however, seem to contain similar distribution 

of residues in all three configurations. Among the Distal-Distal interactions, 

the Hex_D-Pent_D interactions have 28 Leu and 24 Val residues in 

comparison to the 21 Leu and 18 Val residues of the Hex_D-Hex_D 

interactions. Similar results were obtained using threshold distances of 10 Å 

and 15Å albeit with fewer residues in the interacting surface [Data not shown]. 

While it is to be noted that these calculations are made from a low resolution 

Cryo-EM structure with low granularity, this study is just aimed to show that it 

might be possible for the interactions of similar pairs of leg-segments in 

different ring configurations to have different strengths of binding.  Hence this 

establishes biases in the binding of certain triskelia to others (For example a 

PPP-PPP triskelia interaction might theoretically be weaker than a PPP-HHP 

triskelia interaction). This possibility of differential binding forms the basis for 

the concept of information transfer that is a fundamental building block of the 

CLASS model. More about information transfer and self-assembly will be 

discussed in Chapter 3. 
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2.2 Clathrin representation in the CLASS model 
 

The CLathrin ASsembly Simulator (CLASS), introduced earlier, is a Monte-

Carlo algorithm that studies the self-assembly of Clathrin into supramolecular 

complexes under different environments and rule-sets. The CLASS model 

considers Clathrin units at two levels of complexity – The triskelion and the 

“construction” which implies any higher order Clathrin structure. A triskelion 

is simply a “construction” of size 1. A detailed representation of these data 

structures in the model is presented below. 

2.2.1 Triskelion class 
The triskelion, being the basic unit of assembly, is the lowest level data 

structure in the CLASS model and there is no explicit representation of the 

Clathrin Heavy Chain. The primary mode of representation of each triskelion 

in the model is as a node in a connectivity graph, with each node having three 

sites for interactions with other nodes. The three sites correspond to the three 

CHC legs of the triskelion and are numbered 0, 1 and 2. The numbering of the 

nodes is not irrelevant as it serves to maintain the clockwise swirl of the 

triskelion thereby maintaining pucker in the right direction. Each triskelion has 

a set of attributes and features associated with it that enable its manipulation 

inside the model environment. The following is the list of attributes associated 

with each triskelion data structure.  

2.2.1.1 Index 

 Every triskelion in the system has an identifier called the “triskelion index” 

that allow tracking its course over the length of the simulation process. No two 
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triskelia have the same index and this serves as a unique identifier to each 

triskelion in the system. 

2.2.1.2 Position 

Each triskelion has a “position” data attribute that is an array of three values 

corresponding to  the indices of its neighbouring triskelia at legs 0, 1 and 2. 

When any site (leg) of the triskelia is free and has no neighbour, the position 

attribute contains a null value at that position. When two triskelia interact with 

each other, it is absolutely imperative that the position attribute of both 

triskelia is updated to point to the other triskelion at the right position field 

(0/1/2).  

2.2.1.3 3D-Coordinates 

As the name suggests, this attribute holds the three dimensional Cartesian 

coordinates for each node. This attribute is an array of three values 

corresponding to the x, y and z coordinates of the centre of the triskelion. The 

3D coordinate field helps both with estimating geometrical strain energies of a 

triskelion and also in visualizing Clathrin constructions, as discussed in the 

later sections on the CLASS algorithm. Spatially, this coordinate is intended to 

be aligned with the central hub of the triskelion where the C termini of the 

three CHC come together. In an ideal scenario, a triskelion would be 

represented not by one set of coordinates but by 4. One set of coordinates for 

the centre and one each for the three knees. However, the CLASS model 

makes the assumption that the knees of every triskelion lie very close to its 

direct neighbours and thus maintains a simplistic representation of triskelia 

geometry. It is to be noted that while the knees are not explicitly given a 

coordinate attribute, they are given the ring attribute (discussed in the next 
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section) that ideally captures the flexible nature of the knee regions in forming 

a wide variety of structures. 

2.2.1.4 Rings 

The rings attribute of a triskelion is an array of three values and holds the 

preference of each leg of the triskelion to be a part of a pentagonal face or a 

hexagonal face. While it is true that each leg segment (edge) could 

intrinsically be a part of two rings in any large Clathrin construction, the ring 

attribute only considers the ring formed by the angle between the Proximal 

and Distal segments of a single CHC.  

The ring attribute can take values of P, H or null depending on whether the 

particular triskelion leg is in a pentagonal, hexagonal or undefined 

configuration. Undefined configurations occur when a triskelion has a free leg 

(no neighbour) and has the freedom to choose H or P configurations in future 

steps. 

As explained in section 2.1.5, it is possible for leg segments in different 

configurations to have different binding strengths. The ring attribute at a 

particular leg is used to determine the strengths of the interactions formed by 

that leg. Ring attributes are also used to determine if a group of triskelia 

connected serially can be connected to form a closed ring. The ring attributes 

are also used in the process of computing 3D coordinates of triskelia from the 

network connectivity.  

2.2.1.5 Stability 

As discussed earlier, individual triskelia show fluctuations in pucker and knee 

angles when they are integrated into a Clathrin construction. The local 

interactions established by the triskelion help stabilize its configuration of the 
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knees. The stability attribute is an array of 6 values that represents these 

beneficial interactions that the triskelion establishes in the construction. Each 

value corresponds to the strength of a particular leg segment (Proximal/Distal) 

of a leg depending on the nature and number of interactions made by the leg 

segment. 

The 6 individual values are used to calculate the overall stability of the 

triskelion in the construction, at every time point of the CLASS simulation. 

More details about the calculation of the stability term will be provided in the 

next in the section 3.2.3.2. 

2.2.1.6 Angular strain 

The angular strain attribute, as with stability, represents the propensity for a 

triskelion to remain in a certain Clathrin construction. This is purely a 

geometrical term calculated from the deviation of knee angles from pre-

specified ideal values. The stability attribute is a single scalar value that 

indicates how strained a triskelion is in the construction. 

We work under the assumption that the knees of each CHC are allowed to 

vary in the Pentagonal and Hexagonal angle ranges. When the knee is bent 

beyond these ranges the triskelion is said to be strained. When the strain 

attribute far outweighs the stability attribute, it becomes much more likely for 

a triskelion to leave a Clathrin construction. 

More details about the calculation of the strain attribute are provided later in 

Section 3.2.2.3. 
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2.2.2 Construction class 
A Clathrin construction, as mentioned earlier, is a higher order assembly of 

individual triskelia. In the CLASS model, each construction is represented as a 

list of triskelion indices that are part of the construction. Since each triskelion 

in a construction is represented as a node with a position attribute, the 

construction as a whole can be viewed as a connectivity graph with the edges 

between nodes representing interactions between triskelia. Most information 

about the ring preferences and coordinates of triskelia are derived by 

traversing this connectivity tree to identify the organization of triskelia in the 

construction.  

 

Figure 2.10 The connectivity tree for a small Clathrin construction with 5 triskelia. The 

boxes represent the position attribute of each triskelion that indicates which triskelion each leg 

of a particular triskelion interacts with. The edge-vertex representation of the same structure 

(top-right) can be used to show how triskelia are connected to each other and how the CLASS 

model views a construction. 
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Figure 2.10 shows a sample connectivity tree for a construction with 5 

triskelia (x, i, j, k and y). Triskelion x is connected to i, j and k through each 

of its 3 legs and the triskelion y is connected directly to k. By traversing the 

network structure it is possible to identify all sets of triskelia that might be 

involved in the formation of a ring (Set 1: y, k, x, j; Set 2: k, x, i; Set 3: j, x, i; 

Set 4: y, k). Also, it is possible to infer interactions between non-adjacent 

triskelia from the network. For e.g., Triskelia y and i form a Distal-Distal 

interaction, Triskelia k and i form an anti-parallel Proximal-Distal interaction 

etc. The computation of such non-adjacent interactions is used to calculate the 

overall stability of a triskelion in the CLASS model. 

Unlike the triskelion class, the construction class has no major attributes of its 

own. However, the class contains a lot of tools for manipulation of 

constructions including the generation of 3D coordinates, identifying 

structural proximity of triskelia, relaxing the 3D structure to reduce the 

amount of geometrical strain on the system etc. Although no inherent 

attributes for constructions exist, analysis of output from CLASS simulations 

requires the computation of certain construction parameters including the 

number of triskelia in a construction, average number of neighbours/triskelion 

in the construction, the 3D coordinates of the construction, number of 

Hexagons/Pentagons in the construction, Volume of the construction etc. 

Thus the triskelion and the construction classes encapsulate important 

information about the fundamental units of assembly during Clathrin self-

assembly. Although simplistic in nature, we believe that the parameters 
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associated with the triskelion class and the methods associated with the 

construction class are powerful in abstracting and representing the complex 

biological phenomena underlying a process such as Clathrin self-assembly. 

Section 3.3.2 explains in greater detail the methods associated with both 

classes in detail and it will be seen that these methods are written with an aim 

to include as many biologically relevant events as possible, including breaking 

of a construction into smaller pieces, forming new interactions between 

spatially adjacent but sequentially distant triskelia etc.  

In this chapter we presented the structural features of Clathrin chains, triskelia 

and lattices observed in nature and also the representations of triskelia and 

Clathrin constructions as data structures in the CLASS model. We also 

presented proof-of-principle studies of the interacting surface between 

Clathrin legs to show that it might be possible for triskelia to biochemically 

“differentiate” between their neighbours using the amino acid composition of 

the interface formed between the legs.  

In the next chapter, we present a short literary review of self-assembly, its 

underlying principles and examples of systems exhibiting self-assembly 

characteristics. We then proceed to give a detailed description of the CLASS 

model, the parameters involved in the model, and the complete CLASS 

algorithm.  
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Chapter 3.     

 

SELF-ASSEMBLY AND THE COMPLETE 

CLASS MODEL 
 

3.1 Self-assembly in literature 
 

Self-assembly is the process in which individual units of a chemical, 

biological or physical system associate to form stable large structures without 

external interference. The term self-assembly has been loosely applied to a 

variety of different reactions and hence has come to mean different things to 

different groups of researchers. Self-assembly is a phenomenon common to 

many branches of science and has found applications in varied fields like 

chemical synthesis, cell biology, protein science, electronics, algorithmic 

studies, nanoscale engineering and microfabrication, to name a few [90]. In 

the context of biology, the term self-assembly can and has been applied at 

different scales and covers everything from Protein/Chromatin folding to 

tissue formation and social interaction among insects. 

In the strictest sense, molecular self-assembly involves structured aggregation 

of monomeric units to form a supramolecular complex. However, it can also 

be taken to refer to other cases, as in the case of molecules like proteins that 

‘assemble’ or ‘fold’ into a low energy stable structure.  

Molecular self-assembly is a subset of the broader phenomenon of self-

organization that has also been applied to chemical synthesis and 

http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=405&UserID=8977&AccessCode=FCDE90F3599D499A84AF4CD106FE11B7&CitationSuffix=
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supramolecular complex formation. Self-organization is the process in which 

the disorder in a system is reduced through undirected aggregation. Examples 

maybe seen in the formation of micelles, phase separated polymers and lipid 

mono- and bilayers. Amyloid formation in cells is also a form of self-

organization but cannot be classified as self-assembly owing to a lack of a set 

of ‘rules’ that define association or dissociation between monomers. 

Depending on the nature of the interacting monomers, molecular self-

assembly can be a simple process (Polymerization of actin) or exceedingly 

complex (Clathrin cages). The complexity of the process increases with the 

number of ways in which individual molecules can interact with each other. 

The combinatorial fashion of molecular-interaction during self-assembly has 

also been used to solve algorithmic problems as is the case with DNA 

computing. 

The field of DNA computing first came into being when Adleman et.al, used 

the self-assembly of DNA oligomers to solve the Hamiltonian path problem 

[91]. Later work by Erik Winfree and Nadrian Seeman [92,93] established the 

computational power of DNA assembly. They theorized that self-assembly of 

different kinds of oligonucleotides (linear, branched etc.) would enable the 

development of algorithms or languages of different complexity. They 

proposed the design of ‘network-graphs’ from branched synthetic DNA 

oligomers that could help solve established algorithmic problems like the 

Hamiltonian path problem and Satisfiability problems. Winfree also suggested 

that the self-assembly of Double-crossover DNA molecules could mimic the 

working of a one dimensional cellular automaton. A particular example is the 

ability to use self-assembling DNA structures to create patterns like the 

http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=497&UserID=8977&AccessCode=BE0BF20EE4D14F34BE4C0D43C4195447&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=411&UserID=8977&AccessCode=FC54CAFF527844C3B7F9ED6DF563430F&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=411&UserID=8977&AccessCode=FC54CAFF527844C3B7F9ED6DF563430F&CitationSuffix=
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Sierpinski triangles [94]. According to Winfree, synthetic self-assembly 

processes might even function as a Universal Turing machine, a machine that 

given enough time and architecture could be used to solve any computational 

problem.  This serves to emphasize the complexity inherent in self-assembly 

processes. 

 

3.1.1 Classifications of self-assembly 
Self-assembly has been classified as being accretive (allowing only additions) 

or self-destructible (allowing substructures to break away), either static or 

dynamic, single point or multipoint (number of free nodes available) etc. 

[95,96].Accretive systems are said to show ‘glass’ like behaviour where there 

could be aggregation of particles without any symmetry or periodicity, 

resulting in large amorphous aggregates. Examples of amorphous aggregation 

of proteins can be found in cases of crystallin aggregation during cataract 

formation [97,98], protein precipitation during purification or in β-amyloid 

aggregation in Alzheimer’s disease [99].  The products of self-assembly can 

be classified as being closed or open depending on their topologies. Closed 

structures like cages, cubes etc., are formed when all available binding sites in 

the supra-molecular complex are completely filled and the units interact in a 

cyclic fashion. In closed structures there can be no further growth without 

disassembly and they represent the final products of assembly. Open structures 

like sheets, crystals and tubes, on the other hand, have indefinite potential for 

growth and are bounded only by availability of assembly units and spatial 

constraints. Self-assembly can also be classified based on the nature of the 

assembly units and their interactions. When the assembly process consistently 

http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=396&UserID=8977&AccessCode=0C0D6E158D0C4BE18FBDD54A833173DD&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=399&UserID=8977&AccessCode=DD8C98EC53D7467C9103198E10D2AC68&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=399&UserID=8977&AccessCode=DD8C98EC53D7467C9103198E10D2AC68&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=501&UserID=8977&AccessCode=05850273280348B1AF30D757C923894D&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=501&UserID=8977&AccessCode=05850273280348B1AF30D757C923894D&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=502&UserID=8977&AccessCode=EDB955F672054EB0A04C116EEA0529F2&CitationSuffix=
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results in identical replicas of a single supra-molecular structure (eg. viral 

capsid), it might be called targeted self-assembly and when it results in a range 

of different structures, it might be called undirected self-assembly. It is to be 

noted that the self-assembly of Clathrin falls under the case of undirected self-

assembly and thus the inherent stochasticity of the process provides intriguing 

questions about how different structures might be formed and if there is a bias 

towards a particular variant of structures under particular environmental 

conditions. 

 

3.1.2 Common traits of self-assembly 
While particles can self-assemble using various modes of interaction under 

different conditions, the many observed cases of molecular self-assembly 

involve reversible and non-covalent weak interactions. It has been suggested 

that both reversibility and weak interactions are means for any assembling 

system to avoid the pitfalls of kinetic traps, since they provide the ability to 

correct misaligned structures during assembly. 

Kinetic trapping can occur in two ways during any assembly process [100]. 

One form of kinetic trapping is in the case with irreversible assembly. As 

mentioned previously, irreversible assembly suffers from the inability to 

correct erroneous or malformed structures that are unable to assemble 

completely to form any target structure. The second case of kinetic trapping 

occurs when the assembling units come together with very high interaction 

strengths. This results in the depletion of free molecules available for 

assembly and hence there is an abundance of partially assembled structures 

that remain trapped as such without the ability to grow or shrink in size. 

http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=413&UserID=8977&AccessCode=69271D89EE60408DB7D86D9158CB0123&CitationSuffix=
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Figure 3.1 Types of Kinetic trapping seen during assembly processes (a) Formation of 

malformed structures. (b) Non availability of free monomers. Either types of kinetic trapping 

results in the inability to form closed cages. 

 

A recurring theme in assembly processes to avoid this second form of kinetic 

trapping is the presence of cooperativity. Cooperativity is commonly observed 

in cases where each assembling monomer has multiple sites for interaction 

with other monomers. Cooperative systems imply increased affinity at a free 

site for monomers, when any of its other sites are occupied. Cooperativity 

drives any assembling process towards completion since the larger structures 

grow at the expense of smaller structures. Though cooperativity is not 

absolutely imperative for assembly processes to run towards completion, it 

helps modulate the process efficiently to achieve a higher proportion of larger 

structures. Cooperativity also plays a role in establishing phases of assembly 

as described below. 

Many observed cases of self-assembly occur in three phases- a nucleation 

phase where monomers assemble to form a nucleus of critical size, a 
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propagation phase where there is a rapid increase in size of the molecule, and 

finally a saturation phase.  

The nucleation phase refers to the initial time period when a system that is 

predominantly monomeric forms dimers and trimers. At this stage, the 

interactions are highly reversible and so the system exists in a pseudo-

equilibrium state containing the monomers and small oligomers. Nucleation 

phase is typically slow as the assembling units build up with frequent 

association and dissociation to the critical size required to transition to the next 

phase of assembly.  

The propagation phase of assembly sees an almost exponential increase in the 

size of the assembling structures as soon as the critical nucleus size is reached. 

More often than not, this is an effect of cooperativity and avidity-type 

interactions where the stability of the nucleus is much higher than that of 

smaller oligomers and hence the rate of dissociation for these nuclei goes 

down by orders of magnitude.  

The saturation phase occurs when the increase in size of the structures reaches 

a plateau. This could be a result of reduced availability of monomers or a 

feature of structures like cages where the number of available interaction sites 

in a structure decreases sharply as it gets closer to completion.  

An important factor that affects the molecular self-assembly process is the 

nature of the interacting patches between proteins. The location of these 

interaction surfaces, their orientation with respect to each other and their 

accessibility plays an important role in the regulation of self-assembly.  
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For example, in the case of fungal hydrophobins, flexible regions mask the 

interacting patches under unfavourable conditions. In the presence of a phase 

separating boundary like water-air (hydrophilic-hydrophobic), the proteins 

exhibit conformational changes in the loop regions that expose the binding site 

and results in the self-assembly of these hydrophobins.   

 

3.1.3 Information transfer in self-assembly 
When molecules come together to form larger complexes, they do so under the 

guiding principles of chemistry that define the tightness of the local 

interactions, the rate of association and dissociation. Another important 

parameter is the state of the interacting members before and after the 

interaction, i.e., it is possible that every time a new interaction is established 

between two units, there is a conformational or configurational change in the 

reactants. In such a case, when two reactants come together, they “exchange 

information” about their current conformations and state variables that affects 

the nature of their interaction. For example, if a monomer could exist in three 

states A, B and C, characteristics of the interaction between states A and B 

might be entirely different from those of an interaction between A and C. And 

in many cases, this exchanged information about state variables propagates 

across the assembling lattice, indicating to the assembling units the 

configurations of distant units in the system that they do not interact directly 

with.  

There is no better example to explain the importance of such information 

transfer than in the case of viral capsid self-assembly. Viral capsids can be 

found in a variety of geometries – icosahedral, tubular, etc. that are formed by 
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the assembly of a single protein in many viruses. Caspar and Klug’s seminal 

work on the arrangements of capsid protein and triangulation number of 

icosahedra geometry kick-started a series of studies on protein interactions and 

assembly onto a capsid surface [101]. These studies also helped establish 

important information-related concepts like quasi-equivalence. Quasi-

equivalence is the phenomenon where the same molecule/capsid monomer 

exists in different configurations on the capsid depending on its immediate 

local connectivity and environment. The quasi-equivalent positions on a 

capsid are points of different symmetries and the monomers at these points 

exhibit different interaction patterns with their neighbours. This suggests that 

upon every new interaction, a particular protein molecule is influenced by the 

nature of the immediate locality and correspondingly settles at a state that 

satisfies the requirements imposed by that locality. A lot of models including 

Local-rules simulations by Berger [102,103] have since been developed to 

account for the interaction preferences in assembling lattices. The Local rules 

model postulates on the existence of “rules” enforced by a protein monomer 

on its immediate environment of and vice-versa. The concept of local rules is 

highly similar to the extremely well studied cellular automaton model where 

local environments influence the current state of target ‘cell’. In later sections, 

it will be shown that similar principles of information transfer will play a 

fundamental role in the development of the CLASS model. 

 

 

http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=416&UserID=8977&AccessCode=3B9ABA535AC54836B5189E9D824D5290&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=339&UserID=8977&AccessCode=6F465F8E51D44EF298A488BB4F735A1C&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=339&UserID=8977&AccessCode=6F465F8E51D44EF298A488BB4F735A1C&CitationSuffix=
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3.1.4 Examples of self-assembly 
Self-assembly, as a tool, has been used to synthesize novel materials for varied 

functionalities. Engineered self-assembly is currently a magic wand for the 

manufacturing industry where automation of nano-scale processes are 

achieved through modular design of the components and their self-assembly. 

Examples include self-assembly of polyhedra with patterned surfaces to 

generate electrical networks of desired topographies [104]. Another example is 

the self-assembly of peptide nanotubes from flat ring shaped subunits [105].  

In biology, there are numerous examples of assembling particles apart from 

the viral capsid proteins, like Ferritin, Vault particles, fibrillar ECM proteins, 

cytoskeletal proteins, and Clathrin, that assemble to form ordered structures 

like cages, tubes, lattices, sheets, fibrils, etc.  

One of the most studied viral capsids is the Cowpea Cholera Mosaic Virus that 

assembles into spherical cages at low pH environments. A study of the phase 

distributions of the assembly under different conditions of pH and ionic 

strength was able to demarcate with considerable efficiency the conditions in 

which subunits would form open/ closed tubes as against single walled or 

double walled cages or disks[106]. This has been attributed to the 

conformational preferences of the protein and electrostatic screening at 

different pH environments and ionic strengths. Computational modelling of 

such a process could be valuable in giving insights into how information 

transfer is accomplished between proteins in these different phases and how 

small differences in pH and ionic strength might push the assembly process 

across phase boundaries.  

http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=397&UserID=8977&AccessCode=A3D899F2A9B44A7BAAA605969FF42A09&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=498&UserID=8977&AccessCode=3C94E90411F444AA9BB0C2B1B9303242&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=414&UserID=8977&AccessCode=30E3532962F54036AA5B07B8BB8BD30F&CitationSuffix=
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Another study on CCMV capsids concluded that recombinant CCMV capsid 

fused with Elastins was able to form two different kinds of cages depending 

on the Elastins being in one of either compact or extended forms [107] 

Similarly, multiple supramolecular complexes have also been observed in the 

assembling protein Ferritin that helps to sequester iron molecules as Ferric 

oxide. Changes in the external environment have been linked to the formation 

of either maxi Ferritin cages (Outer diameter 120Å) or mini Ferritin cages 

(outer diameter 90Å). [108] 

3.1.5 Computational modelling of self-assembly 
Biological self-assembly has generally been studied with the aid of 

experimental techniques that help to establish the kinetics of assembly, the 

distribution of structures obtained and the molecular basis for the interactions 

responsible for assembly. However, subjecting the same process to 

mathematical modelling might result in interesting insights and predictions 

that might be validated later using experimental tools. Computational methods 

bring with them the strengths of parallel processing and brute force. These 

methods make it possible to make subtle and combinatorial changes to 

individual local parameters and study the large scale effects of each such 

change.  

The application of computational methods to the assembly process almost 

always involves the development of a suitable model for the components of 

assembly, focusing on those aspects of the components that make the process 

unique. There are two methods in which such models might be developed. The 

first method is the development of a model that strictly adheres to known 

biological and chemical principles with parsimonious use of assumptions. 

http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=412&UserID=8977&AccessCode=BA16F9FF40604DCB9EAF5A4C56672A44&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=415&UserID=8977&AccessCode=C82C1A47FE9F40A8B545E80CF8D7FFB4&CitationSuffix=
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These models might then be used to predict the results of assembly under 

different conditions, based on the current understanding of the process 

obtained through experiments. The second method would be in developing a 

model that incorporates in it “intelligent” assumptions about the assembly 

process and helps answer ‘what if’ questions of a wide nature. The questions 

answered by such a model relate not to the predictions themselves but more on 

the assumptions made. These models help understand if those assumptions are 

biologically feasible or under what conditions such assumptions might be seen 

in nature. 

Another important factor in model development is the focus of the model that 

determines the kind of questions that can be asked of a model. For example a 

computational model focusing on the kinetics of assembly might be employed 

to answer questions about the effect of rates of assembly/disassembly and 

effects of factors like temperature, whereas a thermodynamic model would 

help understand the energetics of the assembly process and the stabilization 

and distribution of intermediate structures during the process. A fine-grained 

molecular model for assembly might assess the effect of point mutations on 

the interactions between monomers and thus comment on the effect of pH and 

ionic strengths on assembly.  

In this dissertation, we develop a model for the assembly of Clathrin lattices 

while focusing on the unique geometry and connectivity of Clathrin 

monomers. The developed model falls under the “What-if” class of models 

that enable us to simulate the self-assembly of Clathrin with intelligent 

assumptions about the effect of biochemical parameters and tries to understand 

if and when such assumptions might be feasible in nature.  
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Clathrin, as shown in the section on Clathrin structure exhibits an intricate 

network of interactions in its lattice that in some case are a result of distant 

monomers interacting with each other through one leg segment. By using a 

model that focuses on the unique geometry of the triskelion and the complex 

contact network of Clathrin, we hope to provide understanding about the 

effects of stochasticity and the information transfer between monomers during 

the self-assembly process of Clathrin.      

3.2 CLASS model and methods 

3.2.1 Introduction 
As outlined in the previous section, Self-assembly is a powerful tool used both 

by Nature and human technology to create complex structures from simple 

building blocks.  While many self-assembly process, natural or otherwise are 

deterministic in nature, consistently leading to a single output, the Clathrin 

self-assembly process has enough inherent variability in itself to warrant 

deeper study using theoretical mathematical and computational tools.  

The previous section discussed in brief the application of computational 

methods towards solving problems in self-assembly. In this section, we 

discuss the development of a Monte-Carlo mathematical model (CLASS) for 

Clathrin self-assembly under the framework of Biological and geometric 

principles. This model is intended to study the effect of information transfer 

between triskelia and the geometry of assembling structures on the self-

assembly of Clathrin. We believe that this model might be able to shed insight 

about what factors influence the consistent reproduction of a particular kind of 

a structure or how it might be possible to alter conditions in subtle manner that 

might cause the transition from one cage structure to another. 
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The representation of Clathrin in the CLASS model has already been dealt 

with in Chapter 2 and establishes the features associated with two levels of 

Clathrin assembly -the monomeric ‘triskelion’ and the mono/multimeric 

‘construction’. Individual triskelia are represented as nodes with three binding 

sites, while constructions are represented as edge-vertex connectivity graphs. 

Each member of the triskelion class contains features like the index (for 

identification), position (indices of neighbours), 3D coordinates (Spatial 

position of triskelion centre), rings (Preferences for Hex/Pent angles at the 

triskelia knees), stability (number and type of interactions established by a 

triskelion) and strain (geometric angular strain). Members of the construction 

class contain a list of triskelion indices that are part of the construction. Both 

the construction class and triskelion class provide a lot of tools for the 

manipulation of construction topology and structure. These tools will be 

discussed in detail in section 3.3.2. The CLASS algorithm uses these data 

structures to study the characteristics of the constructions formed from a 

system of free individual triskelia under different environmental conditions. 

The term CLASS engine is applied to the whole simulator that combines the 

CLASS data structures and CLASS model using the CLASS algorithm. The 

CLASS engine studies Clathrin self-assembly by simulating the assembly 

process for a user defined number of Simulation time steps. During each time 

step, the model considers the possibility of different kinds of “events” that are 

allowed to occur in the CLASS universe. Examples of such events include 

binding between triskelia, dissociation of a triskelion, establishment of 

interaction preferences at both free/bound sites in a triskelion (Label updating) 

and structure relaxation.  
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Before trying to explain in detail the CLASS model or algorithm, it is 

necessary to understand the different parameters that the CLASS model 

considers influential in the assembly process. These are by no means an 

exhaustive list of parameters affecting the assembly process. However, the 

combination of CLASS parameters might be well equipped to answer 

questions focusing on certain aspects of assembly - like information transfer 

and geometry. The parameters explained in the next section are supplied by 

the user and hence act as user-controlled handles on the Clathrin assembly 

process enabling us to study the effects of different combinations of 

parameters on the nature of assembly.  

3.2.2 CLASS parameters 
The CLASS model is parameterized with variables that are either biochemical, 

geometric or theoretical in nature. The results of simulating different values of 

these parameters with the engine allow us to study the individual and 

concerted effects of these parameters on the assembly process. The following 

section elaborates on the structuring and the rationale behind the inclusion of 

different parameters and their expected effects on the assembly process in the 

CLASS model. We first define the individual parameters used and in later 

sections we show how these parameters are included in the framework of the 

CLASS model.  

3.2.2.1 Concentration 

Concentration is a major parameter in the study of any chemical reaction and 

it is not unreasonable to assume that concentration of Clathrin triskelia plays 

an important role in the assembly process. Studies of in vitro Clathrin 

assembly have shown that Clathrin self-assembly occurs above a critical 
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concentration of 100µg/ml (0.53µM). In vivo, endocytic hotspots in cells 

might be expected to have a much higher local concentration of Clathrin 

triskelia than those found in solution.  

The CLASS model is not developed as a detailed kinetic model but as a 

stochastic Monte-Carlo model and hence, the effect of triskelia concentration 

on assembly is encapsulated in the scalar parameter α, which is the probability 

of a Clathrin construction being in the neighbourhood of a free triskelion. This 

parameter enjoys a linear relationship with concentration values and is 

calculated by expressing concentration as a volume/volume fraction as 

follows. 

Each CHC is a long cylindrical tube of length 475Å and diameter 20 Å, and 

hence the volume occupied by each triskelion (approximated to the volume 

occupied by three such CHCs) is calculated to be approx. 4.5E-25 m
3
. Also, 

given that the molecular weight of a CHC is 190kDa, a 100µg/ml solution of 

Clathrin (0.53uM) is calculated to contain 1E20 triskelia per ml. Hence, the 

fraction of overall volume occupied by Clathrin molecules in a 100µg/ml 

sample is calculated as 4.73E-5 m
3
/ml, which is the value for the  parameter α 

used in the CLASS model. It should be noted that this model is a highly 

simplistic representation of concentration as volume fractions and ignores the 

effect of diffusion or reorientation of particles for alignment.  However, very 

high local concentrations of Clathrin might ensure that the effects of diffusion 

are negligible and do not provide a kinetic barrier to the assembly of 

individual Clathrin triskelia.  
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The CLASS model is equipped to be run under cases of either limited supply 

of triskelia or with unlimited supply of triskelia. In the former case, the 

parameter α represents initial concentration of free triskelia and in subsequent 

steps is modified to be (Nfi/Nf0)*α where Nfi and Nf0 represent the number of 

free triskelia in the system at time i and time 0 respectively. This reflects the 

change in concentration of free triskelia over time. 

3.2.2.2 Global dissociation constants (Gkd) 

The binding of triskelia to each other is a complex process since each 

interaction involves a number of weaker leg-segmental interactions that 

behave together in an avidity-like fashion. As previously explained in section 

2.1.4, when two triskelia interact with each other, there are three leg segmental 

interactions that are formed simultaneously- one antiparallel Proximal– 

Proximal interaction and two parallel Proximal–Distal interactions. Studies 

using Surface Plasmon Resonance and truncated CHC segments [109] have 

shown that the binding strengths vary between different pairs of leg segments 

and that the Proximal-Distal interaction is stronger than the Proximal-

Proximal, with the Distal-Distal interactions being the weakest. The study also 

measures the dissociation rate constants (kd) for these individual interactions. 

The CLASS model uses these kd values (    
,    

          
) weighted by a 

scalar (Gkd) to be used in calculating the stability of a triskelion as a function 

of its interactions in a construction. The weighting allows us to study the 

effects of assembly under assumptions of strong or weak binding strengths, 

while preserving the ratio and order of interaction strengths between Proximal-

Distal, Proximal-Proximal and Distal-Distal interactions. 

http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=465&UserID=8977&AccessCode=1CB7EC33F5464BD68D66445672AD3E04&CitationSuffix=
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Although the use of kd terms provides a kinetic facet to the assembly process, 

a fundamental caveat of the CLASS model is its inability to translate from 

“Simulation time steps” to real time and hence weighting the kd values used in 

the simulation helps to look at the relative changes in the assembly processes 

without making comments on the absolute values of kd  themselves. 

3.2.2.3 Angular Strain 

Angular strain is a measure of the deviation of triskelion leg angles from 

“ideal” values of knee angle and thus represents the energy of a triskelion that 

has its legs arrayed in a certain configuration. “Ideal angle” values correspond 

to the values of 108° and 120° – angles formed between edges in a pentagon 

and hexagon respectively. Since every triskelion is accorded a preference of 

P/H angle at its knees, the angular strain estimates the adherence of each knee 

to these ideal angle values. 

As suggested by the section on the features of CLASS triskelia, each leg that 

is part of an interaction has a ‘ring’ feature associated with it that indicates a 

preference for either pentagonal or a hexagonal configuration at the knee of 

the leg. However, the process of stochastic assembly might result in cases 

where triskelion legs in particular configurations are forced to adopt leg angles 

that greatly differ from the ideal values of 108° for Pentagons and 120° for 

hexagons. It is very likely that in biological reality, perfectly ideal angles are 

not a rigid constraint of assembly and that there is allowance for some 

deviation. However, the extent of tolerance for this deviation has not been 

measured experimentally. Also to note is the fact that if adherence to ideal 

angle values was a tight constraint, then the number of different closed 

structures that could be formed could not be greater than 4, corresponding to 
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the initial 3-ringed structure that forms in the system (PPP/PHH/PPH or 

HHH).  It is the inherent flexibility in the choice of knee angles that make it 

possible to form structures in a variety of sizes. And hence the deviation of 

knee angles from ideal angles is allowed to a certain degree and the strain 

energy Estr corresponds to the penalty imposed on the triskelion for larger 

deviations from these ideal geometric angles. The angular strain energy term 

can be assumed to have a sigmoidal morphology with angles very close to the 

ideal values falling into the “allowed window” of angles and having “low 

energies”.  There is an exponential increase in energy for angles beyond this 

window. After the difference in angles reaches a certain threshold, the energy 

reaches a maximum value and any further changes in the angle do not 

contribute to increasing energy of the triskelion. With this in mind, the 

equation for strain energy is drafted to be of the form 

  

     
 

 

corresponding to a sigmoidal curve. Adding weights and the terms for 

deviation of angle x from ideal value xideal gives the equation 

      ∑
  

                      

 

 
            (3.1) 

Equation 3.1 gives the sigmoidal strain energy term for triskelion t when the 

leg angles are x given that the ideal angle for the ring is xideal. w1 and w2 are 

empirical weights for the system and determine the slope of the exponential 

part of the curve. µ is that value of deviation from the ideal angle where Estr is 

at half its maximum value. 
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Using this equation (3.1) to calculate strain energy with the empirical weight 

values w1 = 9, w2 = 0.5, and µ=7 results in a sigmoidal graph as follows. 

 

Figure 3.2 Dependence of Strain energy on the deviation of triskelion knee angles from 

ideal angle values. Ideal angles correspond to those of Pentagonal (108°) and Hexagonal 

(120°) angles. When a triskelion leg assumes angles that are farther from ideal angles, there is 

an increase in the strain energy of the triskelion. The weights have been empirically chosen so 

that under conditions of strong interaction strengths that favour assembly, the probability of 

triskelion removal due to strain is <=0.5. 

 

The weights have been empirically chosen to ensure that under conditions of 

the simulation that promote assembly (values of Gkd that permit build-up of 

large structures), the overall probability of removal of a triskelion with 

extreme deviation in knee angles is approximated to 0.5.  

The next few parameters are those that correspond to increasing levels of 

conformational preferences established by triskelia and help determine the 

extent of information transfer between triskelia. While the existence of these 

parameters has never been studied experimentally, they allow us to create 

thought experiments with Clathrin assembly and speculate on the inner 

workings of the assembly process. Below is a list of such parameters and what 

they imply about the assembly process. 
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3.2.2.4 Preferred Initial Distributions (0th order bias) 

Preferred Initial Distributions (also called the 0
th

 order bias) is a parameter 

that takes its basis in the fact that the environment in which a free monomer is 

present influences the mean pucker of the free triskelia in the system. It is 

conceivable to think that there might be conditions of pH and ionic strength 

where the triskelia prefer to be in a PPP configuration (High pucker) as 

opposed to a HHH configuration (zero pucker). The rationale behind this 

assumption is that conditions like pH and ionic strength might affect the 

interactions between the three CHC at the helical tripod (C terminal hub) and 

hence affect how much they slide against each other, thus affecting the values 

of triskelion pucker.  

When such triskelia are incorporated into larger constructions, they retain the 

preference imposed on them by the environment unless forced into alternative 

configurations by structural constraints in the construction (e.g., it is every 

likely that even in a system that is formed from an initial distribution of all 

HPP triskelia, information transfer from different neighbours and geometrical 

constructions in a construction force a triskelion to adopt a PPP configuration.)   

In the CLASS model, this parameter is encoded as a matrix P with four values, 

corresponding to the initial probabilities for PPP, PPH, PHH and HHH 

triskelia respectively. The only constraint imposed here is that the sum of the 

probabilities has to be 1. 

The P parameter might be considered a 0
th

 order interaction preference where 

each triskelion is biased towards a particular type of overall configuration due 

to environmental constraints.  
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The parameter P is used by the CLASS engine when attempting to assign knee 

preferences for triskelia that have formed a new interaction. 

 

3.2.2.5 Energies of leg configurations (1st order bias) 

 

Energies of leg configurations (also called 1
st
 order bias) is a term associated 

with conformational preferences between leg segments of interacting triskelia. 

It encodes information about the types of preferences leg segments indirectly 

enforce on neighbouring triskelia through biased interaction energies.  

As demonstrated in section 2.1.5, comparing the interaction surfaces between 

different leg segments in the Cryo-EM structure for a D6 barrel showed that 

the composition of amino acids in the interaction surfaces for similar leg-

segmental interactions differed according to the configuration the legs were in. 

For example a Proximal–Proximal interaction where both legs formed 

pentagons at the knees was found to use a slightly different set of interacting 

residues as opposed to a Proximal–Proximal interaction where one was in a 

pentagonal and the other in a hexagonal configuration. This phenomenon leads 

us to believe that it might be possible for the strength of the interaction 

between leg segments to depend on the configuration each leg segment adopts. 

For example a Proximal-Proximal interaction where both legs form Pentagons 

at the knees might be stronger than a Proximal-Proximal interaction where 

both form hexagons. 
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Figure 3.3 Schematic of Similar leg segments in different configurations – The above 

picture depicts a Proximal-Proximal interaction where (i) both legs are in a Pentagonal 

configuration (Blue-Red) and (ii) where one leg is in a Pentagonal and one is in a Hexagonal 

configuration (Blue-Green) 

 

Hence the Ω parameter weights the kd term depending on the configuration of 

the interacting leg segments. Correspondingly, this term is a matrix of ten 

values that act as the weighting factors for the following interactions. 

{Pent_P – Pent_P ,  Pent_P-Hex_P , Hex_P - Hex_P, Pent_P –Pent_D , 

Pent_P –Hex_D, Hex_P - Pent_D,  Hex_P - Hex_D,  Pent_D - Pent_D,  

Pent_D - Hex_D,  Hex_D - Hex_D } 

Where the P and D refer to the Proximal and Distal legs; the Pent and Hex 

refer to the Pentagonal and Hexagonal leg configurations assumed at the knee 

of the corresponding leg. 

Just like the Preferred Initial Distributions are the 0
th

 order interaction 

preference, the energies for leg configurations serve as the 1
st
 order interaction 

preference. Each leg of a triskelion has preferences for the kinds of its 

neighbouring leg segments and this causes the interaction of the triskelion 

with undesirable legs to dissociate sooner. Thus there is indirect population–
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level enforcement of the types of neighbouring legs for each kind of leg 

segment. 

3.2.2.6 Energies of triskelia configurations (2nd Order bias) 

Given that there might be weighting of interaction strengths according to the 

configuration of interacting legs, it might also be possible that every triskelion 

either exerts pressure on its neighbouring triskelion to adopt a particular 

overall configuration or is able to differentiate between triskelia in different 

configurations. Although every triskelion contacts only two legs in its 

neighbour, it is conceivable that the reorientation of these two legs has a subtle 

effect on the third unbound leg which is forced to choose a particular 

configuration at the knee (P/H). Hence every triskelion has biased interaction 

energies that discriminate between neighbours in PPP, PPH, PHH or an HHH 

configuration. This results in a matrix ω of ten values as well that correspond 

to scaling of kd for the following adjacencies 

{HHH-HHH, HHH-HHP, HHH-HPP, HHH-PPP, HHP-HHP, 

HHP-HPP, HHP-PPP, HPP-HPP, HHP-PPP, PPP-PPP} 

Both the parameter energy for leg configuration and the energy for triskelia 

configuration are implemented as weighting factors for the binding affinities 

(PPkd, PDkd and DDkd) and along with the global dissociation constant Gkd 

are used in the CLASS model to calculate the probability of triskelion removal 

from a construction. 

3.2.2.7 Summary of parameters 

The following table [Table 3-A] shows a list of all user-specified parameters 

commonly used in CLASS simulations. 
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Table 3-A   List of parameters that are part of the CLASS model 

PARAMETER SYMBOL TYPE FUNCTION 

Number of triskelia N Scalar 

 

Initial number of free triskelia in the 

system 

Time steps T Scalar 

The number of time steps the 

simulation is run for. 

Concentration Α Scalar 

 

The probability of a construction 

meeting a free triskelion. 

Global Dissociation 

constant 

    Scalar 

 

Global value for interaction strengths 

between leg-segments 

Angular Strain      Scalar 

 

Geometric strain experienced by 

triskelia in a construction. 

Preferred Initial 

distribution 

(0
th

 order bias) 

P Matrix (Size: 4) 

 

Initial pucker preferences for 

individual triskelia. 

Energies of leg 

configurations 

(1
st
 order bias) 

Ω Matrix (Size: 10) 

 

Weights for kd depending on types of 

interacting leg segments. 

Energies of triskelia 

configurations 

(2
nd

 order bias) 

ω Matrix (Size: 10) 

 

Weights for kd depending on types of 

interacting triskelia. 
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These are the parameters involved in the CLASS model. We believe that the 

definition and implementation of these parameters enable us to ask questions 

concerning the effects of interaction strengths or interaction preferences on the 

self-assembly of Clathrin. 

In the next section, we discuss the different “events” that are allowed to occur 

in the CLASS model and how the above parameters are used in the decision 

making process for the different events. 

 

3.2.3 CLASS MODEL EVENTS 
The parameters required for the functioning of the CLASS algorithm and the 

representations of Clathrin in the CLASS model have been documented in the 

previous sections. In this section, we describe events that are permitted to 

occur in the CLASS universe. On the whole, there are four kinds of events 

allowed in the CLASS model and these are addition, removal, updating after 

addition and updating after removal. The focus of this section is on the events 

that are allowed in the CLASS universe, the interplay of parameters in making 

each event occur and the rationale behind the assumptions underlying these 

events. 

Before explaining each event in detail it has to be pointed out that there are 

two major regimes in which the CLASS engine works – Competitive assembly 

and non-competitive assembly. Competitive assembly refers to the case where 

there is a limited pool of triskelia and there is simultaneous assembly of 

multiple constructions beginning at time point T0. This closely resembles 

cases in vitro, when spontaneous assembly occurs when the pH is suddenly 
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lowered to a particular threshold. Non-competitive assembly is the case where 

there is virtually unlimited supply of triskelia and the simulation focuses only 

on one triskelion, tracking its fate through the user-specified number of time 

steps. Hence, in non-competitive assembly, there is only one construction 

assembling at any point of time. This resembles the case with endocytic hot 

spots where the local concentration and number of free triskelia is high enough 

to be considered unlimited in a small local region of the cell. Since the case of 

competitive assembly requires more steps and is more complex than the other, 

most events and algorithmic steps defined here correspond to this case. While 

the specifications for the non-competitive case are not explicitly mentioned, it 

can be seen that it would require only a subset of the steps involved in 

competitive assembly. 

Since the CLASS model studies the reversible assembly of Clathrin 

constructions from individual triskelia, it is necessary for the CLASS model to 

accommodate two kinds of events- addition of a triskelion to a construction 

and the dissociation from a construction.  However, the term “Event” as used 

in this context refers not only to the chemical processes occurring as part of 

assembly but also to the decision making steps during self-assembly. Hence, 

there is the inclusion of a third kind of event called Updating that is a mixture 

of a number of independent modules. As a whole, the updating event 

accomplishes modifications to the network and structure of Clathrin 

constructions, with examples including the establishment of triskelion leg 

preferences, neighbour preferences, propagation of ring labels, computation of 

3D coordinates for triskelia, and relaxation of structure to dissipate angular 
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strain. A detailed explanation of these events, how they are implemented and 

what algorithmic requirements they impose is presented below. 

3.2.3.1 Addition 

Addition is the event in self-assembly where a construction interacts with a 

free triskelion. For the purposes of simplicity, construction-construction 

interactions are not considered since that would require good structural 

complementarity between two large constructions and thereby might 

contribute to only a small fraction of reactions in biological reality. Triskelion-

triskelion interactions are considered to be a subset of construction-triskelion 

interactions (a triskelion being added to a construction of size 1). Addition 

typically occurs when there are free sites for binding on the construction and 

there is a pool of unbound triskelia available in the system (Competitive 

assembly). As mentioned previously, during the process of addition, two 

triskelia bind using three leg-segmental interactions (one Proximal-Proximal 

and two Proximal-Distal interactions). The decision to be made in this event 

involves estimating the likelihood of adding a free triskelion tfree to a triskelion 

t that is already part of a construction.  

At any time step i, Addition of a free triskelion to a construction is a function 

of the following terms 

a) The concentration of free triskelia in the system (α) as a user specified 

scalar value.  

 

b) In the case of competitive assembly, addition is also a function of Nfi -

the number of free triskelia available at time i. 
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The number of free legs in the triskelion t, called the valence of 

triskelion t (  ). This parameter reflects the number of available 

binding sites for the new triskelion tfree.  Hence, relative to a triskelion 

with a single unbound leg, a triskelion with two unbound legs has 

twice the probability of binding to a free triskelion at every time step. 

Probability of addition is then calculated as follows 

 
           

   

   
     

         (3.2) 

 

Equation 3.2 expresses the relation between the probability of addition of a 

free triskelion tfree to a triskelion t at time i (       ) and the terms for 

concentration of free triskelia (α), number of free triskelia at time i (Nfi) and 

the valence (   ) of triskelion t at time i. When this probability is above a 

particular threshold, the free triskelion tfree is added to a randomly chosen free 

leg in the triskelion t.  

The addition process is the simplest of the three reactions and requires only 

that the CLASS algorithm be able to determine number of free legs on the 

triskelion currently under scrutiny and maintain count of the number of 

unbound triskelia in the system. 

3.2.3.2 Removal 

The removal reaction corresponds to the decision involving removal of a 

triskelion t from a construction at a time point i. This decision depends on 

contributions from two types of energy experienced by the triskelion. Both 
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contributions are expressed as probability terms that correspond to the 

probability of triskelion removal due to each energy term. 

a) Contribution of energy of binding:  This is the energy corresponding to 

the interactions established by the triskelion t in the construction. This 

term is determined by the individual strengths of each interaction 

established by the triskelion t with other members of the construction. At 

low values of Global dissociation constant Gkd, this term ensures low 

probability of removal of triskelion t from the construction. 

 

b) Contribution of Strain energy: This term is calculated from the strain 

energy of triskelion t, which is a function of knee angles adopted by the 

legs of the triskelion.  A detailed explanation about the calculation of 

strain energy was presented in section 3.2.2.3. 

The computation of both these terms and their usage in the CLASS model 

is described in the upcoming sections. 

CONTRIBUTION OF BINDING ENERGY 

Any Clathrin lattice is held together by a complex network of interactions 

between leg segments. Although individual interactions themselves have been 

found to be weak, the avidity of the structure as a whole remains high enough 

to keep huge structures stable. Each leg of a triskelion t can be stabilized by a 

maximum of 12 other legs – three immediate neighbours, six triskelia one 

node away and three triskelia 2 nodes away [Figure 2.7]. Hence, complete 

removal of a triskelion from a construction requires the breaking of all its 

interactions simultaneously. Since each edge of a Clathrin lattice is made of 
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four leg segments  [Figure 2.7], every Clathrin leg segment makes interactions 

with three other leg segments, implying a maximum of 3 legs per triskelion * 

2 segments per leg * 3 intermolecular interactions per segment = 18 

interactions that need to dissociate. However, looking at the cross section of 

the Clathrin legs shows that the distance between legs diagonally apart is 

about 5Å greater than those in a row and 10Å greater than those in a column. 

Hence, we consider the interactions arising from such pairs of leg segments to 

be negligible. Complete dissociation of a triskelion requires the breaking of up 

to 12 interactions. The probability of removal of a triskelion depends on the 

combined probability of removal for all interactions which is calculated as 

follows. 

The contribution of binding energy to dissociation for each triskelion is given 

by the equation  

          ∏∏                       

      

 
                (3.3) 

   

Equation 3.3 gives σstab(t) - the probability of removal of triskelion t as a 

function of its binding energies. This equation is of the general form       

calculated for each leg segment interaction (between leg segments ls1 and ls2). 

Thus, a higher kd value for a particular interaction gives a greater probability 

of dissociation. The equation includes weighting factors for the kd values that 

are obtained from the parameters corresponding to energy of leg configuration 

(   ) and energy of triskelia configuration (   ) [Sections 3.2.2.5 and 3.2.2.6]. 

i and j represent the configuration of the interacting leg segments (H vs P) 
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while x and y represent the overall configuration of the interacting triskelia 

(HHH, PPP etc.). 

CONTRIBUTION FROM STRAIN ENERGY 

The contribution of strain energy to removal is given by 

                       (3.4) 

Equation (3.4) shows the probability of removal of a triskelion with strain 

energy Estr. Higher values of strain energy imply greater probabilities of 

dissociation from a construction. 

OVERALL PROBABILITY OF REMOVAL 

The overall probability of removal is a product of the terms for individual 

probabilities of removal due to binding energy and strain energy and is given 

as follows  

                               (3.5) 

It can be seen from equation (3.5) that a triskelion is removed when the 

beneficial effect of a leg-leg interaction is overcome by the effects of 

triskelion strain. 

The successful removal of any triskelion t requires that the CLASS algorithm 

constantly update the interactions established by the triskelion t and use the 

user specified weighting factors and kd values to calculate the probability for 

removal due to stability. It also requires that the geometric strain of triskelia be 

calculated at every time step, which is a function of the three dimensional 

positions of the triskelia. Hence it is absolutely imperative for removal that 

every triskelion in a system has a 3D coordinate associated with it. Since 
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constructions are represented primarily as connectivity networks, the 

computation of 3D coordinates from the connectivity-graph is a very 

important sub module and will be discussed later in section 3.2.3.5. 

3.2.3.3 Updating after addition 

Updating is a post processing event that makes changes to the network and 

structure of a construction, after either an addition or a removal event has 

occurred. Unlike the addition and removal events that change the number of 

triskelia in the construction, the Updating event includes a lot of individual 

modules that makes changes to the network topology and the 3D structure of 

the construction. In general, updating is the event where the individual ring 

preferences are established/deleted, closable rings are closed, collisions 

detected, 3D coordinates for triskelia are computed, new contacts made by 

proximity and relaxation of the structure is accomplished. Since removal and 

addition require different sets of updating modules to be performed, the 

overall updating occurs in three phases – Updating after removal, Updating 

after addition and Common Updating (modules for both cases). 

After every addition process, the network connectivity of the construction is 

subject to a few modifications. These modifications are those that concern the 

establishment of ring preferences at the knees of the newly interacting 

triskelia, Closure of rings in the construction, formation of intra-construction 

interaction by distance/orientation and detection of collisions. Each such event 

will be discussed below in the following sections. 
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ESTABLISHMENT OF RING PREFERENCES 

Successful addition of a new triskelion tfree to a triskelion t in a construction 

induces structural after-effects in the construction. As soon such an addition 

occurs, the triskelia t and tfree in the interaction are assigned ring preferences 

(H/P) at the knees of the participating legs [Figure 3.4]. Since interactions 

between any two neighbouring triskelia involve two of their three legs, the 

CLASS engine ensures that the ring preferences for these two legs are set to 

either H or P when an interaction is established. These legs correspond to the 

leg that has a Proximal-Proximal interaction with the new triskelion and the 

leg that is counter-clockwise to this leg, as can be seen from the following 

figure.   

 

Figure 3.4 – Schematic showing how ring preferences are assigned: The angles marked 

with an X are fixed in every new interaction to be in either H or P configuration. Ring 

preferences can be set based on adjacent triskelia. For e.g., a triskelion at position A would 

influence the ring angle indicated by the circled x. In the absence of neighbouring triskelia, 

ring angles can also be set using the Preferred Initial Distributions. 

 

There are different ways in which these ring preferences can be set. When 

other triskelia are already present in the same ring as the two interacting 

triskelia, then assigning ring preferences (H/P) is trivial.  
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In contrast, if other triskelia are not already present in the same ring, then 

assigning the ring preferences (H/P) requires use of the Preferred Initial 

Distribution. 

i) If t contains other neighbours (except for tfree), then ring labels can 

be inferred from these neighbouring triskelia whose preferences 

have already been assigned. For example when the red triskelion 

has a neighbour at the position marked A, then the angles that have 

been circled are set since they all form part of the same ring.  

ii) When no such neighbours are present, labels can be assigned at 

random based on user defined probabilities for preferred initial 

distributions of triskelia.  The probabilities for assignment are pre-

computed at the beginning of the CLASS simulation as follows. 

               ∑                                       

    

 
   

(3.6) 

Equation (3.6) gives the probability that a ring angle in a triskelion t would be 

assigned to be r given that the other two leg angles have been set to r1 and r2. 

r can take values of either H or P while r1 and r2 take values of H/P/null (when 

unset). config refers to the overall configuration of a triskelion (PPP, PPH, 

PHH or HHH). Hence the equation implies that the probability of a ring angle 

being set to r depends on the probability of forming each of the four 

configurations from t given that r1 and r2 have been set. At the beginning of 

the CLASS simulation, a look-up table of values for these probabilities is pre-

computed [Table 3-B] and every time a new angle has to be set, the 
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probability of fixing an angle to be H or P is calculated as follows from the 

table. 

Table 3-B Precomputed matrix of ring assignment probabilities 

  

 

NUM PENTAGONAL ANGLES 

NUM 

HEXAGONAL 

ANGLES 

 0 1 2 

0 
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CLOSING RINGS 

On either side of the new bond formed between the two triskelia, there exists 

the possibility of closing a ring of triskelia in the construction. A closable ring 

is formed when all units (5 or 6) in a ring with preferences (P or H 
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respectively) are present. Such a ring is closed by forming an interaction 

between the first and the last triskelia. This results in the formation of an intra-

construction interaction between triskelia. Once the new interaction is formed, 

it is possible that ring-closure results in the creation of more closable rings in 

the construction in a zipper-like fashion. Hence the module for ring closure is 

implemented in a recursive manner until all closable rings (Hex/Pent) in the 

construction are closed.  

The interaction thus formed through ring closure is a direct consequence of the 

ring labels at the knees of the legs involved in forming the ring. Hence all 

rings formed through this route are either H or P and there is no allowance for 

the formation of heptagons or quadrilaterals, though such rings have been 

observed in very small proportions in nature. However, intra-construction 

interactions can also be formed using another module that might result in the 

formation of disallowed ring types. This module of connecting by distance and 

its working is explained in the next section. 

 

CONNECTING BY DISTANCE 

The previous section saw the formation of bond between triskelia that are part 

of the same ring in a construction. However, sometimes it is possible that 

triskelia from distant parts of the construction are brought spatially close to 

each other due to the curvature of the construction. When two such triskelia 

are at the right distance from each other and when they both have free legs in 

the right orientation that enables them to interact with each other, they bind to 
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each other. Implementing this module requires that all triskelia in the 

construction have 3D coordinates assigned to their centres.  

In any Clathrin lattice, it can be approximated that the knees of a triskelia lie 

very close to its neighbour’s centre. To create an interaction by distance, it is 

required that the knee of each triskelion be close to the centre of the other. 

However, since in CLASS the 3D coordinates are assigned only to the centre 

and not to the knees of the triskelia, the simulation uses the concept of 

imaginary triskelia to identify if two triskelia are at the right orientation for 

binding. The simulation places imaginary triskelia at the free legs of the two 

triskelia being considered for addition. The simulation then computes the 3D 

coordinates of this imaginary triskelion. When this imaginary triskelion 

coincides with the centre of the second triskelion, the interaction is established 

between the two initial triskelia and the imaginary triskelion is removed from 

the list. It is possible that this method of closing might result in the formation 

of heptagons or quadrilaterals as observed in nature. 

 

Figure 3.5 Schematic showing how triskelia far apart in connectivity might be close to 

each other spatially. If the red triskelion were recently added to its blue neighbour, the 

connectByDistance module would ensure that it would form an interaction with the yellow 

neighbour as well. This module is responsible for the formation of heptagons or quadrilaterals 

in the CLASS simulations. 
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DETECTION OF COLLISION 

Sometimes due to the stochasticity of the simulator and the curvature of the 

construction, newly added triskelia might occupy excluded volume of the 

construction and collide with another triskelion. The two triskelia may be too 

close to be able to form an interaction using their legs and so, in such a case, 

the newly added triskelion needs to be removed from the construction. 

Although collision based prevention-of-addition ensures the absence of 

collisions, it might result in the inability to add new triskelia to a free 

triskelion leg in the construction, preventing closure to form a cage. The only 

way closure can then be attained is if a significant level of disassembly occurs 

in the construction causing it to remove the triskelion that affects new 

additions and then assemble into other configurations that are amenable to 

closure. 

In summary, the updating steps performed after every addition process 

correspond to the following, 

i) Assigning ring preferences to the interacting triskelia.  

ii) Updating of the ring preferences in the locality surrounding the 

addition. 

iii) Checks for the presence of collisions in the construction 

iv) Checks for the presence of any closable Pentagonal or hexagonal 

rings 

v) Checks for the potential to form intra-construction interactions 

based on inter-triskelion distance and orientation. 
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3.2.3.4 Updating after removal 

Removal of a triskelion from a construction creates certain aftereffects in the 

structural integrity of the construction. The construction that is left after 

removal is tested to see if it fits any of the following cases, and if so, 

appropriate measures are taken. 

 For example in a construction of size 2, removal of a triskelion would make 

the rest of the construction another free triskelion and this would have to be 

classified as such by the CLASS engine.  

Another feature to be tested would be when the dissociation of a triskelion 

results in the construction splitting into two entities. In such a case, each split 

portion of the construction would have to be made an individual construction 

in the system. When one of the split portions is a single free triskelion, it 

would have to be marked as such. Since the strength of any single leg 

segment-leg segment interaction in Clathrin is weak, the presence of any 

single interaction between two sections is ignored and they are classified as 

separate constructions when they do not share a common triskelion forming 

explicit Proximal-Proximal interactions. For example in Figure 3.6, the 

removal of the black triskelion would still leave a single construction with the 

blue and red sections that are held together by a Proximal-Distal interaction. 

However, this single interaction is ignored and the CLASS engine splits this 

into two separate constructions. 
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Figure 3.6 Schematic showing a case of updating after removal. When the black triskelion 

is removed, it results in the splitting of the construction into two – the blue section and the red 

section.  

 

A third updating module after removal deals with the “ring” feature of the 

triskelia. As explained in Chapter 2, every triskelion in the CLASS model has 

this feature associated with each of its three legs. The ring feature indicates 

whether the knee at each leg is more likely to take a Pentagonal or a 

Hexagonal configuration. One of the ways to set the preferences at the knees is 

using the Preferred Initial Distribution when two triskelia form a new 

interaction. Hence, when a triskelion is removed, the labels that were set in its 

direct neighbours as a result of their interaction are deleted.  This enables the 

newly freed legs to stochastically assume a new ring preference at the knee 

when another triskelion binds to the free site. 

Every new interaction in a construction sets the ring preferences at a 

maximum of two legs for each of the interacting triskelia- the leg that has a 

Proximal-Proximal interaction and the leg counter-clockwise to that leg. When 

a triskelion is removed, the ring label at the Proximal-Proximal leg is always 

deleted. However the ring label at the counter-clockwise leg is deleted iff that 

leg has no direct neighbour for itself that forces it to adhere to its set labels. 
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Figure 3.7 Schematic showing ring-label updating on removal. When one of these two 

triskelia is removed from a construction, the angles marked with X are always removed, while 

the angles marked with a ‘?’ are removed only when there are no neighbours in that position. 

This ensures that constructions are free to grow in new directions/morphologies when triskelia 

are removed from it. 

 

In summary, there are three kinds of modifications performed on the 

construction after any removal process. These are  

 Checking for the presence of free triskelia 

 Checking for the splitting of network-graph 

 Updating ring labels in the neighbours of the removed triskelion. 

 

The next section covers those modules in the updating event that are common 

to both the addition and removal events. 

3.2.3.5 Updating after addition and removal 

After either addition or removal, there are a few common updating steps that 

result in modifications to the construction. These involve the propagation of 
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ring information, computation of 3D coordinates and the relaxation of the 

construction to dissipate geometric strain. 

PROPAGATION OF RING INFORMATION 

Whenever a ring preference is set at the leg of a triskelion t, information 

propagates through the system forcing any future neighbours of this leg of t to 

be compatible with the ring preference of t.  This essentially implies that there 

is information transfer between the hub of a triskelion and its knee. This 

information is transferred to any new triskelion through the established hub-

knee interface between the two triskelia. 

 

Figure 3.8 Schematic showing propagation of ring labels. When the red triskelion has one 

of its knees fixed in a P configuration, it implies that any future neighbour to the red triskelion 

(dotted green) will also have one of its knees (marked with a “?”) fixed in the same P 

configuration. 

 

COMPUTATION OF 3D COORDINATES 

As the previous sections have shown, 3D coordinate determination is an 

indispensable section of the CLASS algorithm and enables computation of 

strain, connection by spatial adjacency and prevention of collisions. A 

coordinate representation enables calculation of physical distances between 
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triskelia that cannot be inferred from an interaction map. And hence the 3D 

coordinates can also be used to define the overall morphology of the 

construction as spherical, elongated etc.  

Every triskelion data structure contains a 3D coordinate feature that records 

the spatial location of the triskelion centre. Coordinates are not computed for 

triskelia in any construction of size < 3. When a construction reaches size 3 

(Base case), the three triskelia form the seed for coordinate determination and 

are assigned coordinates in the x-z plane. Coordinates once calculated for a 

triskelion are carried over to successive time steps and are subject to change 

only by the relaxation module that causes each triskelion to wiggle in its 

neighbourhood. As more and more triskelia are added to the construction, it is 

only required to calculate the coordinates for the freshly added triskelia 

(Inductive case).  

Here we describe the process of computation of 3D coordinates for a 

construction in both the base case and the inductive case. 

BASE CASE (Newly formed construction of size 3) 

The first two triskelia are assigned coordinates along the x axis and the 

third triskelion is assigned a coordinate in the x-z plane depending on 

the clockwise or counter-clockwise nature of this leg to the other 

bound leg of the central triskelion.  The distance between interacting 

triskelia is fixed to be 1 and the angle between the two legs of the 

central triskelion depends on the P/H preference of the appropriate leg 

of the central triskelion. 
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Figure 3.9 Illustration for computation of 3D coordinates for the base case– Construction 

of size 3. A seed of three triskelia is chosen to be the base case. The central triskelion is given 

coordinates [0,0,0]. Of the other two triskelia, one is given the coordinates [0,0,1] and the 

third is given a coordinate depending on the angle formed by the three nodes and also 

depending on the cyclic order of triskelia legs (clockwise/anticlockwise)  

 

INDUCTIVE CASE (Construction of size greater than 3. Requires 

computation of coordinates for the most recently added triskelion t) 

1) If the triskelion t is part of a ring with at least three other triskelia 

(whose coordinates are known), it is assigned coordinates by 

calculating the equation of the plane formed by the three other triskelia 

and the corresponding H/P angle formed by triskelion t with these 

triskelia. In the CLASS engine, this is accomplished by the inPlane 

module [Figure 3.10]. 

2) Else, if the triskelion t has a neighbour whose other two sites are 

occupied (and the coordinates for these three triskelia are known), 

coordinates for t are computed using the pucker angle of the central 

triskelion and the angle (H/P) that t forms with the other neighbours of 

the central triskelion. The module inTriskelion executes this portion in 

the CLASS engine [Figure 3.10]. 
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3) When both previous methods are not applicable, (i.e., t is not part of a 

ring with 3 members or not a neighbour of a triskelion with two other 

neighbours), the coordinates for t are computed by adding an 

imaginary triskelion to the structure that corresponds to the knee of the 

neighbour of t, in a manner similar to the connecting by distance 

module. This allows a combination of the above two methods to be 

used to determine the coordinates for t, as illustrated in Figure 3.10 

This is implemented using the module fixRemainingTri in the CLASS 

engine. 

 

Figure 3.10 Schematic showing generation of 3D coordinates for constructions of size >3. 

This process uses the modules (a) inPlane, (b) inTriskelion and (c) fixRemainingTri. Green 

checks represent triskelia with fixed 3D coordinates and the red “?”  represents the triskelion 

for which 3D coordinate is to be fixed. Dotted line indicates the location of the imaginary 

triskelion. 

 

When using the inTriskelion module to calculate 3D coordinates, it is possible 

to satisfy the corresponding trigonometric equations in two ways, resulting in 

two mirror images of the central triskelion – One with accepted pucker and 

one with pucker in opposite direction. To eliminate this possibility, after every 

inTriskelion computation of coordinates, it is required to compare the central 

triskelion with the seed triskelia to check if they both exhibit puckers in the 

same direction. This involves performing rotation and translation operations 

on the coordinates of the four triskelia involved in inTriskelion. This is 
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accomplished by the module maintainPuckerDirection that performs this 

function using SVD decomposition.  

STRUCTURE RELAXATION 

The relaxation module is another important module in the CLASS algorithm 

and is aimed towards reducing or dissipating local geometric strain in the 

construction. This is an optimization problem that is structured towards 

minimizing an objective function while satisfying a set of distance and angle 

constraints. The distance constraints correspond to the distances between 

neighbouring triskelia (which has to be fixed to be 1). The angle constraints 

correspond to the angles taken by the knees of the triskelia and are expressed 

in the form of distances as follows.  

Simple trigonometric calculations give that for a polyhedron of edge length 1, 

the distances between two nodes that form angles of 108° and 120° with a 

central node, are 1.618 and 1.732 respectively. The angle constraints are thus 

expressed in a form that satisfies these distances.  

Both distance and angle constraints are written in the form of residual sum of 

squares as               
             . The threshold value provides a 

range of distances from the ideal value that the observed distances can vary by 

without incurring severe penalties. Consequently, angle constraints are 

allowed to vary their distances between 1.58 and 1.64 for a pentagon and 

between 1.7 and 1.76 for a hexagon.  

The objective function that is to be minimized is written of the following form 

-                                                               . This 

implies that the objective function aims to minimize the max value of strain 
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experienced by a single triskelion in the given construction. This ensures that 

there is no triskelion in the construction with angular strain above a certain 

threshold.  

This module is implemented using the optimization toolbox in Matlab. 

Specifically, the module uses the fmincon function of the optimization 

toolbox. The choice of fmincon is due to the non-linear nature of the 

constraints imposed on the optimizer. The successful execution of this module 

requires the creation of three text files whose functions are described below. 

Objfun.m 

This text file contains the objective function to be minimized by the 

optimization algorithm. As explained previously, this objective function is 

written to represent the maximum value of strain experienced by any triskelion 

in the construction. On testing other forms of the objective function that would 

achieve similar goals, it was found that this form performed efficiently with 

shorter time for convergence. 

Confun.m 

This text file contains the individual constraints to be maintained during the 

minimization process. The constraints included correspond to distance 

constraints and angle constraints. Distance constraints ensure that the distance 

between two interacting triskelia (nodes) is maintained between values of 0.99 

and 1.01. Angle constraints for pentagonal rings and hexagonal rings ensure 

that the distance between a triskelion and the triskelion one node away in the 

same ring is between 1.58 to 1.64 (for a P) and 1.7 to 1.76 (for a H).  
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Runfile.m 

This text file combines the Objfun.m and the Confun.m files using the 

fmincon utility, and also specifies options for fmincon. Options include the 

algorithm used for minimization (Interior-point), the tolerance levels for the 

constraints, the number of function evaluations and a minimum threshold for 

the objective function. The interior-point algorithm converts the inequality-

constrained optimization to a series of equality constrained problems by 

introducing slack variables in the objective function. The choice of the 

interior-point algorithm for fmincon over other options like active-set or the 

trust region reflective algorithm was because the interior-point method showed 

robust performance and scaled better to relax larger structures as opposed to 

the other algorithms. 

3.3 CLASS ALGORITHM 
 

We now describe the CLASS algorithm, including initialization, and 

subsequent steps of adding and removing triskelia to and from a growing 

construction. Within this process are loops to consider each triskelion in the 

construction, or each construction in the system. Important modules like the 

generation of 3D coordinates and the relaxation of construction structure are 

highlighted in this algorithm. The algorithm is written in an object-oriented 

manner, with the earlier mentioned ‘Construction’ and ‘Triskelion’ classes.   

3.3.1 Algorithm 
As has been mentioned in section 3.2.3, the CLASS algorithm is equipped to 

run under cases of both competitive and non-competitive assembly. Since the 

algorithm for the case of competitive assembly is more complex than that for 
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the other case, we present the CLASS algorithm for competitive assembly in 

this section. It should be noted that the non-competitive assembly case 

involves a subset of the steps shown here in a slightly reorganized fashion. 

The CLASS engine has been encoded for the most part in Java using JDK 

1.70_45 and relies on the Matlab Optimization toolbox for strain relaxation in 

constructions. The Matlab section of the CLASS code is controlled using the 

MatlabControl API for Java that is licensed under the CC Attribution-

Noncommercial-Share Alike 3.0 License. Apart from this API, the code also 

relies on the Jama library for Java that deals with Matrix operations. The Jama 

library was developed initially by MathWorks and is available on the public 

domain for use.  

The following steps present an overall Algorithmic description and the flow of 

control in the CLASS engine code.   

INITIALIZATION 

o Initialize Simulation with the required input parameters established 

in Table 3-A. 

o Calculate pre-computed table (Table 3-B) from the Preferred 

Initial Distribution. This table will be used to establish ring 

preferences every time new interactions are made. 

o Create user specified number of triskelia and make each triskelion 

a construction of size 1. 

o Initialize total number of free triskelia to equal user specified 

number. 
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LOOPING 

o Loop for number of time steps (T) in the simulation. 

 

o Loop through each construction C in a system    

 

 Loop through each Triskelion trem in the 

construction 

REMOVAL 

 Compute the “contribution of binding energy” to the 

removal of the triskelion trem based on the nature 

and number of interactions it makes with other 

triskelia. 

 Compute the value for angular strain for the 

triskelion trem. Note that this value depends on the 

3D coordinates for the triskelia, and the coordinates 

have been calculated from previous iterations of the 

loop, for constructions of size >3. When size of C is 

<=3, strain =1. 

 Calculate probability for the removal of triskelion 

trem using the above two terms. (Applicable only 

when the construction has size >1).   

 Using Java’s inbuilt random number generator, 

generate a floating point number between 0 and 1. If 
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the generated number is < the calculated probability 

for removal, proceed with removal of trem from C. 

 Update the list of triskelion indices in C by 

removing the index of the triskelion trem. 

 

UPDATING AFTER REMOVAL 

 Loop through all triskelia in the construction. If any 

triskelion is found interacting with trem, delete 

interaction record. 

 Create a construction of size 1 using the triskelion 

trem and increment number of free triskelia 

available.  Reclassify trem as being a free triskelion. 

 Mark triskelion trem as having interacted for the time 

step. 

 Verify that the construction remains connected. 

Traverse the network of C to check for the splitting 

of network graph into two and if so, make each a 

construction in its own  

 End loop over all triskelia trem in construction C. Removal 

phase is completed and next is the Addition phase. 

ADDITION 

 Loop through each triskelion tadd in the constructions 

created from the splitting of C (in case of no splitting, loop 

over C). 
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 If there are no free triskelia in the system 

(competitive mode) or if the triskelion in the loop 

has no free sites for binding, mark triskelion tadd as 

unchanged for the current time step. 

 Else, calculate probability for addition to tadd based 

on equation (3.5) in section 3.2.3.2. 

 Generate random number as before and if random 

number < calculated probability of addition, decide 

to add to tadd. 

 Pick random free triskelion in the system. 

 Pick random leg of this free triskelion to interact 

with tadd. 

 Pick a free leg at random on the triskelion tadd in the 

construction. 

 Add the index of the free triskelion to the list of 

indices in the construction. 

 Update the interaction by populating the ‘position’ 

feature of the interacting triskelia. 

 Decrement number of free triskelia by 1 

 Mark both tadd and the free triskelion tfree as having 

reacted for the time step. 

UPDATING AFTER ADDITION (Recursively repeat until no new interactions 

are formed in this section) 

 Assign ring preferences to the legs interacting in the 

tadd and tfree based on pre-computed table. 
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 Update ring preferences in the other triskelia 

construction based on connectivity to tadd and tfree. 

 Recursively close hexagons or pentagons that show 

possibility of closure. Update ring preferences of all 

triskelia in C after every closure event. Recursively 

repeat UPDATING AFTER ADDITION using the 

connected triskelia as the new tadd and tfree.  

 If construction has size>3, obtain 3D coordinates for 

triskelia in the construction using the 

networkToStructure module. 

 If two triskelia in the construction C have free legs 

that are at optimal distance/orientation from each 

other, connect the two triskelia and recursively 

repeat UPDATING AFTER ADDITION using the 

connected triskelia as the new  tadd and tfree.  

 Calculate strain for each triskelion in the 

construction. 

 Relax 3D coordinates using the relaxStructure 

module the Matlab API until tolerance levels are 

reached and strain in the system is minimized.  

 End loop over triskelion tadd. 

 For current construction C, calculate output parameters – 

Size, average number of interactions/triskelion, number of 

pentagons, hexagons and network topology of construction. 

o End loop over construction C. 
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o Write output parameters at time t to file and decrement time 

counter by 1.  

 End loop for time step T. 

 

3.3.2 Available modules  
During the course of the simulation, individual operations can be performed 

either on a construction as a whole or on a particular triskelia of a 

construction. In section 2.2, we discussed the features associated with the 

Triskelion class and the Construction class data objects. In light of the just-

detailed CLASS algorithm, we now present the modules associated with each 

of the two classes. 

3.3.2.1 Triskelion  

As explained in section 2.2.1, the triskelion class represents an individual 

triskelion and assigns to each a unique identifying key called the index.  Each 

triskelion stores details about the index of the neighbouring triskelion at each 

leg (if present) , geometric strain experienced by triskelion, coordinates of 

triskelion centre, the ring preferences for each leg (H/P) and a  stability 

attribute calculated from interacting partners. Significant modules involved in 

triskelion manipulation are as follows 

i) findPosition – Checks if the current triskelion t is a 

neighbour of a user-specified triskelion and if positive, 

returns leg of t that interacts with the user specified 

triskelion. 

ii) getOverallStability – uses the values of Gkd and 1
st
 order 

and 2
nd

 order biases to determine a stability value for the 
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triskelion t calculated based on the individual contacts 

made by t with neighbouring triskelia.  

iii) getValencies – returns the number of free legs in a 

triskelion. 

iv) getRingCounts – returns the number of H and P angles 

already adopted by a triskelion. These values are used in 

determining ring preferences for unbound legs using the 

pre-computed Table 3-B. 

3.3.2.2 Construction  

The Construction class explained in Section 2.2.2 is a data object that contains 

a list of triskelia present in the construction. While the triskelion class has 

more features and fewer modules associated with it, the construction class 

contains fewer features and more modules. This is because most events in the 

CLASS model occur as modifications to the Construction class. A few 

important modules in  the manipulation of a construction are as follows 

i) addTriskelion – This module adds a new triskelion to the 

construction list and ensures the position attribute of both 

participating triskelia are updated to reflect the new interaction. 

ii) assignRings – This module updates ring preferences for legs 

involved in new interactions based on user specified triskelia type 

probabilities. 

updateRing – Traverses the network map of the construction and 

checks if any free/bound leg of any triskelia t in the construction 

does not have an associated ring feature. If so, the module checks 
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to see if the ring preference can be inferred from neighbouring 

triskelia that are member of the same ring as t. 

iii) closeClosableRings – This is a recursive module that is called after 

every addition. This module is used to identify any open pentagons 

or hexagons with all positions filled. If identified, the module 

connects the first and last triskelia of this ring, thus closing the 

ring.  

iv) removeTriskelion – Removes triskelion from the list of triskelia, 

updates all interacting triskelia to display free legs at the 

corresponding legs and makes the removed triskelion an individual 

construction.   

v) pruneRemovedObject – Checks the construction from which a 

triskelion was recently removed to detect if removal has resulted in 

a split in connectivity causing two or more constructions. 

vi) networktoStructure – assigns 3D coordinates to all triskelia based 

on four submodules [Figure 3.10] ,  

a) inPlane – identifies if the current triskelion t is part of a 

ring with any three consecutive triskelia whose coordinates 

have been determined. Uses the coordinates of these 

triskelia to determine the plane of the ring and obtain 

coordinates for triskelion t. 

b) inTriskelion – in absence of triskelia for inPlane, this 

module checks to see if any neighbour and its other two 

neighbouring triskelia have coordinates fixed and uses 

overall triskelion pucker to obtain the required coordinates.  
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c) maintainPuckerDirection – Performs rotation and 

translational operations on a triskelion fixed using 

inTriskelion to ensure that the pucker has not been inverted. 

Direction of pucker is ensured by verifying that the legs 0, 1 

and 2 of a triskelion are clockwise when viewed from 

convex side.  

d) fix3DRemainingTri – In cases where both inPlane and 

inTriskelion fail, this module adds imaginary triskelia to the 

construction to correspond to the knees of existing triskelia, 

and uses their coordinates to fix coordinates for current 

triskelion using a combination of the above two methods.  

vii) connectByDistance –This module is used to check for the 

possibility of forming intra-construction interactions between 

triskelia. The module uses triskelion coordinates to determine if 

any two triskelia in the construction have free legs at optimal 

distance and orientation for an interaction to be established.  

viii) writeToPDB – writes out constructions as pseudo-PDB files with 

each triskelion represented as the Cα of an amino acid. 

Visualization of the construction can then be accomplished using 

PyMol or other such software. 

ix) writeMatlabFiles – Based on construction network and 

coordinates, this module writes out constraint files (distance and 

angles) and objective function files for use by Matlab to relax 3D 

coordinates.  
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x) relaxStructure – Uses the Matlab files generated using 

writeMatlabFiles to relax structure using the fmincon tool of the 

Matlab optimization toolbox. As a result of this structure, 

geometric strain is dissipated through the construction. 

xi) checkStructuralIntegrity – This module checks for collisions in 

the construction that occur when two triskelia are too close to each 

other. When a collision is identified immediately after addition of a 

new triskelion, this module removes the added unit. 

xii) getNeighbourList – This module returns a list of all available 

neighbours of a triskelion t sorted into direct neighbours, and 

neighbours one node away. The module also returns the angles 

made by the coordinates of current triskelion, direct neighbour and 

indirect neighbour. This module is used in calculating constraints 

for relaxation of geometric strain. 

Thus the above modules for both Triskelion and Construction have been 

designed to adapt and react to different processes that might occur during 

the self-assembly of Clathrin.  

In this chapter we have seen a complete description of the parameters in 

the CLASS model, the mathematical representations of how these 

parameters affect assembly of Clathrin and also a complete algorithmic 

description of the CLASS engine. We believe that the level of information 

provided in this chapter will be sufficient to reproduce the CLASS engine 

ab initio if so required. 
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The CLASS algorithm has been designed to cover many eventualities in 

the assembly process. We believe that a lot of biological reality is captured 

through this algorithm and that the results obtained from the CLASS 

simulations will be able to shed much insight into the inner workings of 

Clathrin self-assembly. 

In the next chapter, we present results obtained using the CLASS simulator 

with different combinations of input parameters. We explore the 

possibilities of targeted self-assembly (where we try to create certain target 

constructions based on rules we infer from the constructions themselves) 

and how a few environmental variables might affect the overall assembly 

process. 
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Chapter 4.     

 

CLASS IMPLEMENTATION, RESULTS AND 

DISCUSSION 
 

4.1 Introduction 
 

In the previous chapters, we presented the development of the CLASS model and 

the CLASS algorithm to study Clathrin self-assembly. In Chapter 3, we 

presented a detailed explanation about the parameters and events involved in the 

CLASS model along with a complete algorithmic description of the CLASS 

simulation engine.  

The current chapter deals with the implementation of the CLASS simulation 

engine with different initial conditions and “rule sets” to see how they affect 

assembly kinetics and the nature of the resulting structures. Most parameters 

used in the CLASS model function by altering the strengths of interactions 

between triskelia either globally or specifically. The global dissociation constant 

(Gkd) is a scaling term used to weight every leg-segment interaction in the 

CLASS simulation. Tuning this parameter helps us to vary between conditions 

that favour assembly and conditions that favour disassembly. The other primary 

parameters correspond to the three levels of biasing permitted in the CLASS 

model - 0
th

, 1
st
 and 2

nd
 order biases.  

The 0
th

 order biases refer to the initial distribution of triskelia (% PPP vs % PPH 

vs % PHH vs % HHH). The 1
st
 order biases are those that concern individual leg-
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leg interactions (Pent_P – Hex_P etc.). The 2
nd

 order biases correspond to 

triskelia level interactions (PPP-PPH, PPP-HHH etc.). Using these three levels of 

biasing or information transfer, we hope to get insight into the kinds of Clathrin 

cages formed through Clathrin self-assembly. 

Specifically, we are looking to see what permits the formation of closed 

structures vs open lattices, how often closed structures are obtained and the 

homogeneity of the closed cages. We are also trying to understand how different 

levels of biasing might affect the kinetics/dynamics or the final products of 

assembly. Since the focus of this thesis is to see if deterministic results might be 

obtained through the use of stochastic simulations of self-assembly, we attempt 

to optimize the parameter space of the CLASS model to form certain predefined 

target structures.  

The target structures considered in this chapter, in increasing order of 

complexity, are the following – The All-Pent ball, The Bucky Ball and the D6 

barrel. The following subsections deal with each target structure focusing on 

their network, lattice arrangement, symmetry, size and kinds of participating 

triskelia, and then goes into the results of the CLASS simulations obtained when 

optimizing “rules” to assemble that particular structure. After the sections on 

target based assembly, we present sections on how assembly might possibly be 

induced as a function of one global variable called Pucker, and also investigate 

the possibility of forming these targeted structures by varying just one or two 

highly specific interactions in the CLASS pathway.  
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4.2 All-pent ball 

4.2.1 Structure overview  
The All-pent ball is the smallest, closed structure that might be obtained by 

assembling Clathrin triskelia, whose knees are restricted to vary between 

pentagonal or hexagonal angles (typically the case in Biology). The all-pent ball 

is composed of 20 triskelia, each of which is centred at a vertex in the lattice 

structure. Each of the 20 triskelia is in the PPP ring configuration, which implies 

that all three legs of each triskelion assume a pentagonal angle at the knee. The 

all-pent ball is composed of 12 Pentagonal faces. Each of the 20 triskelia that 

make up the all-pent ball is symmetry-identical and experiences exactly identical 

local interactions and environment. Also, since all three legs of every triskelion 

are in the same configuration (Pentagonal), each of the 60 legs in this structure is 

identical to each other. This structure enjoys the distinction of being the only 

closed structure with completely identical leg environments, since HHH triskelia 

assemble into open planes that never completely close. 

An all-pent ball formed with Clathrin triskelia spans a radius of 25-28Å. In 

biological reality, all-pent balls are not observed at the endocytic sites since they 

are too small to be able to accommodate a membrane vesicle containing cargo. 

However, these structures have been observed in the in vitro self-assembly 

studies of Clathrin. 
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Figure 4.1 – An All-Pent ball showing the 20 vertices and 12 Pentagonal faces. Displayed 

using PyMol by generating a pseudo PDB file from the construction. Each vertex of the structure 

corresponds to the centre of a triskelion in PPP configuration  

 

4.2.2 CLASS simulations 
Completely identical triskelia and legs in the all-pent ball make it extremely 

simple to bias the assembly process towards forming the all-pent ball. As a 

simple example, an initial condition that allows only PPP triskelia might 

theoretically be sufficient to form this ball. Due to its simple structure, the all-

pent ball is used here as a test case to explain the experimental design and the 

choice of “rule-sets” and also explain our analysis approach - the different kinds 

of output obtained from the CLASS simulations and their graphical 

representation and visualization. 

Running the CLASS simulator under different conditions, we try to answer 

preliminary questions about how Gkd might impact assembly. We also assess the 

impact of 1
st
 order biases on the results of assembly and compare the effects of 

0
th

 order and 1
st
 order rules. 
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4.2.2.1   List of Experiments 

For all the target structures listed earlier, the above parameters are varied and in 

silico experiments performed with different combinations of values for these 

terms. Each experiment is named according to the following format. 

Gkd_InitialDistribution_FirstOrderBiases 

When certain terms are not varied they are omitted from the experiment names to 

preserve clarity. In the case of the all-pent ball, since the second order interaction 

preferences are never varied, this term does not feature in the experiment names 

of this sub section.  The following table lists the value  ranges for the different 

terms that have been used to assemble all-pent balls. 

 

Table 4-A The types and counts of different types of interactions observed in the asymmetric unit 

of an all-pent ball.  

STABILITY INITIAL DISTRIBUTIONS 

FIRST ORDER 

BIASES 

 

 50 

 100 

 150 

 200 

 250 

 300 

 

 PPP (100% PPP) 

 PPP95 (95% PPP + 5% HPP) 

 Uniform Distribution (25% for each 

of the 4 triskelia types) 

 

 2x 

 5x 

 10x 

 50x 

 

For each of the above mentioned Gkd values, the following experiments were run 

25 times each for 2000 simulation time steps with a free triskelion concentration 

value of 0.04 (500µM). 
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 PPP 

 PPP95 

 PPP95_nonPP2x 

 PPP95_nonPP5x 

 PPP95_nonPP10x 

 UniformDist_nonPP5x 

 UniformDist_nonPP10x 

 UniformDist_nonPP20x 

 UniformDist_nonPP50x 

For the 1
st
 order biases, the non-PP interactions represent any Proximal-

Proximal, Proximal-Distal or Distal-Distal interactions that are not present in a 

complete all-pent ball structure. Consequently, these correspond to those 

interactions where at least one of the participating leg segments is in a hexagonal 

configuration. The kD for these interactions are scaled to a range of high values 

(Table 4-A) to promote disassembly of these interactions, thus biasing the 

assembly towards all-pent balls. 

Every experiment is run under each of 6 values of Gkd – 50x, 100x, 150x, 200x, 

250x and 300x. Higher values of Gkd imply weaker binding and hence higher 

rates of disassembly. This range of Gkd was chosen empirically since we 

observed conditions of strong assembly close to Gkd 50-100 and strong 

disassembly near Gkd 300.  

Before comparing different rule sets and initial configurations, it is essential to 

understand how different global stability values (Gkd) affect the assembly 

process.  

 

4.2.2.2 Comparison of global stability values 

In this section we attempt to understand how increasing the Gkd value affects the 

assembly process. To understand this, we look at how the average size of the 

construction changes over the course of time in two experiments, for each of the 

6 Gkd values [Figure 4.2]. The two experiments compared are the experiment with 
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95% PPP (more likely to produce all-pent balls) and the experiment with uniform 

distribution and 5x weighting for first order biases. Uniform distribution implies 

that all 4 kinds of triskelia are equally likely and hence this experiment is not 

significantly biased towards the formation of the all-pent balls. 

 

Figure 4.2 Average construction sizes at each time step for the experiments PPP95 and 

UniformDist_nonPP5x. The PPP95 experiment (top) is more likely to produce all-pent balls. 

With increasing Gkd, there is not much difference in the average construction sizes formed for 

PPP95. With initial uniform distribution of triskelia, there is a wide range in the construction 

sizes obtained. 

 

On comparing the average construction sizes for the two experiments, we found 

that in general, increasing values of Gkd give smaller construction sizes as 

expected. However, in the case of the uniform distribution, the difference 

between the construction sizes for each Gkd value is more exaggerated than in the 

case of PPP95. For example, in PPP95, we found the maximum difference 

between construction sizes in experiments with different Gkd to be ~ 5-6 triskelia. 

However, in the Uniform distribution, the observed difference was ~35 triskelia.  
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We also noted that most of the runs reach a steady state value early in the 

simulation (around 300 time steps). In the case of PPP95, the final steady state 

values of the simulations with 100 ≤ Gkd ≤250  lie near 20, hinting at the 

formation of all-pent balls (size = 20). In the case of the uniform distribution, the 

average sizes are away from the value 20 and when Gkd = 50, the average 

construction size shoots up to ~ 40 triskelia. This shows that both lower and 

higher Gkd values are not necessarily optimal to form the target construction. 

Thus Figure 4.2 shows that increasing Gkd values decreases average construction 

sizes and that low values of Gkd might lead to indiscriminate addition while high 

values might result in frequent disassembly.  

However, this figure does not necessarily show if the steady state achieved at the 

end is actually in equilibrium with a flux of constantly exchanging triskelia or if 

it is a static structure that does not permit a lot of triskelia exchange. To look at 

this, we studied the effect of Gkd values on the dynamics of assembly by 

comparing the total number of additions and removals for the two experiments 

PPP95 and Uniform Dist-5x. 

 

Figure 4.3 Number of modifying events (Additions +Removals) in two different experiments 

across a range of Gkd values. Each bar represents the mean number of modifying steps over 25 

repeats of the same experiment. Error bars indicate variation among the 25 experiments. 

Simulations with uniform distributions of triskelia (right) tend to be more dynamic that 

simulations with strong 0
th

 order bias (PPP95 – left) 
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For the same two experiments considered in Figure 4.2, Figure 4.3 compares the 

mean number of construction modifying steps (additions/removals) in a total of 

2000 time steps, for each of the six Gkd values. We see that the PPP95 simulation 

involves fewer additions and removals than the experiment with the uniform 

distribution. This could be because of the early formation of closed stable cages 

in the PPP95 simulation that do not disassemble very easily and hence remain 

static over the course of the simulation. However, an interesting point to note is 

that the increase in dynamics as Gkd increases is much sharper in the PPP95 case 

than in the uniform distribution case. This could be because of the fact that 

smaller constructions are formed in PPP95 at Gkd=300 and thus there is repeated 

formation of small constructions of sizes 1-4 that disassemble and reassemble in 

a cyclic fashion. Also if the number of additions were plotted against number of 

removals (data not shown), the uniform distribution case shows increasing 

correlation between the number of removals and additions with increasing Gkd. 

The increasing correlation suggests that there is wide variability in the kinds of 

constructions formed at lower Gkd values whereas similar constructions are being 

formed at higher Gkd, since forming constructions of the same size would require 

the value of (numAdditions-numRemovals) to be constant and hence the number 

of additions to be correlated with the number of removals. 

The above two figures show that changing the value of Gkd affects both the 

dynamics of the assembly process and the nature of the constructions they result 

in. We observe that there is a “sweet-spot” of the Gkd values near 200 where 

there is consistency in the nature of constructions formed and also where the 

resultant constructions are closer to the target construction. 
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4.2.2.3 Comparison of 0th and 1st order biases 

In this section, we take a deeper look into the nature of the closed constructions 

and the largest constructions formed during the simulation process. We study the 

kinds of triskelia that are present in the largest construction. We also look to 

understand how often closed constructions are formed and how close they are in 

nature to the all-pent balls and the time taken to form these constructions.  We 

also hope to compare the 0
th

 and 1
st
 order biases and see how efficient they are in 

forming the all-pent balls. 

To understand what kinds of constructions are being formed, we take a look at 

the distribution of triskelia in the constructions formed using each of the 9 

experiments. To form all-pent balls it is necessary to have 100% PPP triskelia 

and hence assessing the relative proportion of PPP to other kinds of triskelia 

might help understand how close these constructions are to being an all-pent ball.  

 

Figure 4.4 Distribution of kinds of triskelia in the largest construction formed during each 

of the 9 experiments. The bars in each cluster (experiment type) correspond to the Gkd values of 

50,100,150,200,250 and 300.  Each bar is computed by summing the triskelia from 25 random 

repeats of the same experiment.  Each repeat simulates the construction for 2000 steps and selects 

the largest construction from that series.  1
st
 order biases do not completely skew triskelion 

distribution towards a particular type. 
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For each experiment, for each of the 25 iterations, Figure 4.4 looks at the relative 

amounts of the different types of triskelia present in the largest construction 

formed during the course of that simulation. The different possible types of 

triskelia include PPP, PPH, PHH, HHH and unclassified. A triskelion is said to 

be unclassified when any of the three ring angles of a triskelion remains 

undetermined. The absence of ring angle at a leg occurs when the triskelion has 

no neighbour at that leg position, which might otherwise have resulted in the 

participating legs adopting preferences for ring angles (H/P). 

In Figure 4.4, each cluster represents the proportion of triskelia in the largest 

construction formed using the six Gkd values. We observe that with the PPP and 

PPP95 distributions, there is a high proportion of PPP triskelia. However, the 

PPP simulations also show the presence of a few PPH triskelia. We suggest that 

this is most likely caused when an unclosed ring with 5 PPP triskelia has its first 

and last triskelia at a considerable distance apart and thus remains unclosed. 

When a sixth triskelion is added to this unclosed ring it proves much conducive 

to closure thus causing the relabeling of the triskelia from PPP to PPH.  

In the case of the uniform distributions (Clusters 6, 7, 8 and 9), increasing the 

weighting factor for the 1
st
 order biases decreases the fraction of HHH and HHP 

triskelia. However, even a weighting factor of 50x seems insufficient to 

eliminate the amount of PPH triskelia in these simulations to compare with the 

PPP or PPP95 experiments. From these initial plots, it is likely that the 1
st
 order 

biases are not as strong in biasing triskelia types in a construction as the 0
th

 order 

biases are. 
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Next, we consider the types of constructions formed in these different 

experiments and how often these simulations permit the formation of closed 

constructions. It should be noted that these closed construction are not 

necessarily all-pent balls or the largest constructions we studied in Figure 4.4 and 

we are only trying to assess the extent of closure in each of the experiments. 

 

 

Figure 4.5 (a) Heat map for the percentage of closure in different experiments across a 

range of Gkd values. Darker colours indicate higher rates of closure (b) Heat map for the 

number of time steps required to achieve first closed construction (tclosure). Darker colours 

indicate slower achievement of closure. The size of the grey circle in each box indicates the 

standard deviation of tclosure in 25 repeats of the experiment. The legend for standard error on the 

side indicates the correspondence of circle size to number of time steps. 

a) 

b) 
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Figure 4.5 (a) shows the percentage of times closure was achieved in 25 repeats 

of a particular experiment. The y-axis of the plots corresponds to increasing Gkd 

values and the x-axis corresponds to the 9 different experiments run for the all-

pent ball. Darker colours indicate a higher percentage of observed closed cage 

structures. We see that PPP and PPP95 experiments show an almost perfect 

percentage of closure, with very low Gkd values failing to achieve 100% closure. 

This could be because of the inability to correct “errors” that are formed in the 

construction during the assembly process. Errors refer to the placement of a 

hexagonal ring in a particular position that might render the construction 

unsuitable for closure.  This conforms to the results from Figure 4.4 where we 

see that even with initial conditions of 100% PPP triskelia, lower Gkd results in a 

higher proportion of PPH triskelia than higher values of Gkd. 

In comparison, moderately high Gkd values of 150-200 show high rates of 

closure, supporting the evidence for a “sweet spot” of interaction strengths that 

permits both growth and closure of Clathrin cages. As expected, the PPP and 

PPP95 simulations achieve higher closure rates than the uniform distribution. 

However for the uniform distribution experiments, closure decreases with Gkd 

values > 200 even when the 1
st
 order biases are strongly enforced (50x). 

Figure 4.5 (b) shows the time required (tclosure) to form the earliest closed 

construction in each simulation. Darker colours imply longer times required to 

form a closed construction. This graph slightly differs from the previous graph 

since it also contains a value of standard error for each of the experiments. The 

standard error in the time taken to form the closed objects is represented in the 

size of the grey circle in each cell. Bigger circles imply greater uncertainty in the 

time required for closure, as seen with 25 repeats of each experiment.  
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In this graph, we see that experiments with lower Gkd values form closed 

constructions much sooner than those with higher Gkd values. In these 

experiments, the absence of consistency in forming closed constructions as seen 

earlier, is offset by the faster assembly times for closed cages.   

Experiments with uniform distribution take much longer on average (~800 time 

steps) to form closed constructions than those with a PPP bias (~200 time steps). 

This is to be expected since the experiments with 100% PPP are limited in the 

types of constructions they can assemble into. Also, we see that the standard 

error for the uniform distribution experiments is significantly higher on 

comparison to the PPP and PPP95 experiments. We infer that in the case of the 

uniform distribution, the assembly process varies with each repeat and the rule-

sets do not strongly influence the stochastic nature of the assembly process and 

hence closure occurs at different time points in the experiment, possibly forming 

different kinds of closed structures. 

Now that the frequency and times for forming any closed construction have been 

determined, we focus on the target construction – the all-pent ball and construct 

similar heat maps to look at the frequency and time for the formation of the 

pentagonal ball. Figure 4.6 (a) shows the frequency of formation of all-pent balls 

in each experiment. It can be seen that the PPP biased experiments perform much 

better than those with uniform distribution in general. However, with 5-10x bias 

in the Gkd of non-PP interactions, there is >75% formation of all-pent balls in 

experiments with Gkd values 200 and 250. This suggests that 1
st
 order recognition 

of leg segments could promote the formation of pentagonal balls by a high 

degree, although not with >95% efficiency as can be enforced by 0
th

 order biases. 

Hence we infer that if the triskelia were in an environment that showed mild 
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preference for PPP triskelia over others (40-50%) and resulted in 1
st
 order biases 

of 5-10x, it would consistently be able to produce the all-pent balls. Another 

interesting anomaly to note is that, even in the all-pent ball favouring 

experiments, increasing the 1
st
 order biases beyond a point decreases the 

consistency of forming all-pent balls. Figure 4.6 (b) shows that uniform 

distributions tend to take longer times on average to form all-pent balls (tpent), 

with high values of standard error of tpent.   

 

Figure 4.6 (a) Heat map for the percentage of all-pent balls in different experiments across a 

range of Gkd values. Darker colours indicate higher rates of all-pent ball formation.  (b)  Heat 

map for the number of time steps required to achieve first all-pent ball (tpent). Darker colours 

indicate slower formation of all-pent balls. The size of the grey circle in each box indicates the 

standard deviation of tpent in 25 repeats of the experiment. The legend for standard error on the 

side indicates the correspondence of circle size to number of time steps. 

a) 

b) 
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Figure 4.7 Comparison of construction dimensions in two experiments through PCA 

analysis. The ratio of the principal components of the construction coordinates provide 

information about the ellipsoidal/ spherical/ flattened nature of the constructions formed. The 

experiments compared are the PPP95 and the uniformDist_nonPP5x that correspond to the most 

biased and least biased experiments for the all-pent ball. The black mark represents the point (1, 

1) where ideal all-pent balls would be located.   

 

Next, we consider the morphologies of the largest constructions formed during 

each simulation through a principal component analysis. For a given set of 3D 

coordinates, the principal components (PC1, PC2 and PC3) correspond to the 

orthogonal vectors that capture the most variation in the data, in decreasing order 

of importance. In simpler terms, the Principal components correspond to the 

sizes of the axes of the ellipsoid formed by a distribution of points in 3D space. 

For a perfect sphere, the three axes are exactly equal in length (radii of sphere) 

and hence the ratio of PC1 to PC2 and PC1 to PC3 are both 1. For a perfectly 

circular disk, PC1 and PC2 correspond to radii of the circle while PC3 represents 

the thickness. Hence PC1/PC2 is 1 while PC1/PC3 is a number > 1. For a long 

thin cylinder, PC1>>PC2 and PC1>>PC3 and hence both PC1/PC2 and PC1/PC3 

are high numbers. Thus plotting PC1/PC2 vs PC1/PC3 indicates the shape and 
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dimensions of the constructions obtained in simulation. Figure 4.7 studies the 

distribution of these ratios for the two experiments PPP95 and 

uniformdist_nonPP5x for each of the 6 Gkd values. Each sub plot in the figure 

contains a total of 50 points – 25 red and 25 blue, corresponding to the 25 repeats 

of the experiment. Surprisingly, for low Gkd values, the PPP95 simulation shows 

more long thin constructions than the uniform distribution. We attribute this 

anomaly to the formation of erroneous/ malformed constructions in the PPP95 

simulation that fail to close and grow without strain-based removal or error 

checking. Since this is composed of PPP triskelia mostly, there is a tight radius 

of curvature in the triskelia causing growth to occur in a cylindrical fashion 

rather than huge spheres with huge radii of curvature.  

While the individual PC1/PC2 vs PC1/PC3 plots are shown in these panels, 

future sections of this chapter will present similar data in the context of 

“Construction volume”. The three principal components extracted from each 

construction will be used to calculate the volume occupied by the construction 

using the formula       
 

 
              . The volume term serves to 

identify how similar or dissimilar constructions might be. Considering inter-

triskelia distance in a construction is 1 unit, the volume occupied by an all-pent 

ball ball is around 1.1 while those for the Bucky ball and D6 barrel are 

approximately 35 and 7.5 respectively as will be discussed in later sections. 

Finally, Figure 4.8 shows examples of a few constructions obtained during 

different experiments. The constructions are visualized by creating “pseudo-

PDB” files with the 3D-coordinates for the centre of each triskelion. This enables 

the use of commonly used software like Pymol to display these constructions in a 
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user-friendly form. It is to be remembered that the visualizations only show those 

legs of a triskelia that have a direct neighbour. Free legs do not appear in any of 

the visualizations shown throughout this Chapter. 

 

Figure 4.8 Pymol views of a few constructions observed in different simulations targeting 

all-pent balls. (a) Closed cage with two hexagons (b) Closed cage with a hexagon and a 

quadrilateral (c) improper ‘horned’ cage with a heptagon (d) incomplete all-pent ball. The 

constructions are loaded into pymol by writing each construction as a ‘pseudo-PDB’ file that 

records the centre of each triskelion as a Cα atom with the same coordinates as the triskelion 

centre.  

 

The figure shows two examples of perfectly closed cages, that are not all-pent 

balls (a and b). While (a) is a structure with less strain energy, (b) is a structure 

containing a quadrilateral that is very strained according to CLASS rules. 

However, a structure like this is made possible when the interaction strengths 

between leg segments are tight enough to overcome the strain barrier. (c) 

represents a structure with a heptagon that is malformed and shows potential for 

growth into long cylinder like constructions through the triskelia forming its two 

jutting horns that have a free leg each. (d) Represents an unclosed cage like 
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structure that could potentially grow to form either a closed structure or an 

unclosed malformed structure.  

This concludes the section on all-pent balls. We have shown the effects of Gkd on 

simulation dynamics. We also presented results that enabled comparisons 

between the 0
th

 and 1
st
 order biases. Even with 50x penalization for the 

interactions that do not contribute to the all-pent ball, the 1
st
 order biases could 

not consistently replicate the effect of the PPP95 simulations, although in certain 

experiments there was a significant amount of all-pent balls observed. This 

section also established in detail the kinds of representations and data 

visualization to be used in this chapter to help understand future sections better. 

The following section deals with the results obtained when trying to form a 

larger construction – the Bucky ball.  

 

4.3 Bucky ball 

4.3.1 Structural Overview 
The Bucky ball or the icosahedron is one of the most well studied symmetric 

cage lattices. It is found in the shapes of Buckminster’s Fullerene and in viral 

capsids. A Bucky ball contains 12 pentagonal and 20 hexagonal faces, with each 

pentagon surrounded by a ring of hexagons. The Bucky ball is composed of 60 

identical triskelia, each of which is in a HHP configuration. Similar to the all-

pent ball, every triskelion experiences perfectly identical environments. 

However, a major difference from the pentagonal ball is the fact that each of the 

three legs in the Bucky ball is different in the interactions it makes, since they 

adopt different configurations at their knees. In summary, the Bucky ball shows 
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perfect symmetry at the level of the triskelion, but not at the level of the triskelia 

legs. 

 

Figure 4.9 A Bucky ball showing the 60 vertices, 20 Hexagons and 12 Pentagons. Displayed 

using PyMol by generating a pseudo PDB file from the construction. Each vertex of the structure 

corresponds to the centre of a triskelion in HHP configuration  

 

Compared to an all-pent ball, the Bucky balls are much larger in size with a 

radius of >60nm. These cages are the smallest cages that can hold a cargo-filled 

membrane vesicle and hence can be observed forming at endocytic hotspots. 

 

4.3.2 CLASS simulations 
In this section we attempt to study the conditions that might bring about the 

formation of Bucky balls using a combination of 0
th

, 1
st
 and 2

nd
 order biases. As 

with the all-pent balls, Bucky balls could theoretically be formed from a 100% 

starting population of HHP triskelia. We attempt to see if Bucky balls might also 

be created from uniform distributions of triskelia.  

Similar to the all-pent ball, experiments are conducted by varying global Gkd 

values, 1
st
 order biases and 2

nd
 order biases. However, in this case, we do not run 
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simulations with Gkd 50, since they resulted in a lot of malformed structures that 

increased simulation running time. Before listing the experiments in this section, 

it is necessary to understand what interactions are present in the Bucky ball 

network. The following table lists the different leg segment interactions and their 

respective counts in the Bucky ball (to be used to determine 1
st
 order biases).  

 

Table 4-B The types and counts of different types of interactions observed in the asymmetric unit 

of a Bucky ball. 

PROXIMAL – PROXIMAL PROXIMAL – DISTAL DISTAL –DISTAL 

Hex_P-Hex_P (1) Hex_P- Hex_D (4) Hex_D - Hex_D (1) 

Hex_P-Pent_P (2) Pent_P –Pent_D (2) Hex_D - Pent_D (2) 

 

From the table, we can see that the Bucky ball lacks certain interactions (eg. 

Pent_P-Pent_P), and among those interactions it contains, some are frequently 

present interactions (eg. Hex_P-Hex_D) and others are infrequently present 

interactions (eg. Hex_P-Hex_D). Weighting these different interactions with 

different values, thus promoting disassembly to different extents might bias 

assembly towards Bucky ball formation. In the labels of all future figures, the 

missing interactions are shown in red, while the infrequent interactions are 

shown in green. 

The 2
nd

 order biases are implemented by scaling the kD of all leg-leg interactions 

in a triskelion-triskelion interaction that is not a HHP-HHP interaction. The 

following table lists the experiments performed in this section with their 

corresponding 0th order, 1
st
 order and 2

nd
 order biases.   
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Table 4-C Table showing ranges of values used in CLASS simulations for 0
th

 , 1
st
 and 2

nd
 order 

biases for the Bucky ball. 

0th Order Bias 1st Order Bias 2nd Order Bias 

 100% HHP. 

 90% 

HHP+10%HPP. 

 66%HHP+ 

11.11% HHH, 

PPP, HPP. 

 Uniform 

Distribution. 

 

Missing 

Interactions 

500x 

200x 

100x 

50x 

10x 

5x 

2x 

 

Infrequent 

interactions 

  20x 

  10x 

  5x 

  2x 

Non HHP-HHP 

Interactions 

50x 

10x 

5x 

3x 

2x 

 

 The experiments have been arranged to start with complete bias towards the 

Bucky ball and slowly reduce the amount of bias to identify the point of failure 

of the model to form the intended target structure. Now we present the results 

obtained when simulating each of these experiments for 2000 time steps. Each 

such experiment is repeated 25 times so that the average output of each 

experiment can be obtained. 

We start with experiments containing only 0
th

 and 1
st
 order biases similar to the 

all-pent balls.  Figure 4.10 shows the frequency of attaining closed constructions 

in the 11 different experiments.  
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Figure 4.10 Heat map for the percentage of closure in different experiments across a range 

of Gkd values. Darker colours indicate higher rates of closure.  

As expected, the 100% HHP simulations shows a very high probability of getting 

closed structures. Decreasing the preference of HHP triskelia decreases the 

likelihood of closure. For Gkd 150, there is a significant number of closed 

constructions (>70%) formed even under cases of uniform distribution. It should 

be noted that in the case of pentagonal balls, maximum closure was obtained 

with Gkd values 200 and 250. In comparison, the formation of closed 

constructions with first order biases for Bucky balls requires tighter interaction 

between leg segments. For the Gkd value 200, there is one particular experiment 

that shows high degree of closure in comparison to other experiments. This is the 

uniformDist_200x_2x simulation where the interactions absent in a Bucky ball 

are penalized by a factor of 200 and those that are infrequent in the Bucky ball 

are penalized by a factor of 2. Decreasing the Gkd weighting for missing 

interactions to 100 (implying tighter interactions) abolishes the high degree of 

observed closure. Figure 4.11 looks at the distribution of the sizes for all closed 

constructions obtained from the experiment uniformDist_200x_2x. It can be seen 

that the constructions range between sizes 30-60, with more structures in the 40-
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50 range. This suggests the existence of a sweet spot in the balance of 1
st
 order 

interactions that allows the formation of large closed constructions. Lower or 

higher values of 1
st
 order bias fail to achieve the success rate of the sweet spot. 

There are a few general trends that can be observed from the initial Bucky ball 

simulations. 

(1) Even with higher values of Gkd (250-300), closed objects are obtained if 

the 0
th

 order biases are heavily enforced. Hence even under weak 

conditions of assembly, it is possible to form cage-like structures if the 

environment forces most triskelia to adopt one particular configuration.   

(2) With low Gkd values, the extent of closure observed is not nearly as much 

as those observed for mid-range Gkd values. This implies the possibility 

of kinetic traps that result in malformed structures with no means of 

error-correction due to low disassembly.  Examples of malformed 

structures will be presented later in Figure 4.20 

 

Figure 4.11. Histogram of closed construction sizes in the experiment with uniform 

distribution and 200x-2x 1
st
 order bias corresponding to missing and infrequent 

interactions. It can be seen that this simulation results in a lot of closed structures whose sizes 

range between 32 and 64. 
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Figure 4.12 Heat map for the number of time steps required to achieve first closed 

construction (tclosure) in a Bucky ball simulation. Darker colours indicate slower achievement 

of closure. The size of the grey circle in each box indicates the standard deviation of tclosure in 25 

repeats of the experiment. The legend for standard error on the side indicates the correspondence 

of circle size to number of time steps.  

 

Figure 4.12 shows the time required to form the closed constructions in each 

simulation. Increasing the Gkd values increases the time required to form closed 

cages. However for higher values of Gkd the standard error of the time required is 

>500, decreasing confidence about the mean time required for closure. On 

comparing the previous figure on percentage of closure with the time required 

for closure, we see that it is not always the case that faster-closing experiments to 

have a high degree of closure. Although certain experiments take a long while to 

close, they do display >70% likelihood of forming closed constructions.   
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Figure 4.13 Heat map for the percentage of Bucky balls in different experiments across a 

range of global kD values. Darker colours indicate higher rates of Bucky ball formation. It can 

be seen that most experiments fail in assembling Bucky-ball structures. 

 

Figure 4.13 shows the frequency of forming complete Bucky balls in each of the 

11 experiments for the 5 values of Gkd. Simulations with 100% or 90% HHP 

show >60% formation of Bucky balls across most Gkd values. However, the other 

experiments with weaker 0
th

 order biases fail to produce Bucky balls in a 

consistent fashion.  We believe that this reflects the inability of the 1
st
 order 

biases to completely encode a Bucky ball. The 1
st
 order biases perform much 

poorly in comparison with the smaller all-pent balls that had a simpler definition 

of 1
st
 order bias (no infrequent interactions). As a reminder, 1

st
 order biases are 

those that weigh the kD of individual leg segment-leg segment interactions. 

However, it should be noted that the inability of most experiments to form 

complete Bucky balls does not reflect on their ability to form partial Bucky-ball 

structures. 
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Since the Bucky ball is much larger in size than the all-Pent ball, it is not just 

necessary to see how many closed Bucky balls are observed. It would also be 

interesting to see if there are any constructions formed that are partial Bucky 

balls and if so, what is the largest such sub-structure observed.  Figure 4.14 

shows this statistic and it can immediately be seen that while the uniform 0
th

 

order biasing did not achieve significant Bucky ball formation in earlier figures, 

they manage to make half-Bucky balls. However the stochastic nature of the 

CLASS model results in the assembly process taking a different trajectory from 

this point, that leads away from a closed Bucky ball. Larger substructures are 

observed especially with the Gkd values 150 and 200 showing that both very tight 

and very weak interactions not just fail to create constructions of different sizes, 

but also markedly differ from the targeted structure due to lack of error 

correction or high rates of disassembly. 

 

Figure 4.14 Heat map for the largest sub-structure of a Bucky ball formed during each 

experiment. Darker colours indicate formation of larger sub-structures of a Bucky ball network. 

The size of the grey circle in each box indicates the standard deviation of the size of largest 

substructure in 25 repeats of the experiment. The legend for standard error on the side indicates 

the correspondence of circle size to construction size. 
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Now that we have shown most experiments start making partial Bucky-balls and 

then veer off course towards other structures, we studied the nature of the closed 

objects formed from all experiments to see how far away from the Bucky-ball 

they were. To identify the variety of structures being formed, we identified the 

largest closed construction formed in each repeat of each experiment and 

performed a principal component analysis with the coordinates of triskelia in the 

construction. The resulting eigenvalues of the principal components PC1, PC2 

and PC3 correspond to the length of ellipsoidal axis in three dimensions and can 

be used to calculate a ‘volume’ metric for the constructions as follows –  

     
 

 
              

 

Figure 4.15 Measure of volume for the largest closed construction formed in each 

experiment. Brighter colours indicate higher volumes of constructions. The size of the grey 

circle in each box indicates the standard deviation of the volume of largest substructure in 25 

repeats of the experiment. The legend for standard error on the side indicates the correspondence 

of circle size to construction volume. 

 

This term gives a measure of how “large” and/or spherical the constructions are, 

and can be used for relative comparison between constructions. It is possible that 
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two constructions with a similar number of triskelia enclose widely different 

volumes and these constructions would have to be identified as being different 

from each other. 

 

We see from Figure 4.15 that except for the initial experiments with heavy 0
th

 

order biasing, most experiments result in constructions that occupy smaller 

volumes in the range of 15-20 units. It should be noted that perfect Bucky balls 

occupy volumes of 35 units. Hence it is possible that the partial Bucky-like 

constructions find a way to form smaller closed cages. An important factor to 

note is the huge standard deviation in volumes in experiments with Gkd 100-150. 

The standard deviation of approx. 15 units in these experiments suggest that 

these experiments form structures as small as the all-pent ball (1.5 volume units) 

and as large as the Bucky ball (35 units).  

Forming small objects would require more puckered forms of triskelia 

(PPP,PPH) and forming larger objects would require less puckered forms of 

triskelia (HHP,HHH). To see if the constructions from different experiments are 

populated with HHP triskelia as in a Bucky ball or if they show mixtures of 

different triskelia, we studied the distribution of triskelia in the largest 

construction for each experiment. Figure 4.16 shows that the proportion of HHP 

triskelia is very high on HHP-rich 0
th

 order biases, but 1
st
 order biases perform 

poorly in biasing the nature of triskelia in a construction. Also as expected, we 

see that the lower Gkd values show higher proportion of other kinds of triskelia 

that might explain the high standard deviation in the volumes of the closed 

constructions in these experiments. 
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Figure 4.16 Distribution of kinds of triskelia (PPP/PPH/PHH/HHH/Unclassified in the 

largest construction formed during each of the 11 experiments targeting all-pent balls. The 

bars in each cluster (experiment type) correspond to the Gkd values of 50,100,150,200,250 and 

300.  

 

SECOND ORDER BIASES 

Unlike the All-Pent balls, combinations of 0
th

 order and 1
st
 order biases are not 

particularly efficient in creating the intended target structure, and hence we resort 

to the inclusion of 2
nd

 order biases. 2
nd

 order biases are those that weight the kD 

of interactions based on the nature of the interacting triskelia. For e.g., PPP-PPP 

interactions might be stronger than PPP-PPH interactions etc. In the absence of 

strict 0
th

 order or 1
st
 order biases, we wanted to test the performance of 2

nd
 order 

biasing and compare it to earlier results with 1
st
 order biases. We specifically 

tried to see how easy/tough it would be to form Bucky balls and if easy, what is 

the minimum weighting required to form such balls. The nature of the 2
nd

 order 

biasing is pretty simple for the Bucky balls since they are composed of only HHP 
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triskelia. Hence any interaction that is not HHP-HHP would be penalized by a 

particular weighting of the interaction kD. 

On running experiments with 2
nd

 order biases, we found that these experiments 

performed much better when compared to the previous set in making Bucky-like 

structures.  Figure 4.17 shows the percentage of getting Bucky balls with the 

second order biases. Immediately, it can be seen that even with no first order 

biases and a 2-3 fold increase in kD for non HHP-HHP interactions, there is a 

high (~80%) probability of forming complete Bucky balls. In fact, adding first 

order biases to the minimal set of 2
nd

 order biases reduces the likelihood of 

forming these balls from a uniform distribution.   

 

Figure 4.17  Heat map for the percentage of Bucky balls in different experiments with 

second order biases across a range of Gkd values. Darker colours indicate higher rates of 

Bucky ball formation. 

 

To corroborate the evidence from Figure 4.17, we check the volume of the 

largest closed construction formed in each of the experiments and that is shown 

in Figure 4.18.  As expected, in all the initial experiments the volume of the 

constructions is around a value of 35 (that corresponds to a perfect Bucky ball) 

with almost no standard error. This suggests reproducible and consistent 
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assembly of Bucky balls. When the second order bias is reduced to a factor of 3-

fold, there is still considerable production of Bucky balls but there is a drop in 

the consistency of assembly and other constructions with closely related volume 

values are produced. When the second order bias is further lowered to 2-fold, 

there is a sharp drop in the proportion of Bucky balls. 

 

Figure 4.18 Volume for the largest closed construction in the experiments with second order 

bias. The size of the grey circle in each box indicates the standard deviation of the volume of 

largest substructure in 25 repeats of the experiment. The legend for standard error on the side 

indicates the correspondence of circle size to construction volume. 

 

Figure 4.19 Heat map for the largest sub-structure of a Bucky ball formed during each 

experiment with second order biases. Darker colours indicate formation of larger sub-

structures of a Bucky ball network. The size of the grey circle in each box indicates the standard 

deviation of the size of largest substructure in 25 repeats of the experiment. The legend for 

standard error on the side indicates the correspondence of circle size to construction size. 
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Figure 4.19 shows the largest substructure of the Bucky ball formed in each of 

these experiments with second order bias. As expected from the previous figure 

there is a high proportion of structures very close to the full Bucky ball. 

Particularly noticeable is the experiment with uniform distribution and 2
nd

 order 

bias of 3x (Experiment no 9) that shows almost perfect Bucky balls with very 

high consistency as seen from the small standard error.  Thus when it is possible 

for a triskelion to recognize its neighbour and have biased interactions between 

different kinds of triskelia, it takes very minute changes to form Bucky balls 

from a uniform distribution. However, biasing kD of individual leg segments 

even by a factor of 100 or 200 does not seem to perform as well.  

Figure 4.20 presents the reader with a variety of good and malformed structures 

observed during the assembly process. The constructions (a), (b) and (c) 

represent closed or nearly closed good structures of varying dimensions. (a) is a 

perfectly good Bucky ball, (b) is an elongated ellipsoidal closed cage and (c) is a 

partially closed structure much bigger than the  

Bucky ball.  The other structures are examples of malformed structures that 

occur during simulation. Typically most malformed structures occur when one 

particular triskelion has its knee bent in the opposite direction thus causing the 

growth of multiple globular structures, which comes across in the PCA analysis 

as long rod like structures. A typical example is (d) which looks like a pair of 

kidneys. Since the knees of the Clathrin triskelia are flexible in nature and there 

has been no experimental evidence about their range of motion or flexibility, we 

assume that structures like (d)-(g) are imminently possible and the strain caused 

by one bent distal leg is counter balanced by the beneficial interaction energy 
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from neighbouring triskelia. (e) is a “space capsule” shaped structure that starts 

growing in a  planar fashion with HHH triskelia instead of closing into a Bucky 

ball.  (f)  is a construction that looks like it might grow into a set of concentric 

spheres one inside the other. (g) is another malformed structure that instead of 

closing, branches away into the opposite direction causing it to look like the 

body of a wasp.   

 

Figure 4.20 Pymol views of a few constructions observed in different simulations targeting 

Bucky balls. (a) Perfect Bucky ball  (b) Elongated closed cage (c) Larger incomplete cage (d) 

Kidney shaped construction (e) Space capsule (f) Umbrella (g) Wasp The constructions are 

loaded into PyMol by writing each construction as a ‘pseudo-PDB’ file that records the centre of 

each triskelion as a Cα atom  with the same coordinates as the triskelion centre. 
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4.4 D6 Barrel 

4.4.1 Structural Overview 
The D6 barrel, also referred to as the “Tennis ball”, is a Clathrin cage larger than 

the All-pent ball but smaller in size than the Bucky ball. However, it has a 

structure more complex than either all-pent or Bucky since it is composed of two 

kinds of triskelia – HHP and HPP. The D6 barrel has a hexagon at the top and 

bottom that are connected through a ring of Pentagons, a ring of hexagons and 

another ring of Pentagons. The structure has axes of two-fold symmetry running 

horizontally through the centre and an axis of six-fold symmetry running 

vertically through the hexagons at the apices. There are a total of 36 triskelia in a 

D6 barrel that form 8 hexagons and 12 pentagons.   

Although the D6 barrel contains only two kinds of triskelia in terms of ring 

configuration, there are a total of three symmetry independent triskelia in the 

structure. The whole structure of the D6 barrel can be replicated by symmetry 

operations on this asymmetric unit containing one HHP and 2 HPP triskelia. 

Each of the three triskelia is surrounded by a different local environment and 

makes different kinds of interactions with its neighbours. The positions of the 

three symmetry independent triskelia are marked in Figure 4.21 (b).  [87] 

Although bigger than an all-pent ball, the D6 barrel is still not large enough to 

carry a membrane vesicle inside and hence is seen mostly with in vitro 

assemblies of Clathrin.  

http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=340&UserID=8977&AccessCode=81E6C02C853A4232BAA115B61715DB55&CitationSuffix=
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Figure 4.21 (a) Shows a PyMOL representation of a D6 barrel. The hexagons on top and the 

bottom are separated by 6 Pentagons, 6 Hexagons and again 6 Pentagons. (b) Shows an opened 

‘Mercator-like’ view of a section of the D6 barrel that contains the top and bottom 

hexagons and a few polygons in between to show ring arrangement. The location of the three 

symmetry independent triskelia are also marked in solid red (HHP), green and yellow (HPP) 

lines.  The dashed red lines correspond to edges shared between planes.  

 

Another aspect that sets the D6 barrel apart from the All-pent ball and the Bucky 

ball is its deviation from non-planarity of rings. Both the earlier structures can be 

constructed through perfectly planar rings since they follow perfect geometric 

rules about how rings affect the neighbouring angles. In Figure 4.22, we see how 

a three planar-ringed structure forces the outer rings to take the same angle as the 

ring farthest from the outer angle. However, the D6 barrel violates this principle 

since the two rings marked with black circles in Figure 4.21 (b) are on opposite 

sides of two rings but differ from each other (a hexagon and a pentagon). This 

causes the D6 barrel to violate the planarity of rings in order to exist. The non-

planarity of rings is an important factor that makes it possible for Clathrin to 

assemble into a wide variety of cages. If Clathrin rings were forced to be planar 

in nature, we would be limited to a total of three structures depending on the first 

triple-ringed structure to form – PPP (all-Pent), HHP (Bucky) or HHH (planar 
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sheet). All HPP rings cannot exist under planar conditions since it would result in 

a D6-like structure at some point that violates planarity.  

 

Figure 4.22 Illustration showing the propagation of ring angles in a structure that 

completely abides by ring planarity. The angle marked x forces the outer angle (?) to be the 

same as itself, if the rings were all forced to be planar.  

 

4.4.2 CLASS simulations 

0
th

 order biases 

The experiments performed in this section fall under two kinds of 0
th

 order 

biases. The first case contains an initial distribution of 50% of HHP and 50% of 

HPP triskelia since these are the two triskelia present in the D6 barrel. The 

second case is a uniform distribution of all 4 kinds of triskelia. 

1
st
 Order biases 

To understand the 1
st
 order biasing in a D6 barrel, it is necessary to understand 

the differences between the three kinds triskelia the asymmetric unit is composed 

of [Figure 4.21] and see what kinds of leg-leg interactions they make with their 

neighbours. The following table lists the Proximal-Proximal, Proximal-Distal 

and Distal-Distal interactions that the red, green and yellow triskelia make. Since 

there are three triskelia in the asymmetric unit, there are a total of 9 Proximal-

Proximal, 9 Distal-Distal and 18-Proximal-Distal interactions. 
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As with the Bucky ball, we see that that D6 barrel contains certain frequent (e.g., 

Hex_P- Pent_P) and certain infrequent interactions (Hex_P-Hex_P). These 

counts will then be used to calculate appropriate weights for 1
st
 order biases.  

However, unlike the Bucky ball, the D6 barrel contains the entire repertoire of 

interactions recognized by the CLASS model and hence has no missing 

interactions. 

Table 4-D The types and counts of different types of interactions observed in the asymmetric unit 

of a D6 barrel.  

 

PROXIMAL – PROXIMAL 

 

PROXIMAL – DISTAL 

 

DISTAL -DISTAL 

Hex_P-Hex_P (1) Hex_P-Hex_D (8) Hex_D-Hex_D (1) 

Hex_P- Pent_P (6) Pent_P-Pent_D (10) Hex_D-Pent_D (6) 

Pent_P-Pent_P (2)  Pent_D-Pent_D (2) 

 

The 1
st
 order biases for the D6 barrel involve two weighting terms- one term for 

the frequent interactions and one term for the infrequent interactions. The 

frequent interactions have a weighting term of 1 while the infrequent interactions 

are weighted by 2x to 10x. The infrequent interactions are represented in green in 

all the upcoming figures. 

2
nd

 Order biases 

Since the D6 barrel contains two kinds of triskelia, the 2
nd

 order biases are not as 

simple as with the Bucky ball. The D6 barrel has three kinds of interactions – 
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HHP-HHP, HHP-HPP and HPP-HPP. Of these, the HHP-HHP interactions are 

the least in number. And hence, the 2
nd

 order biasing is composed of two 

weighting terms as with the 1
st
 order biases. The kD for any triskelion-triskelion 

interaction involving HHH or PPP (missing triskelia) is weighted the most and 

the HHP-HHP interactions (infrequent) have lower weights. The most frequent 

interactions HHP-HPP and HPP-HPP have a weighting factor of 1. In the future 

graphs these weights are represented in blue (missing) and orange (infrequent) 

respectively. The following table shows the range of values assumed by each of 

the three biases. 

Table 4-E Table showing ranges of values used in CLASS simulations for 0
th

 , 1
st
 and 2

nd
 order 

biases for the D6 Barrel. 

0th Order Bias 1st Order Bias 2nd Order Bias 

 50%HHP + 50% 

HPP. 

 

 Uniform 

distribution. 

Infrequent interactions 

10x 

5x 

3x 

2x 

 

Interactions involving HHH or PPP 

50x 

20x 

10x 

HHP-HHP Interactions 

5x 

3x 

2x 

First we looked at the probability of obtaining a closed construction with the 15 

experiments. From these graphs we hoped to see what effects the 0
th

, 1
st
 and 2

nd
 

order biasing would have on the curvature of the constructions formed and their 

closure. Figure 4.23 shows how often closed constructions were obtained from a 
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list of 15 experiments that satisfied a combination 0
th

, 1
st
 and 2

nd
 order biases. 

Since previous All-Pent and Bucky ball simulations showed highest proportion 

of target structures at Gkd values of 100-200, only these values are used in the D6 

simulations.  

Since the initial experiments have a 0
th

 order bias that precludes planar HHH 

triskelia, we expect to see higher proportions of closed constructions in this 

section. It can be seen that the probability of closure is highest at Gkd 200 

irrespective of biasing. For lower Gkd values even 0
th

 and 1
st
 order biases taken 

together do not cause consistent closure. However, when 2
nd

 order biases are 

added, there are a lot of closed constructions seen with lower Gkd values (tighter 

interactions). This goes against our expectations of seeing more closed 

constructions with a 0
th

 order bias towards HHP and HPP. Another surprising 

result is that when the HHH or PPP containing interactions are highly penalized 

(50x) the probabilities of closure are far reduced than those with 10x or 20x 

weighting. This leads us to believe that the closed constructions seen here might 

not actually be the intended D6 barrel but other structures that involve HHH or 

PPP triskelia.  

 

Figure 4.23 Heat map for the frequency of closure observed in all experiments targeting D6 

barrels.  Darker colour indicates higher frequency of forming any closed constructions. Among 

the 1
st
 order biases, green weights correspond to infrequent interactions. Among the 2

nd
 order 

biases the blue weights correspond to HHH or PPP involving interactions and orange weights 

correspond to HHP-HHP interactions.   
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Next, we wanted to look at how often D6 barrels were formed in these 

simulations [Figure 4.24]. Again contrary to our previous inference that the 2
nd

 

order biased experiments were forming closed constructions with HHH/PPP 

triskelia, we found >60% formation of D6 barrels in this region for Gkd 150-200. 

As with the previous graph, 50x biasing of HHH/PPP containing interactions 

proved less fruitful than anticipated. This serves to emphasize the stochastic 

nature of the assembly process and that higher values of kD for missing 

interactions are not always the best ways of forming a particular target 

construction. The 0
th

 + 1
st
 order biased experiments fail to produce high 

proportions of D6 barrels (<20%). 

 

Figure 4.24 Heat map for the frequency of forming a closed D6 barrel. observed in all 

experiments targeting D6 barrels.  Darker colour indicates higher frequency of forming any 

closed constructions. Among the 1
st
 order biases, green weights correspond to infrequent 

interactions in the D6 barrel. Among the 2
nd

 order biases the blue weights correspond to HHH or 

PPP involving interactions and orange weights correspond to HHP-HHP interactions. 

Surprisingly, we see that uniform distributions with second order biasing perform much better 

than 0
th

 order biasing. 
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Figure 4.25 Heat map for the largest sub-structure of a D6 barrel formed during each 

experiment. Darker colours indicate formation of larger sub-structures of a D6 network. The size 

of the grey circle in each box indicates the standard deviation of the size of largest substructure in 

25 repeats of the experiment. The legend for standard error on the side indicates the 

correspondence of circle size to construction size. Among the 2
nd

 order biases the blue weights 

correspond to HHH or PPP involving interactions and orange weights correspond to HHP-HHP 

interactions. 

 

When we looked at the largest substructure of the D6 barrel formed in each 

experiment, [Figure 4.25], we saw that the 2
nd

 order biases were much more 

effective than a combination of 0
th

 and 1
st
 order biases and that they formed D6 

sub-structures of sizes >25, that is nearly two-thirds of a D6 barrel. The 0
th

 +1
st
 

order biased experiments show that constructions deviate from the D6 topology 

as early as 10-15 triskelia in size. Among this subset of experiments, largest 

substructures are seen when infrequent interactions are penalized by a factor of 

2-3. The ineffectiveness of 1
st
 order biases to form partial D6 barrels is a lot 

more than the ineffectiveness shown by the 1
st
 order biases in forming Bucky 

balls. This serves to remind us leg-leg biases, although effective to a degree 

cannot capture the entire information required to assemble complex structures 

with mixtures of triskelia. 
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Figure 4.26 Distribution of kinds of triskelia (PPP/PPH/PHH/HHH/Unclassified) in the 

largest construction formed during each of the 15 experiments targeting D6 barrels. The 

bars in each cluster (experiment type) correspond to the Gkd values of 100,150 and 200. Among 

the 2
nd

 order biases the blue weights correspond to HHH or PPP involving interactions and 

orange weights correspond to HHP-HHP interactions. 

 

Given that the experiments with 0
th

 and 1
st
 order biasing performed weakly in 

forming closed or D6 constructions we wanted to check how efficient the biases 

were in restricting the kinds of triskelia in the constructions formed. Hence we 

studied the distribution of triskelia in the largest constructions formed in each 

simulation [Figure 4.26].  Unexpectedly, all experiments showed very similar 

distributions of triskelia with high occurrences of HHP and HPP and very low 

occurrences of HHH and PPP. This provides much insight into the nature of the 

assembly process, since it suggests that although composed of very similar 

distributions of triskelia, the 1
st
 and the 2

nd
 order biases do not function in the 

same manner and that the 2
nd

 order biases influence assembly more heavily that 

the other kinds of biases. 
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Since all experiments have similar distributions of triskelia but still markedly 

differed in their results, we wanted to check the nature of the closed 

constructions being formed in each experiment and hence we studied the volume 

occupied by the largest closed construction in each experiment. Strikingly, the 0
th

 

+ 1
st
 order biased experiments showed constructions with volumes ~ 10-15 units, 

whereas a perfect D6 barrel has volumes ~ 7 units. Constructions of higher 

volumes imply less pucker and hence we believe these constructions contain 

more HHP triskelia than HPP triskelia. But what was more striking was that 

unlike the Bucky ball, the error bars obtained from 25 repeats of these 

experiments seemed to vary in the ranges of 1-5. This suggested a set of closed 

constructions with a very tight volume distribution – similar to a family of 

structures with very close volumes but different topologies that might prevent 

them from being labelled a D6 substructure. 

 

Figure 4.27 Volume of closed constructions seen in different experiments targeting D6 

barrels. The size of the grey circle in each box indicates the standard deviation of the volume of 

largest substructure in 25 repeats of the experiment. The legend for standard error on the side 

indicates the correspondence of circle size to construction volume. 

When we visualized these structures to identify why there was such a tight 

distribution of volumes, we came across three kinds of structures that seemed to 

occupy volumes very close to that of the D6 barrel that we categorize as 
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belonging to the D6 family of cages.  Figure 4.28 shows PyMol visualizations of 

the three closely related structures.  

 

Figure 4.28 PyMol representations of the three constructions closely related in size and 

volume to the D6 barrel. a) The D6 barrel (b) The D6 barrel with two rings interchanged and (c) 

The triple-hexagonal structure. 

 

 

Figure 4.29 Partial topology diagrams of the three structures closely related in size and 

volume to the D6 barrel (a) The D6 barrel (b) The D6 barrel with two rings interchanged and 

(c) The triple-hexagonal structure. Although the three structures show differences in topology, 

they are all composed of the same number of triskelia (36) and occupy similar volumes. 
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Figure 4.28 (a) is a representation of a perfect D6 barrel. Figure 4.28 (b) shows a 

structure very close to the D6 barrel and also 36 triskelia in size. However it 

differs from the D6 barrel in topology, since this structure has two rings that are 

reversed in their positions from the D6 barrel. The topology of this structure is 

shown in Figure 4.29 (b), where the pentagon and the Hexagon with red circles 

have exchanged positions. Figure 4.28 (c) shows the third member of the family 

that differs from the D6 barrel in that it shows the presence of three hexagonal 

rings adjacent to each other – A triple hexagonal unit (marked with red circles) 

Figure 4.29 (c) shows the network topology of this structure indicating the three 

hexagonal rings. 

Thus we see that 2
nd

 order biases consistently produce constructions of a 

particular volume when strongly enforced. This is of particular use to the cell 

since altering these rules might be sufficient to encapsulate cargo of a particular 

size. However, it needs to be reminded that most of the work with Clathrin that is 

being undertaken here corresponds to Clathrin self-assembly. In vivo, there are 

factors like attachment proteins and the curved plasma membrane that provide 

templates for Clathrin to assemble into cages of particular morphologies. 

We have shown how the interplay between 0
th

, 1
st
 and 2

nd
 order biases is capable 

of producing particular kinds of objects. However all the above experiments 

depend on the existence of a large set of leg and triskelia configurations, each of 

which has to have different interaction strengths with other configurations. In the 

next sections, we investigate the possibility of simpler rules that are not target-

derived. We test if pushing very few switches would be able and sufficient to 

assemble required structures. 
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4.5 What happens in the absence of Target-derived rules? 
 

In the previous sections, we discussed the possibility of forming particular kinds 

of target structures by altering 0
th

 order, 1
st
 order and 2

nd
 order biases. In all 

above cases the individual 0
th

, 1
st
 and 2

nd
 order biases were obtained by studying 

and analyzing the structure of the final target required and hence these 

correspond to target-derived rules. Although the target-derived biases are 

possible in biological reality, it has to be noted that nature functions in simple 

ways and it might not be the most elegant solution to have a long list of different 

kinds of interactions, each of which is tuned to a particular interaction strength. 

There might exist simpler means of biasing assembly towards particular targets. 

In this section we explore two such possibilities – (1) Pucker as a global variable 

and (2) the existence of few and highly specific interaction types. 

4.5.1 Pucker as a Global variable 
In this section, we explore the possibility of “Pucker” being a single global 

variable that affects the 1
st
 order biases in a predetermined manner. In earlier 

sections we have presented the possibility that pH and other environmental 

conditions might be responsible for biasing the distribution of triskelia types 

(PPP, PPH, PHH and HHH) in a system and this formed the bases for our 0
th

 

order bias. However, instead of affecting triskelia distributions, they might affect 

the relative strengths of all Pent-Pent, Pent-Hex and Hex-Hex interactions 

(irrespective of the identity of leg segments as Proximal/Distal) that results in 

different kinds of constructions.  

In such a case we can imagine conditions where the Pucker is at a minimum 

value and the H-H interactions are the strongest, forming planar objects. When 
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Pucker is at a maximum, the P-P interactions are the strongest result in small 

highly curved cages. In intermediate values of Pucker, there is a balance between 

P-P, P-H and H-H interactions.  

Correspondingly we created a variable called pucker that could vary between 0 

and 100. We then classified the ten 1
st
 order biases [Section 3.2.2.5] as P-P, P-H 

or H-H interactions each of which was accorded a particular 1
st
 order bias value 

depending only on the pucker variable.  The first order biases were allowed to 

vary between a minimum of 1 (strongest interaction) to a maximum value of 12 

(weakest interaction) corresponding to particular values of pucker. 

The dependence of the 1
st
 order biases on the pucker variable was modelled 

using two different mathematical definitions for comparison – Regime1 and 

Regime 2. 

4.5.1.1 Regime 1 

In this regime, 1
st
 order weights for PP, PH and HH interactions were modelled 

as follows 

                  
                 

 
 

                  
                 

 
 

                  
                     

 
 

These definitions were obtained empirically from the following considerations. 
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a) The weights for the PP interactions had to decrease exponentially from 

pucker=0 to pucker=100. The weights had to vary approximately within 

the region 1-10, since 10x weights had already been seen in previous 

experiments to form loose interactions. 

b) The weights for the HH interactions had to increase exponentially from 

pucker=0 to pucker=100. The weights had to vary approximately within 

the region 1-10. 

c) The weights for the PH interactions had to decrease exponentially from 

pucker=0 to reach a low value near pucker=30, stay stable in their 

strongest state until pucker=70 and then increase again to the maximum 

value at pucker=100. The weights had to vary approximately within the 

region 1-10.  

The above definition of 1
st
 order weights ensured that for all values of pucker, 

there is at least one interaction (PP/PH/HH) that was at its strongest state (1x). 

[Figure 4.30]  

 

4.5.1.2 Regime 2 

Regime2 was similar in definition to Regime1 with respect to PP and HH 

weighting with very slight modifications. The major difference occurs in the 

definition of PH weighting since Regime 2 does not force PH interaction weights 

to be close to 1 when the weights for PP and HH interactions are higher. This 

implies that there exist regions in the pucker scale where none of the three 

interactions are at their strongest, and hence these regions might promote high 

rates of disassembly. It is entirely possible that in biological reality such a 

condition occurs when no leg-leg interaction is particularly strong and high rates 
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of disassembly are preferred for all interactions. The exact definitions for the 

weights for regime2 are as follows 

                                     

                                 

                                   

 

Figure 4.30 Representations of 1
st
 order weighting for Pent-Pent, Pent-Hex and Hex-Hex 

interactions as a function of the variable pucker in Regime 1(left) and Regime 2(right). In 

Regime 1, there is always one interaction that is at its strongest state. In Regime 2, there are 

regions where all kinds of interactions are weak. 

 

We then ran simulations for pucker values ranging from 10 to 100 (in steps of 

10) under both Regimes with Gkd =200. Each simulation was run for 50 repeats. 

We now present the results obtained from these simulations. 

SIZE OF LARGEST CONSTRUCTION 

Regime 1 generally performed better in terms of sizes of constructions [Figure 

4.31]. As the pucker value was increased from 10 to 100, there was a gradual 
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decrease in the largest construction formed in these simulations. Regime1 

formed structures of size ~80 when pucker<20. At high values of pucker, the 

largest construction formed stabilized at size ~20 consistent with all-pent ball 

sizes. Regime 2, however showed large constructions (~40) only with pucker=10 

and with pucker>90. Intermediate values showed smaller constructions (<10 

triskelia) as might be expected, since at intermediate values of pucker, there are 

no strong interactions. 

 

Figure 4.31 Average size of the largest construction obtained for different values of pucker. 

It can be seen that Regime 1 shows a greater variety of constructions than Regime 2. 

 

DISTRIBUTION OF TRISKELIA TYPES 

Here we study the distribution of the triskelia (PPP/PPH/PHH/HHH) in the 

largest construction formed in each experiment. We hoped to see gradual 

transition from HHH to PPP triskelia as the pucker value was increased. Both 

regimes reflected this transition. However the transition was more visible and 

gradual in the Regime1 simulations. This suggests that pucker-dependent 1
st
 

order biases provide a good way of biasing triskelia towards a particular 
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configuration. However the existence of PPH triskelia in pucker=100 simulations 

and PHH triskelia in pucker=0 simulations suggest that the disassembly rates of 

>10x might be needed for other interactions so that constructions contain only 

PPP or HHH triskelia. 

 

Figure 4.32 Distribution of Triskelia types in the largest construction in each simulation for 

different values of pucker. It can be seen that as the value of pucker is increased, there is an 

increase in more P containing triskelia 

 

FREQUENCY OF CLOSURE 

When we checked how often closed constructions were being formed [Figure 

4.33], Regime 1 again performed better. Closed constructions were obtained with 

considerable frequency right from pucker>40. The frequency of forming closed 

construction increased with increasing pucker. However with Regime 2, Closed 

constructions could be observed only with pucker>=90.   
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Figure 4.33 Frequency of closure in each of the experiments with increasing pucker values. It 

can be seen that increasing values of pucker promote higher rates of closure due to increased 

proportion of PPP triskelia. 

 

After having characterized the largest construction in each experiment, we 

proceeded to characterize the largest closed construction in each experiment 

[Figure 4.34]. In the case of Regime 1, we observed a consistent decrease in the 

size of the largest closed construction as the pucker value was increased. This is 

expected, since increasing numbers of PPP triskelia cause smaller objects to 

form. The size of the largest closed construction stabilizes at 20, indicating 

perfectly closed all-pent balls. In the case of Regime 2, closed constructions are 

only observed with pucker values of 90 and 100 and the sizes of these objects are 

around 20 as well, showing that this regime was also successfully able to create 

all-pent balls. Overall,  Regime 1 was able to create closed constructions of sizes 

up to ~50, that shows the potential of this regime and pucker as a variable in 

being able to create objects of different sizes although, it has to be noted here 

that in vivo, most Clathrin cages are >60 triskelia in size.  We also looked at the 

volume of these closed constructions [Figure 4.34] that is a better metric since 
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this term would limit the amount of cargo that can be encapsulated inside the 

cage. Even with Regime 1, the maximum volume reached by closed 

constructions was around 20 units, while the Bucky ball (smallest cage that can 

encapsulate cargo) encloses a volume of 35 units. Thus both regime1 and regime 

2 prove to be insufficient in creating larger objects. More regimes might have to 

be explored empirically to see if it is possible to have greater variation in 

constructions formed, with pucker as the single deciding variable. 

 

Figure 4.34 (a) Size and (b) volumes of the largest constructions in each simulation with 

different pucker values. Although Regime 1 shows a wider distribution in the nature of the 

closed objects it results in, the constructions are much smaller than those observed in vivo. 
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4.5.2 Highly Specific Interaction types. (3rd Order) 
Just like the pucker variable provides a simple means of accessing a lot of 

parameters at once, it is possible that there exist a very few highly specific 

interaction switches that when turned ‘on’ or ‘off’ determine the nature of the 

assembly process. Previously, we have considered leg-leg interaction biases (1
st
 

order) and Triskelion-triskelion interaction biases (2
nd

 order). In this section we 

take this one step farther to specify preferences for interaction with specific legs 

of specific triskelia. One example would be the interaction between a 

Pent_P(Proximal) leg of a PPP triskelion with another Pent_P leg of another PPP 

triskelion. If this specific interaction were highly favoured, we can imagine it 

could result in the formation of all-pent balls, even if the general environment 

were unfavourable towards assembly (Recall that all proximal-proximal 

interactions in the all-pent ball are of the above mentioned interaction type). We 

call these highly specific types of interactions the 3
rd

 order bias. 

To test if such 3
rd

 order preferences would be effective in assembling target 

structures, we attempted to assemble all-pent balls by making the Pent_P(PPP)-

Pent_D(PPP) (Proximal-Distal) 100 times stronger than the other interactions. 

We chose the Proximal-Distal interaction for this experiment since they have 

been experimentally shown to be stronger than the Proximal-Proximal 

interaction [109].  Keeping this one interaction 100x stronger than the rest, we 

ran CLASS simulations with different values of Gkd and Concentration 

parameter (α) for 10 repeats and 3000 time steps with uniform distributions of 

triskelia.  

http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=465&UserID=8977&AccessCode=1CB7EC33F5464BD68D66445672AD3E04&CitationSuffix=
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Figure 4.35 Frequency of forming all-pent balls for different values of Stability (Gkd) and 

Free triskelia concentration (α) when the Pent_P(PPP)-Pent_D(PPP) interaction is 100x 

stronger. The red circles correspond to experiments that showed >70% probability, the blue 

diamonds correspond to experiments between 30% and 70% and the black triangles are the other 

experiments (<30%). It can be seen that there is a trade-off between Concentration and stability 

in this graph. For higher values of disassembly, higher concentrations of triskelia are required to 

form all-pent balls. Beyond a particular value of Gkd, it becomes almost impossible to form all-

pent balls.   

 

In Figure 4.35, the red, blue and black markers correspond to the observed 

frequency of forming all-pent balls (fpent) being fpent>70%, 70%>fpent>30% and 

30%>fpent respectively. We saw in Figure 4.6(a) that under cases of uniform 

distributions for 0
th

 order bias, when all 1
st
 order biases were made 50x stronger, 

there was not significant assembly of all-pent balls since larger constructions 

were being formed without sufficient disassembly. For disassembly promoting 

Gkd values (>350) we see the existence of a trade-off between concentration and 

interaction strengths in making all-pent balls in Figure 4.35. As the kD of 

interactions increases, higher concentrations of free triskelia are required to form 

all-pent balls. However for the range specified by 350< Gkd<650, it is possible to 
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assemble All-pent balls with high accuracy using a single specific interaction. 

For higher values of Gkd, even high values of concentration re not sufficient to 

offset the disassembly rates in these simulations. We also see that in many cases 

there is a narrow range of concentrations for a particular Gkd where high 

probabilities of all-pent formation are observed (E.g, Gkd = 375, 400, 550). Both 

high and low values of concentration fail to form all-pent balls due to insufficient 

disassembly causing other constructions to form, and insufficient triskelia 

concentration respectively. 

Thus we show that it is possible to make small target structures like the all-pent 

ball using very minimal 3
rd

 order bias.  Next we wanted to check if similar 

success could be obtained with the assembly of larger constructions like the 

Bucky balls using minimal 3
rd

 order biases. 

We performed simulations with 500<Gkd<600 and concentration=0.1, and 

strengthened only the Hex_P (HHP)-Pent_P (HHP) interaction by 100x, hoping 

to see a high proportion of Bucky balls. However the proportion of Bucky balls 

observed were <20% (data not shown). When the interaction Hex_P(HHP)-

Hex_P(HHP) was also made 100x stronger in addition to the previously 

strengthened interaction [Figure 4.36], we found that some conditions were 

capable in assembling a high proportion of Bucky balls ( fbucky>75%) .  Similar to 

the all-pent balls, these simulations proved to be highly sensitive to the 

concentration of free triskelia. However, unlike the all-pent ball, there are no 

blue markers visible on the graph (70%>fbucky>30%), which suggests it could be 

an all-or-nothing approach towards assembling these structures. We believe this 

is due to the large size of the Bucky ball in comparison to the all-pent ball, which 
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makes it likely for higher chance of growth in a non-Bucky direction when the 

rules are not “strong” enough. 

These experiments lead us to suggest that it is possible to form constructions of 

particular volumes and morphologies by tweaking just one or two highly specific 

interactions. 

 

 

Figure 4.36 Probabilities of forming Bucky balls for different values of Stability (Gkd) and 

free triskelia concentration when the interactions Hex_P(HHP)-Pent_P(HHP) and 

Hex_P(HHP)-Hex_P(HHP) are made 100x stronger. The red circles correspond to 

experiments that showed >70% probability, the blue diamonds corresponds to experiments 

between 30% and 70% and the black triangles are the other experiments (<30%). Unlike the all-

pent ball there is a smaller range in both axes where Bucky balls are produced with consistency. 

Beyond a particular value of Gkd, it becomes almost impossible to form Bucky balls. 

 

Finally, we explored the impact on self-assembly of changing environmental 

parameters during a single simulation. We wanted to check how construction 

remodelling would occur under the following types of transitions: strong 
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assembly conditions to strong disassembly conditions, strong disassembly 

conditions to 3
rd

 order bias for all-pent balls, and from 3
rd

 order bias for all-pent 

balls to 3
rd

 order bias for Bucky balls.  Hence we conducted a simulation of 2250 

time steps in which the first 500 time steps correspond to the assembly regime 

(Gkd=150); the next 250 time steps correspond to the disassembly regime 

(Gkd=550); the next 500 time steps correspond to the All-pent ball regime; and 

the final 1000 time steps correspond to the Bucky ball regime.   

A video of the assembly process obtained from this simulation can be viewed at 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1e0ChyLbMfU. In this video, corresponding 

to the four regimes- the assembly regime, disassembly regime, All-pent regime 

and Bucky regime, we show the formation of a malformed “monster” structure, 

single triskelion, all-Pent ball and a Bucky ball respectively. This highlights the 

ability of the 3
rd

 order biases in successfully remodelling other constructions to 

specific target constructions. Figure 4.37 provides snapshots from the simulation 

video provided above, indicating the constructions formed at different time steps 

in the simulation. 

Figure 4.38 shows the size of the construction at each time point of this 

simulation with changing regimes. Corresponding to the four regimes – 

assembly, disassembly, All-pent and Bucky, we observe rapid increasing 

construction size, even faster decrease in construction size, and stabilization of 

construction at size 20 (All-pent ball) and size 60 (Bucky ball) respectively. 
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Figure 4.37 Snapshots at different time steps of a simulation with four regimes (i) Assembly 

regime 1-500 (ii) Disassembly regime 500-750, (iii) All-pent regime 750-1250 and (iv) Bucky 

regime 1250-2250 

 

 

Figure 4.38 Size of construction formed at different time points of simulations with four 

regimes. Corresponding to the assembly, disassembly, all-pent and Bucky regimes, we see rapid 

increase in size, decrease in size, stabilization at size 20 and stabilization at size 60 respectively. 
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4.6 Summary 
 

Through multiple simulations, we explored the possibility of stochastic assembly 

processes leading to consistent outcomes in Clathrin self-assembly. We 

accomplished this by varying individual parameters to study which combinations 

of parameters would create roust processes that would consistently assemble a 

specific kind of structure. We compared the effects of different parameters and 

identified the contribution of each to the assembly process. A summary of key 

inferences we made using the CLASS simulations follow. 

We ran CLASS simulations under hundreds of different conditions in an attempt 

to obtain particular target structures. Parameters including Gkd, 0
th

, 1
st
 and 2

nd
 

order biases were varied in combinatorial fashions to see their effect on a 

particular assembly process. Most initial experiments helped us compare the 

results of CLASS data with known principles about molecular assembly. We 

observed that there was a particular range of Gkd in which the assembly process 

would result in targeted structures. Higher values of Gkd would result in 

disassembly and hence smaller structures, while smaller values would result in 

kinetic traps that did not always form closed objects. We also observed that 

faster assembling conditions were not always the most ideal to form good closed 

cages, and that slower-assembling processes show increased error correction 

abilities and hence performed consistently in this regard. One primary finding of 

the experiments with low Gkd values is the abundance of malformed structures 

observed in the simulations, in the absence of strict biases. Most of these 

malformed structures were formed with no inverted pucker of any kind, 

respecting nature’s laws about Clathrin structure. However, these structures were 
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formed because the distal legs were bent backward at the knee forming an anti-

clockwise spiral as against the generally observed clockwise spiral. No 

mechanical/ structural studies in literature point to the extent of flexibility 

available to Clathrin molecules at the knee and hence it is not possible without 

experimental support to confirm how likely such an event might be in nature. 

However under the assumption that the knee is flexible enough to bend in either 

direction, the cell might not be able to consistently produce closed cages without 

a bias in triskelion distribution or without interaction preferences of some sort. 

From the All-pent ball simulations, we observed that the 0
th

 order biases were 

always able to produce the desired target. In the absence of this bias, 

appropriately weighted 1
st
 order biases were sufficient to produce simple 

structures like the all-pent ball. Later simulations with few highly specific rules 

showed that in a weakly assembling environment with high Gkd values (~550), if 

the single interaction Pent_P(PPP) -Pent_D(PPP) were strengthened to be 100x 

stronger, All-pent balls could be assembled reproducibly. This makes it possible 

for the cell to have certain switches present in terms of key hydrophobic 

interactions or salt-bridges or protonation states that when flipped could bias just 

one kind of interaction as against all the other interactions. This switch would 

then result in a homogenous distribution of a particular structure. 

From the Bucky ball simulations, we saw that 0
th

 order simulations still 

performed well in forming Bucky objects but the 1
st
 order biases proved 

relatively weak in reproducing the consistency of 0
th

 order biases. This is 

because of the fact that unlike the all-pent balls, the Bucky balls have more than 

1 type of leg-leg interactions, and hence just increasing the likelihood of 

observed interactions does not specify the positions or the periodicity with which 
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these interactions occur in the assembling constructions. However with the 

addition of 2
nd

 order interactions that are only 2 fold stronger, it was possible to 

consistently assemble Bucky balls (even under uniform distributions of 0
th

 order 

biases). This is a testament to the power of the 2
nd

 order biases. If it can be 

experimentally proved that triskelia can “recognize” the overall configuration of 

their neighbours (as being PPP/PPH/HHP/HHH) through varied interaction 

strengths, it might open doors in the field of synthetic biology to construct cages 

of particular sizes and topologies. 

From the D6 barrel simulations, we observed that even with complex objects, 2
nd

 

order biasing could be efficient in forming particular structures. A key factor to 

arise from these results was the existence of “families” of constructions that 

contained the same number of triskelia and occupied similar volumes but varied 

marginally in their network topologies. For the purposes of the cell, these 

constructions might be indistinguishable to each other. However from the 

perspective of synthetic biology, it is interesting to know that such constructions 

might exist so that we might think about how to differentiate between such 

structures if necessary. 

Using pucker as a global variable, we were able to show that a single variable 

that affects all other biases might be sufficient to provide a wide range of closed 

cages. Going by Occam’s razor, it is likely that there exists simple variable such 

as pucker that is dependent on an environmental condition such as pH and can 

globally affect all interaction strengths shifting the size distribution of the 

resulting cages.  
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Another particularly striking feature through the hundreds of simulations 

performed so far is the number of different types of closed cages that could be 

formed by the simulation. Compiling a list of all closed cages obtained in all 

simulations, we observed cages of 37 different sizes [Figure 4.39, Table 4-F], 

with some of these sizes having constructions with different networks. It is 

surprising that most closed constructions have an even number of triskelia, which 

suggests that starting from an all-pent ball, two pentagons would have to be 

modified to hexagons in order to attain closure.   

Although the CLASS model explicitly represented only hexagons and pentagons 

as ring types, a few of these closed cages showed presence of quadrilaterals and 

heptagons, similar to those that have been observed in EM images. This 

remarkable convergence of observations suggests that CLASS may be able to 

capture some aspects of self-organization that cause global structures to violate 

local rules. 

Thus using the self-assembly of Clathrin as an example we have been able to 

provide insight into how subtle biases at the level of a CHC leg/triskelion might 

affect the overall outcome of assembly. We have also shown how the outcome of 

this assembly process could be made robust despite the stochasticity of the 

participating components (triskelia) and processes. 
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Figure 4.39 Pymol representations of closed Clathrin constructions of different sizes 

observed during all simulations. The sizes of the individual objects are as follows – Row 1(16, 

20, 24, 28), Row 2 (32, 36, 42, 48), Row 3(54, 60, 70) and Row 4 (82, 96). 
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Table 4-F The different sizes at which closed constructions have been observed from compiling 

all CLASS results.  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 

33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 

49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 

57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 

65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 

73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 

81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 

89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 
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Chapter 5.     

 

ENSEMBLE STUDIES OF THE DISORDERED 

REGIONS OF EPSIN AND EPS15. 
 

5.1 Introduction to Intrinsically Disordered Proteins 
 

 The previous chapters discussed the development and implementation of the 

CLASS algorithm to study the self-assembly of Clathrin. Through chapters 2, 3 

and 4 it was shown how stochasticity driven by a set of simple rules could 

produce Clathrin cages of desired morphologies. The current chapter studies how 

stochasticity and redundancy might provide a robust framework for another topic 

in Clathrin Mediated Endocytosis – the disordered regions of Epsin and Eps15. 

The following chapter uses in silico methods to generate ensembles of structures 

for the disordered regions of Epsin and Eps15. These ensembles are then subject 

to statistical analyses for change in dimensions, possibility of cooperativity and 

change in the energies of the ensemble as it is sequentially bound to its binding 

partner – the α appendage of AP2 (hereafter referred to as AP2α) at multiple 

binding sites. 

 Sequence        Structure       Function has been the dogma under which Proteins 

have long been studied.  Conventionally, studies of the structural basis of protein 

function have involved X-Ray diffraction of protein crystals or obtaining NMR 

structures in order to identify active sites. However, in recent years, the amount 

of scientific literature concerning the presence and functions of Intrinsically 
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Disordered Proteins (IDP) has been steadily increasing. Significant contributions 

from the labs of Keith Dunker, Peter Tompa, Vladimir Uversky, Peter Wright 

and Jane Dyson  [110-113] 

5.1.1 IDP Definition and Distribution 
Intrinsically Disordered Proteins can be described as those with long stretches of 

amino acid sequences (typically > 30 residues) that display a lack of 3-

dimensional structure [114]. Even among known protein structures in the Protein 

Data Bank, a number of structures exist with long stretches of disordered nature. 

Recent Bioinformatics analyses of these disordered regions predict that >30% of 

the eukaryotic genome might contain intrinsically disordered regions [115,116].  

Databases like DisProt [117,118] that compile lists of disordered proteins 

indicate that currently there are ~700 unique identified IDPs. 

5.1.2 IDP function 
Functions of intrinsically disordered proteins are varied and encompass 

transcriptional regulation, signal transduction, protein phosphorylation etc. A 

study by Dunker [119] classified the functions of disordered proteins into 28 

categories that can be broadly classified into four classes- Molecular recognition, 

Molecular assembly, Protein modification and entropic chains (disordered 

regions forming linkers/bristles etc.)  In general many disordered regions fall into 

the final category (entropic chains) acting as linkers between large subunits and 

thus providing the right spacing and orientation required between these domains. 

Although the linkers do not perform a specific function in themselves, absence 

of, or changes to the linkers result in partial or complete loss of function in such 

proteins.  

http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=449&UserID=8977&AccessCode=62C190D4C1004C37A796C9322EF4C6E3&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=449&UserID=8977&AccessCode=62C190D4C1004C37A796C9322EF4C6E3&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=446&UserID=8977&AccessCode=376C52A54E324BB59DA84601CCFB9F8C&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=364&UserID=8977&AccessCode=51616F47889F4C82A12E16CF0E8C1682&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=472&UserID=8977&AccessCode=91BDB0F5C8D24FE9B9023A6D83868829&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=472&UserID=8977&AccessCode=91BDB0F5C8D24FE9B9023A6D83868829&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=474&UserID=8977&AccessCode=80ECDA8E106740C88B63B0E92B447D57&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=474&UserID=8977&AccessCode=80ECDA8E106740C88B63B0E92B447D57&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=450&UserID=8977&AccessCode=B9566D0133CF420482D0B49DAE6EA80C&CitationSuffix=
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However, there is a subset of IDPs that explicitly uses the disordered regions to 

perform a particular function through a folding-upon-binding approach [Figure 

5.1]. While it is not the only mode of function for disordered regions, folding-

upon-binding is one of the most predominantly observed modes of direct 

involvement of Intrinsically Disordered Regions (IDRs) in protein function. 

The folding-upon-binding paradigm implies that when an IDP binds to another 

protein, the disordered region undergoes structural transitions, forming 

secondary or tertiary structural elements, which are coupled to the function of the 

proteins. A good example is the protein α-synuclein implicated in Alzheimer’s 

disease. 

 

Figure 5.1 Disordered to Ordered Transition in RhoGDI on binding to Rac1. This is one of 

the common modes in which disordered proteins participate directly in the function of the 

protein. Reprinted with permission from [120] 

5.1.3 IDP Amino acid composition 
A common trait in disordered regions is the peculiar distribution of amino acids 

in these regions. Disordered regions are depleted of bulky hydrophobic residues 

like Phe, Trp, Ile, Leu and Met and contain a high proportion of disorder 

promoting residues like Pro and Gly whose rigidity/flexibility hinders the 

formation of secondary structures. Another feature in disordered regions is the 

enrichment of polar and charged residues like Glu, Lys, Gln, Ser etc. Polar and 

charged residues promote disorder by increasing the hydrophilicity of the 

http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=452&UserID=8977&AccessCode=511E673D1070473EBF05BDBEE0835746&CitationSuffix=
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structure and also through electrostatic repulsion between residues. The 

composition of disordered regions has come in handy in constructing tools to 

predict protein disorder from sequence. 

A very rudimentary classification of proteins into ordered-disordered can be 

done using their Charge-Hydropathy plots [Figure 5.2]. Most proteins with high 

net charge and low hydropathy have been observed to be disordered. This was 

shown by plotting the net charge and hydropathy for proteins that were 

experimentally ascertained to be ordered/disordered forming the Uversky plot 

[121]. 

 

Figure 5.2 A sample Uversky plot (net Charge vs. net hydropathy) for a set of 275 

folded (open circles) and 105 intrinsically disordered proteins (grey circles). The solid line 

represents the border between intrinsically disordered (Left of line) and native proteins (Right of 

line). Reprinted with permission from [121] 

 

5.1.4 Experimental and Computational studies of IDPs 
Typically experiments studying IDPs involve NMR for structural 

characterization and mobility, near- and far-UV Circular Dichroism, Fourier-

Transform Infra-red spectroscopy (FTIR) for changes in secondary structure, and 

Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) / Small-Angle Neutron Scattering 

(SANS) for hydrodynamic characterization.  

http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=451&UserID=8977&AccessCode=5EB20352E667456DA491CFCBB81CD2FA&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=451&UserID=8977&AccessCode=5EB20352E667456DA491CFCBB81CD2FA&CitationSuffix=
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Computationally, tools such as IUPred [122,123] , FoldIndex [124] and PONDR 

[125] help predict disordered regions in proteins using advanced techniques such 

as analytical algebraic functions, linear least squares, logistic regression, neural 

networks, and support vector machines. Tools like Molecular Dynamics 

simulations and studies of protein ensembles are used to understand the 

behaviour of disordered regions. 

Computational prediction tools have helped identify disordered regions in many 

proteins that have then been tested experimentally for the absence of a 3D 

structure. Sometimes, multiple proteins with disordered regions have been found 

to participate in a single cellular process as with Clathrin Mediated Endocytosis. 

The high percentage of IDPs in a single pathway or process leads us to speculate 

that the disordered regions might be functionally involved in the pathway/ 

process. 

5.2 Intrinsically Disordered Proteins in CME 
 

A review by Dafforn and Smith [32] summarises a list of IDPs identified in 

Clathrin-Mediated Endocytosis.  One surprising aspect that comes out of their 

analysis is that the disordered regions in many of these proteins contain binding 

sites to other proteins in CME [Figure 5.3]. The authors explain this presence of 

binding sites in Intrinsically Disordered Regions (IDRs) through a “fishing-

hook” hypothesis. They suggest that the binding regions in these disordered 

regions help to recruit proteins from the cytoplasm and bring them to the 

endocytic hotspot. While this could be a plausible explanation, the low 

specificity of the sites for their partners (typically µM range) indicates that this 

role alone might not be sufficient to explain the conservation of these regions 

http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=461&UserID=8977&AccessCode=F7944AB0C4244B2EBF2AE007B02881C5&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=461&UserID=8977&AccessCode=F7944AB0C4244B2EBF2AE007B02881C5&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=458&UserID=8977&AccessCode=1D5C98B6F0C34421B59773C5DFF43AA6&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=459&UserID=8977&AccessCode=BA9CBDA9BE0F4AB690AEFC02FDAF40CB&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=282&UserID=8977&AccessCode=88D9C1D1334B4735AE74BF6B6B09F0D1&CitationSuffix=
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seen in higher eukaryotes. It is possible that apart from recruitment, the 

disordered regions also perform other functions that provide selective pressure 

for their conservation. 

Of particular interest to this dissertation are the proteins Epsin and Eps15 whose 

disordered regions are studies using computationally generated structural 

ensembles. As shown in Figure 5.3, the disordered regions of Epsin and Eps15 

are > 200 residues in length and contain multiple binding sites to the protein 

AP2. The binding motif in Epsin is the dipeptide DPW (8 copies) and the motif 

in Eps15 is the dipeptide DPF (15 copies). Adaptor Protein 2 (AP2) binds to 

these motifs through a binding groove in the α-appendage domain (AP2α). While 

the reasons for the presence of long disordered regions and repeated binding 

motifs to AP2 in these regions have been speculated upon, no convincing study 

on these regions has been performed yet. 

Since disordered regions in proteins cannot be studied by the common methods 

of structural analyses of proteins, computational tools provide a good platform to 

study structural characteristics of these regions by representing them as 

ensembles of proteins. The disordered regions of the CME proteins Epsin/Eps15 

have not been previously characterized in silico and in this work we use 

ensemble representations to glean structural insights about these disordered 

regions. 
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Figure 5.3 Motifs in disordered regions of Proteins in CME. This image shows a list of CME 

proteins that have been shown to have disordered regions. The white region in each protein 

corresponds to the disordered regions in the protein. The highlighted region contains the proteins 

Epsin and Eps15. The green lines in the disordered regions indicate binding sites to the protein 

AP2. Reprinted with permission from [32] 

 

Specifically, we study how the dimensions and the conformational space of the 

ensemble vary on binding sequentially to AP2α. We test if there is any 

significant change in the Radius of Gyration (Rgyr) or the N-C distance of the 

structures in the ensemble on AP2α binding, which might suggest the possibility 

of binding induced elongation. If it is shown that elongation of disordered 

http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=282&UserID=8977&AccessCode=88D9C1D1334B4735AE74BF6B6B09F0D1&CitationSuffix=
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regions occurs on binding, it is possible that elongated regions of Epsin/Eps15 

accomplish a distance-spacing function or pushing function in CME.  

Using statistical tools, we also test for the presence of geometric cooperativity 

between sites. The result of the test helps understand if binding of AP2α to a free 

site in the disordered increases the possibility of AP2α binding to other sites in 

the disordered region. However, a negative result on this statistical test implies 

that nothing conclusive can be said about the effect of AP2α binding at one site 

on other sites. 

In this chapter, we generate ensembles of structures (3-4 million) for the 

disordered regions of Epsin and Eps15 and then dock the α–appendage of AP2 

(AP2α) to the DPW/DPF sites in the disordered regions in a combinatorial 

fashion.  Then we screen the overall ensemble to select for those structures that 

permit the binding of AP2α at different binding sites. This enables us to study 

how the dimensions and energies of the ensemble vary in response to binding by 

AP2α. It is hoped that this analysis will enable us to speculate if these disordered 

regions might be involved in membrane pushing to aid the process of Clathrin-

Mediated Endocytosis. 

In the next few sections, we set up the methods and present in detail the 

computational tools we use to study the disordered regions of Epsin/Eps15. We 

discuss the program used in this thesis to generate ensembles of these disordered 

regions - TraDES (Trajectory Directed Ensemble Sampling). We also discuss the 

program FoldX used to study the energies of individual protein structures and 

then present the analysis tools developed to obtain the required information 

about dimensions, cooperativity and energy from TraDES output. 
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5.3 TraDES 
 

TraDES (Unpublished) developed by Hogue et al., (http://trades.blueprint.org/) is 

a software package that is an expansion of the program FoldTraj [44,126]. The 

FoldTraj program helps generate all-atom representations of protein structure 

from sequence. FoldTraj takes as its input a protein sequence and creates a 

trajectory map (.trj file) for each amino acid in the sequence, which represents 

the probabilities of that amino acid to occupy particular regions of 3D space. 

Specifically, the trajectory map is a matrix of probabilities associated with 

dihedral pairs (phi-psi) for that amino acid. FoldTraj builds protein structure 

using a random walk process that sequentially adds Cα atoms one after another 

while abiding the rules indicated in the trajectory map. The positions of other 

atoms and side chains in the protein are simultaneously placed using established 

geometric methods. The final result is a protein structure that is within the 

allowed Ramachandran space for each amino acid and satisfies any user given 

constraints about secondary structure or inter-atomic distances. The following 

box explains in detail the FoldTraj Trajectory map and random walk process. 

http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=353&UserID=8977&AccessCode=20AEA6097DA54970AF38A80405CF3BDF&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=353&UserID=8977&AccessCode=20AEA6097DA54970AF38A80405CF3BDF&CitationSuffix=
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Box 1 – Working of the FoldTraj program – The Trajectory map and the Random walk process  

THE TRAJECTORY MAP 

The trajectory map is fundamental to the FoldTraj process and provides the probabilities associated with the 

dihedral space for each amino acid in the disordered sequence. Hence, the first step in the generation of structural 

ensemble for a disordered region is the creation of a trajectory map. For each residue in the sequence, this map 

assigns a contour plot representing the probabilities for points in the Ramachandran phi-psi space. The probabilities 

for phi-psi pairs for a particular amino acid were initially generated from a dictionary of protein structures in the 

non-redundant PDB database. The trajectory map for an amino acid depends only on the identity of the particular 

amino acid and user-given constraints. It does not take into account statistical potentials based on the neighbouring 

residues. However, the FoldTraj program has the capability to use user-provided or GOR calculated 1-state or 3-

state secondary structural predictions, and modify the trajectory map for the residue accordingly.  For example, the 

following figure [Figure 5.4] illustrates the difference in trajectory maps when an Asp residue is allowed to adopt 

any secondary structure as opposed to placing a helical restraint on the residue. 

 

Figure 5.4 Trajectory maps for an Asp residue when (a) unconstrained (b) constrained to take only helical 

secondary structures. The probabilities of points in phi-psi space are represented by the colour intensity with red 

being maximum probability and green being minimum probability. 

 

RANDOM WALK OF TRAJECTORY MAP 

The next step in the generation of ensembles is the random walk through the trajectory map described above. For 

each residue, the FoldTraj program places the Cα atom by random sampling of the trajectory map according to the 

probabilities of a particular phi-psi pair. Once the position of the Cα of the ith residue is fixed, the program places 

the Cβ atom of the (i-1)th residue is placed using the method of Rey and Skolnick (Rey & Skolnick, 1992) .  Next, 

the N and C atoms between the Cα atoms of the (i-2)th and (i-1)th residues are placed using geometric calculations 

and optimization. The final step is the placement of side chain atoms for the (i-2)th residue that is done using a 

rotamer library. At each point, the FoldTraj program minimizes the number of Van derWaal’s clashes by modelling 

the individual atoms as soft spheres with allowed cut-off distances for other atoms. When the placement of a 

particular atom causes such clashes, the program allows backtracking of the structure so that the structure ‘grows’ in 

a new direction. When repeated backtracking and building fail to resolve the clash, the structure is abandoned and a 

new structure is built from the beginning.  

During the process of the random walk, the FoldTraj program has the ability to fit the structure to user supplied 

constraint information that provide minimum or maximum bounds on the distances between particular residues. 

These distance constraints, along with dihedral angle constraints help generate structures that fit a particular NMR 

profile for inter-residue distances. The FoldTraj random walk process results in a “structurally feasible, unrelaxed” 

protein structure for the given sequence. For IDRs, this structure represents one of the large numbers of possible 

conformations assumed by the disordered region in solution.  

http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=462&UserID=8977&AccessCode=7AF610EBD6D944929B5D7DA25CC0067E&CitationSuffix=
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5.3.1 Sequence and Disorder prediction of Epsin/Eps15 IDRs 
The sequence of Epsin isoform3 from Homo sapiens was obtained from Uniprot 

(ID: Q9Y6I3). The sequence contains 550 residues of which the N-terminal 130 

residues form the ENTH domain. Predictions of disorder from sequence 

suggested that residues 120-576 showed tendencies for disorder [Figure 5.5]. 

Since the final DPW motif in the sequence occurs at position 352, the region 

121-360 was chosen to represent the Epsin disordered region (Epsin_dis) for 

ensemble generation. 

 

Figure 5.5 IUPred output predicting disordered regions in Epsin and Eps15 sequences. It 

can be seen the Epsin shows high propensity for disorder between regions 150 and 550. Eps15 

shows propensity for disorder from position 340 to 890 with small local possibilities of ordered 

sequences in between. 
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Similarly for Eps15, the sequence Eps15 Human isoform1 was obtained from 

Uniprot (ID: P42566). The sequence is 896 residues long with three EH domains 

near the N-terminus and a central Coiled-coil domain. The final (15
th

) DPF motif 

in the disordered region occurs at position 827 and hence, the region 498-830 

was chosen to represent the sequence for the disordered region of Eps15 

(Eps15_dis).  

 

5.3.2 Constraints on Binding Sites and Initial Helix 
For both Epsin_dis and Eps15_dis sequences, the FoldTraj trajectory map was 

generated using two constraints. The first constraint corresponds to the 

restriction of the phi-psi angles of all binding sites (DPW/F) and the second is 

the constraint on the helical residues at the N-terminus.  

In both Epsin and Eps15, the dihedral angles for all occurrences of the DPW/F 

binding sites were modified to mimic the dihedral angles observed in crystallized 

structures of AP2α bound to peptides of Epsin/Eps15. Structures were identified 

from the Protein Data Bank that represent the Alpha appendage of AP2 (AP2α) 

bound to a short peptide from Epsin (PDB ID : 1KY6) or a short peptide from 

Eps15 (PDB ID : 1KYF). The dihedral angles of the DPW/F residues in the 

peptide were calculated and the DPW/DPF motifs in the generated ensemble 

were restricted to be close to those observed in the peptides.  

Since the binding sites (DPW/F) are only 3 residues in length, we believe that 

constraints on the binding sites do not significantly reduce the conformational 

space available to the proteins.  
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The second constraint is derived from secondary structural predictions of the N-

terminal regions of both Epsin_dis and Eps15_dis sequences, and hence reflects 

biological reality. Both disordered sequences include an N-terminal helical 

region that has been observed in crystal structures (121-134 for Epsin_dis and 

498-503 for Eps15_dis). These regions are constrained to be helical in the 

trajectory map. Enforcing this constraint provides a common reference point at 

the N-terminus, which will later be used to align the millions of structures in the 

ensemble. Both constraints are placed on the system and the trajectory map is 

generated using the Foldtraj program. This trajectory map will now be used to 

generate ensembles of the corresponding disordered regions. 

 

5.3.3 Generation of structural ensembles 
The Foldtraj program can be used to generate biologically-feasible structures 

from a given trajectory map [Figure 5.6]. The FoldTraj Program is used here to 

generate ensembles of 4 million structures for the Epsin_dis sequence and 3 

million structures for Eps15_dis sequence. The Epsin_dis ensemble contains 

more structures than the Eps15_dis ensemble since, in Epsin, there is an extra 

step of Plane-filtering during analysis that screens approx. 50% of the generated 

structures [Discussed later in Section 5.4.3.1]. 

The FoldTraj program generates the structures and stores them as both PDB files 

and as .val files that adhere to ASN.1 specifications. The program also outputs a 

log file that indicates the structure name, N-C distance and Radius of Gyration 

(Rgyr) among other statistical-energy and dimensional information. Radius of 

Gyration is defined as the mean distance of the atoms to the centroid of the 

Protein structure and the N-C distance is the distance between the N-terminus 
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and the C–terminus of the protein structure. Both N-C and Rgyr provide a rough 

measure of the size and compactness of a disordered protein. As expected, the 

FoldTraj program results in structures spanning a wide range of both these terms 

and hence contains samples of both highly compact and highly extended forms 

of the proteins.  

 

Figure 5.6 Structures of increasing Radii of Gyration generated for the same Protein 

sequence using Foldtraj. Disordered regions of proteins can assume structures spanning a wide 

range of Rgyr. 

 

Thus we generated 4 million structures for the Epsin_dis sequence and 3 million 

structures for the Eps15_dis sequence to get an unscreened ensemble of protein 

structures. These structures are then subjected to the following docking/ 

screening processes and analysed for changes in dimensions and energies. 
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5.3.4 Analysis of ensemble 

5.3.4.1 Plane filtering 

We now have an ensemble of millions of structures for both Epsin_dis and 

Eps15_dis sequences. However, in the case of Epsin, the N-terminal ENTH 

domain has been known to insert into the Plasma membrane [Section 1.5.3]. 

Hence, it is required to cull the Epsin_dis ensemble to contain only those 

structures that might be unhindered in the presence of the membrane. The 

membrane was represented in this case by a plane normal to the axis of the helix 

at the N-terminus, and 15Å above its surface. The threshold distance of 15Å was 

obtained by studying the structure of the ENTH domain. Hence, we developed a 

Perl script to ensure that any structure in the Epsin ensemble that passed through 

this plane was screened out for further analyses. 

5.3.4.2 Dock-filtering  

After Plane filtering, we now had an ensemble of structures for Epsin_dis and 

Eps15_dis sequences, to which we had to sequentially dock AP2α. To 

accomplish this docking, the TraDES package uses the Docking-By-

Superposition approach explained in the next section. 

(a) DOCKING-BY-SUPERPOSITION 

Docking by superposition is a technique used in computational structural biology 

where a ligand is docked to a substrate using an existing crystal structure of the 

substrate bound to a similar ligand. Here, we use a PDB structure of AP2α bound 

to peptides with DPW/F motifs. For each structure in the ensemble, the above 

PDB structure is rotated-translated such that the DPW/F of the peptide aligns 

with the DPW/F of the disordered region. The rotated-translated AP2α structure 

is then merged with the structure file of the generated structures thus producing a 

docked structure. By repeating this for each of the binding sites in the disordered 
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region, it is possible to obtain a structure with all the binding sites occupied by 

the AP2α appendage domain.  

Scripts were written using Shell programming to automate and batch dock the 

AP2 appendage domain to the motifs in the disordered regions of Epsin and 

Eps15. 

(b) VdW CLASH CHECKING 

The program crashchk available in the TraDES package was used to identify 

Van derWaals clashes between different atom types based on their VdW radii. 

Crashchk is based on a library of atom types that differentiates between C, N, O, 

H and S atoms based on their position in the protein. Crashchk uses this library 

to obtain ideal inter-atomic distances for atom-pairs and compares this to 

distances in the FoldTraj generated structures. For any given protein structure, 

the crashchk output is used to filter structures in the ensemble using a threshold 

for the number of allowed inter-chain VdW clashes. Structure are screened to be 

suitable for downstream analysis if, for all combinations of pairwise protein 

chains in the structure, the inter-chain clash count is observed to be less than this 

threshold 

Since the all-atom representations of FoldTraj results in the presence of 

Hydrogen atoms that frequently clash with other atoms, the crashchk output is in 

general, highly populated with clashes involving Hydrogen atoms (>50%) that 

might be avoided by minor tweaking and relaxation in real biology. Hence, a 

moderate threshold value of 200 clashes was fixed empirically to screen 

structures that allowed AP2α binding from those that disallowed AP2α binding. 

The process of screening structures for further analysis is presented in the next 

section on Dock-filtering. 
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(c) ALGORITHM FOR DOCK-FILTERING 

The Dock-filtering step corresponds to the process of identifying which 

structures in the ensemble allow AP2α to be docked to a particular combination 

of b. Since the Dock filtering step needs to be performed on millions of files, and 

since both computational and storage resources are typically limited when 

dealing with such large numbers of files, we needed an efficient algorithm for 

this step. Hence two different algorithms were implemented for Epsin_dis and 

Eps15_dis so that their efficiencies could be compared. The two algorithms used 

are compared here. 

Epsin_dis 

 

• Loop over All Plane-Filtered structures. 

• Loop over all 8 binding sites (site i). 

• Dock AP2α by superposition 

to the current binding site. 

• Detect and count the 

number of inter-chain VdW 

clashes. 

• If clashes < threshold, 

append structure name to 

an output file dedicated to 

storing screened structures 

for site i. 

• Save AP2α bound structure. 

• End loop for site i. 

• End loop for all structures 

• Loop over all 8 binding sites  (site i) 

• Read the list of structures screened 

for site i. 

 

Eps15_dis 

 

• Loop over all 3 million structures 

• Loop over all 15 binding sites 

(site i) 

• Dock AP2α by 

superposition to site i in 

the same file where 

AP2α has been bound 

to sites 1…(i-1) 

• End loop over binding site i. 

• Store the structure file that has 

all 15 sites occupied by AP2α 

• Run crashchk to identify the 

inter-chain VdW clashes. 

• Sort individual clashes in the 

crashchk output into bins 

corresponding to clashes 

between any two chains A and 

B. 

• Count number of clashes in 

each bin and output a file with 
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• Loop over all i-screened structures. 

• Loop over all other binding 

sites (site j). 

• Dock AP2α by 

superposition to the 

binding site j of 

structure with AP2α 

previously docked 

at site i. 

• Detect and count 

the number of inter 

chain VdW clashes. 

• If Epsin-AP2αi, 

Epsin-AP2αj and 

AP2αi-AP2αj  all 

have clashes < 

threshold, record 

structure name in a 

file dedicated to the 

storing screened 

structures with 

AP2α docked at 

sites I and j, without 

storing the doubly-

bound file 

• End loop for site j. 

• End loop for i-screened structures. 

• End loop for binding site i. 

 

• Extrapolate from single AP2α bound and 

double AP2α bound ensembles to get higher 

order AP2α occupancy. For example, sites 1, 

3 and 5 can be occupied at same time if the 

structure allows binding of AP2α at site pairs 

1-3, 1-5 and 3-5. 

 

the number of clashes in each. 

Total of 120 such bins possible, 

since the structure has 16 

chains. 

• End loop for all structures. 

• Obtain ensembles of screened 

structures with single or double AP2α 

bound from this file. For e.g., Assuming 

initial Eps15_dis chain is A and the 15 

AP2α chains are named 1-15, if a 

structure has allowed number of 

crashes between A and 8, it allows 

occupancy of site 8. If there are allowed 

number of clashes between 8-10 and A-

10 also, then it allows binding of AP2α 

at both sites 8 and 10 simultaneously. 

• Extrapolate from single AP2α bound 

and double AP2α bound ensembles to 

get higher order AP2α occupancy. For 

example, sites 1, 3 and 5 can be 

occupied at same time if the structure 

allows binding of AP2α at site pairs 1-3, 

1-5 and 3-5. 
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The design of the algorithms is such that the algorithm for Epsin_dis is 

computationally more intensive (O(n
2
) for n = number of binding sites) but less 

demanding of storage space since we only store the screened structures from 

ensembles with a single AP2α bound. In the case of Eps15_dis, the algorithm is 

requires lesser computation since it does not demand multiple rounds of docking 

with AP2α O(n). However since we store 15*3 million structures, it is highly 

storage demanding and in reality requires >15 TB of storage space. In terms of 

computational performance, the Eps15 algorithm was able to dock AP2α to a 

free site in a structure and count inter-chain clashes twice as fast as the Epsin 

algorithm. However since Eps15_dis has 15 binding sites compared to the 8 sites 

in Epsin_dis, overall both algorithms took comparable amounts of time on 12 

core machines with 2.67 GHz Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU X5650 processors. 

 

5.3.4.3 Analysis of ensemble dimensions 

For each of the screened ensembles, the distribution of the Radius of Gyration 

(Rgyr) and N-C distance was obtained from the FoldTraj log files to check for 

significant differences in the dimensions of each of the screened ensembles. The 

mean and median values of N-C distance and Rgyr of the ensembles obtained 

from this analysis are presented in the forthcoming sections that summarise the 

results corresponding to Epsin and Eps15 disordered ensembles. To obtain 

histograms, means and medians of the distributions of Rgyr and N-C distance, 

scripts were written in R. Results from this section will be presented in Section 

5.4 
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5.3.4.4 Ensemble visualization 

To aid the study of ensemble characteristics, scripts were written using Matlab to 

visualize the shape of the ensemble. To accomplish this, all structures in a 

particular ensemble were aligned using their N-terminal helices and the aligned 

structures were enclosed in a 3D grid framework with the size of each grid cube 

(voxel) being 1.8Å. This ensured that no two successive Cα atoms in a structure 

could be present inside a single voxel. Once all structures were fit inside this 

framework, the occupancy probability of each voxel was calculated as the 

fraction of times a Cα was present in the particular grid. The shape of the 

ensemble was then determined by 3D plotting the centres of those voxels where 

the probability of occupancy was found to be > 1e-6. 

 

5.3.4.5 Analysis of cooperativity 

To identify whether there was a possibility of geometrical cooperative binding 

between motifs (i.e., if the occupancy of one binding site influenced the 

probability of occupancy of its neighbouring sites) a statistical technique was 

used.  The hypergeometric distribution [Figure 5.7] is a probability distribution 

that gives the probability of k successes from a sample of n draws without 

replacement when the overall population of size N contains K successes. Hence 

this distribution can be used to statistically test if the number of structures that 

permit the binding of AP2α simultaneously at any two motifs is a statistically 

significant value, given the number of structures that bind to each of the motifs 

individually. 
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Figure 5.7 Representation of Hypergeometric distribution indicating the application to the 

ensembles of disordered regions. This distribution is used to estimate the likelihood that the 

overlap between the red and green sets is statistically significant. 

 

The p-value indicating the statistical significance of the overlap between two 

ensembles is calculated from the CDF of the Hypergeometric distribution as 

follows 

                                      (5.1) 
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          (5.2) 

 

The above equations can be used to determine if the number of structures 

required in the overlap between any two ensembles can be reproduced by 

random sampling or if it is unlikely that an overlap of that size could exist based 

on just random sampling. Hence for pairwise combinations of single AP2α-

bound ensembles (e.g., ensemble that permits AP2α binding at site#1 and 

ensemble that permits AP2α binding at site#2) , we calculate the size of overlap 
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between the ensembles that would be required to state with p<0.05 that the 

calculated overlap is statistically significant and not a product of chance. 

Statistical cooperativity can be said to be present when the number of observed 

structures that permit the binding of AP2α at both sites (ensemble that permits 

AP2α binding at site#1 and site#2 simultaneously) is greater than this required 

overlap. However, when the observed overlap is lesser than the calculated 

overlap, it does not prove the absence of cooperativity. It just implies that no 

comment can be made about the possibility of cooperativity between binding 

sites. 

 

5.3.4.6 Energies of the ensemble 

To calculate the energies of all proteins in the generated ensembles for Epsin and 

Eps15 disordered regions, the program FoldX was used [127,128]. FoldX uses an 

algorithm that calculates the contributions of 22 parameters to the stability of a 

protein. These parameters include Hydrogen bonds, Electrostatics interactions., 

Van derWaal’s association and clashes, Solvation of hydrophobic and 

hydrophilic amino acids and the entropy of both main chain and side chains. 

Each of these terms is calculated from experimental evidence about how 

parameters like hydrogen bonds, solvent accessible surface area etc., affect 

protein stability. Since disordered proteins do not behave exactly like well folded 

proteins and since the FoldTraj structures have not been subject to energy 

minimization, the energies of each of the 4 million structures for Epsin and 

Eps15 were estimated under weak penalization for VdW clashes. Also, of the 

many terms output by FoldX, only the following terms were considered to obtain 

an energy score that would be used to compare ensembles, since these terms 

http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=454&UserID=8977&AccessCode=6B3B84D7C9724C36ACB3B5C1B5D62DE5&CitationSuffix=
http://wizfolio.com/?citation=1&ver=3&ItemID=454&UserID=8977&AccessCode=6B3B84D7C9724C36ACB3B5C1B5D62DE5&CitationSuffix=
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accurately capture the differences between the stability of different 

conformations of flexible and disordered regions. The terms considered are the 

Hydrogen bonds, Electrostatic interactions, Polar and non-polar solvation 

energies and torsional clashes. Summing these terms gives an energy score for 

each structure which we believe captures enough information to relatively and 

qualitatively compare two ensembles by studying the distribution of energies of 

all structures present in that ensemble. 

5.4 Results and discussion 

5.4.1 Epsin_dis 

5.4.1.1 Ensemble dimensions 

Individual ensembles of proteins were obtained for Plane-filtered and all 

combinations of Single AP2α bound (1,2,..,8), Double AP2α bound (1-2, 1-

3,…,7-8), Triple AP2α bound (1-2-3, 1-2-4,…,6-7-8)  and Quadruple AP2α 

bound (1-2-3-4, 1-2-3-5,…,5-6-7-8) Epsin_dis sequences [Figure 5.8].  

 

Figure 5.8 Illustration of example structures of Epsin_dis generated using Foldtraj and 

docked to AP2α. Epsin_dis is shown in green cartoon representation while the docked AP2α 

molecules are shown in grey surface representations.  
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Figure 5.9 Distribution of N-C distances and Rgyr in Plane-screened and one example of 

Double-AP2α bound and Quadruple-AP2α bound samples each for Epsin. It can be seen that 

as more AP2α is bound, the mean Rgyr and the N-C distance keep consistently increasing.  

 

From the TraDES generated log files, Rgyr and NC distance were extracted for 

each of these ensembles. Plotting the histograms for these two variables enables 
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us to see how the distribution varied as more and more AP2αwas docked to the 

Epsin_dis sequence. Figure 5.9 represents the Rgyr and N-C histograms for the 

Plane-filtered, and histograms from one particular sample of Double AP2α and 

Quadruple AP2α bound structures. The mean and median values of the Rgyr and 

NC distance are shown in boxes and it can be seen that they increase with 

increased AP2α binding.  However, the resolution of the histograms decreases 

with more AP2α additions, since fewer structures pass the screening process 

resulting in a 8-10 fold decrease in size per AP2α binding. 

We used the two sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and t-tests to verify that the 

distributions of Rgyr and NC distance with increasing AP2α were indeed different 

from each other with p<0.05.  

Table 5-A shows the average Rgyr and N-C distances of the Epsin_dis structures 

for increasing numbers of bound AP2α, and it can be seen that there is a 

considerable increase in average dimensions of structures in the ensemble as 

more AP2α is bound to the Epsin_dis fragment.  

Table 5-A, also shows that plane-screening reduces the size of the initial 

unscreened ensemble down by 50%. In our experiments, we observe a steady 

increase of 8-10 Å in the N-C distance and 2-3Å in Rgyr of samples with 

increasing amounts of AP2α bound. However, in our case, analysis was stopped 

at the quadruple bound AP2α state since the number of structures left after 

screening structure with four AP2α bound was ~1000. For higher numbers of 

AP2α bound, it might be required to start the initial ensemble at 10 million 

structures or greater. A detailed table with the individual values for each member 

in each screening criteria is presented in the Appendix A1. 
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Table 5-A Average Values of number of structures, Rgyr and N-C distance parameters for 

ensembles of Epsin disordered region with increasing numbers of bound AP2α 

SCREENING 

CRITERIA 

NUM 

STRUCTURES 

RGYR PARAMS NC PARAMS 

MEAN MEDIAN STD DEV MEAN MEDIAN STD DEV 

INITIAL 3932805 43.17079 41.96914 9.719843 101.8531 99.18532 39.8104 

PLANE 1867311 43.12163 41.8828 9.860874 110.0633 107.9395 40.37406 

SINGLE 

AP2α 

463709 44.53026 43.38908 10.06711 114.5258 112.6018 41.04642 

DOUBLE 

AP2α 

62682 47.1969 46.21117 10.26765 122.9695 121.4516 41.91212 

TRIPLE 

AP2α 

8083 49.64233 48.73415 10.39111 130.6823 129.5039 42.59305 

QUADRUPLE 

AP2α 

824 52.15731 51.31542 10.48495 138.709 138.0901 43.22179 

 

Although we now know that successive AP2α binding increases the average 

dimensions of the structures in the ensemble, it might be more informative to 

look at the ensembles and their shapes in 3D space. To enable this we wrote 

scripts that would align all structures in an ensemble using the N-terminal helix 

and then construct a grid around this ensemble of aligned structures. The 

frequency of occupancy of each voxel is then calculated and the shape of the 

ensemble is obtained by creating a convex-hull of all points with frequency 
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above a threshold. Figure 5.10 shows example representations of ensembles from 

each criterion.  

 

Figure 5.10 Visualizations of Epsin ensembles. Visualizations are created by aligning all 

protein structures in the ensemble and then putting them in the framework of a grid. Ensemble 

shape presented as a convex hull of all grid points with frequency of occupancy >1E-6. As more 

AP2α is bound to the Epsin_dis fragment, the probability of occurrence of Epsin atoms at regions 

farther from the centre increases. 
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As expected, the initial ensembles are smaller in size since most atoms are 

present close to the centre. The frequency of occupancy exponentially decreases 

with increasing radius from centre. As more copies of AP2α are docked to 

Epsin_dis, the shorter structures are increasingly disqualified and hence the 

proportion of Cα atoms near the centre sharply decreases. This makes it much 

more likely to observe a Cα atom at a greater distance from the centre than with 

the initial ensembles. 

5.4.1.2 Ensemble energies 

Having studied the N-C distances and Rgyr of the screened ensembles, we now 

looked at the energies of the structures in the ensemble. As mentioned earlier, 

each structure was given an energy score based on selected parameters from the 

FoldX output for the structure 5.3.4.6.   

In this section we use these FoldX calculate energies to study which structures 

are preferentially eliminated as more copies of AP2α are bound to the Epsin_dis 

fragment. This might help us compare the shorter and longer structures in an 

ensemble by their energy distributions and comment on which structures are 

preferred as more copies of AP2α are bound to Epsin sequence. For each 

screened ensemble, we plotted the energy scores of all structures vs the 

corresponding N-C distances.  

In the unbound state, we observed no significant correlation between Epsin_dis 

Energy scores and N-C distances. Since FoldTraj works with random sampling, 

its conformational sampling is neither biased toward compact or globular folds, 

nor towards any PDB-published backbones. In other words, more compact 

structures were not seen to be necessarily lower or higher in energy, as might be 

the case with many well-folded globular proteins. We then examined the 
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progression of ensembles with an increasing number of AP2α copies bound to 

the Epsin_dis. As the number of AP2α binding events increased, we observed a 

sharper decrease in low-energy low-NC structures than with low-energy high-

NC or high-energy low-NC structures [Figure 5.11].  In Table 5-B, we use 

different values of thresholds for the Energy scores (20 kCal and 30 kCal) and 

NC distances (75Å and 90Å) to divide the Energy-NC plots into four regions – 

(a) <NC Threshold and <Energy threshold,   (b) <NC threshold and >Energy 

threshold, (c) >NC threshold and <Energy threshold and (d) >NC threshold and 

<Energy threshold. For each of these regions, we calculate the percentage of 

structures with NC distances and energy scores in that region. We then use these 

percentages to see if there is selective depopulation of a particular region. From 

Table 5-B, we see that the rate at which structures are depopulated in region (a) 

after each AP2α binding event is a lot more than the depopulation or increase 

seen in other regions. 

 Hence we suggest that in these simulations, successive AP2α addition causes an 

increase in the proportion of longer structures that are more energetically 

favourable than those with shorter N-C distances. In other words, AP2α binding 

causes energetically-favoured elongation of Epsin in our simulations. Thus, any 

factor or attachment that opposes Epsin elongation might have to confront an 

energy barrier.   
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Figure 5.11 Energy_Score vs NC distance for examples from each screening criterion for 

Epsin. It can be seen that with increasing numbers of AP2α bound, there is significant 

depopulation in the region bounded by the red square that corresponds to structures in the low 

Energy, low NC section of the plot. 



 

 

 

2
0
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Table 5-B Fraction of structures seen in different sections of the Energy-NC graph for Epsin. Thresholds of 75Å and 90Å are used for the NC distance and 

thresholds of 20kCal and 30kCal are used for Energy scores. Energy is in the y-axis and NC distance in the x-axis 

 

NC distance Threshold : 75 

Energy Threshold: 20 

NC distance Threshold : 75 

Energy Threshold: 30 

NC distance Threshold : 90 

Energy Threshold: 30 

 
            

SINGLE AP2α 

BOUND 

0.2305 17.215 81.3754 1.1788 3.5290 13.9167 63.8135 18.7406 5.9704 23.1449 54.5853 16.2993 

DOUBLE 

AP2α BOUND 
0.1507 12.620 86.1102 1.1180 2.4982 10.2735 68.1274 19.1007 4.4528 18.1564 60.2445 17.1460 

TRIPLE AP2α 

BOUND 
0.1053 9.3366 89.5122 1.04587 1.8541 7.5877 71.1702 19.3878 3.4761 14.1297 64.6282 17.7658 

QUADRUPLE 

AP2α BOUND 
0.0519 6.8772 92.1529 0.9179 1.3633 5.5662 73.5125 19.5578 2.7314 10.6913 68.3873 18.1897 
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5.4.1.3 Geometric cooperativity between sites 

In this section, we attempt to statistically study if the binding of AP2α to one 

site has a noticeable effect on the binding of AP2α to any other site in the 

Epsin_dis sequence. As mentioned in section 5.3.4.5, this is performed using 

the Hypergeometric distribution whose CDF is given by the equation (5.2) that 

is given here for clarity.  

                       ∑
(
 
 
) (

   
   

)

(
 
 
)

   

   

 

In the above equation, N is taken to be the size of the Plane-filtered ensemble. 

For all pairs of binding sites i-j, K is the size of ensemble allowing AP2α to 

bind at site i and n is the size of the ensemble that allows AP2α binding at site 

j. We use the hypergeometric distribution to assess the null hypothesis that the 

overlap k observed between sets n and K is not statistically significant. When 

k is above a particular value, (calculated from the CDF of the Hypergeometric 

distribution), the overlap between n and K becomes statistically significant, 

and so we reject the null hypothesis. Here we calculate that value of k that 

would be required to discard the null hypothesis with p<0.05.  Since we test a 

total of 28 site pairs, we use the Bonferroni correction to the p-value 

(p<0.0015) If the null hypothesis is rejected and the observed overlap between 

the sets K and n is greater than this required value of k, we then conclude that 

the binding of AP2α at site i positively impacts binding of AP2α at site j. 

We have not yet defined the overlap between the sets n and K, since there are 

two ways of computing the overlap, corresponding to two different biological 

interpretations.   
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 Overlap could be defined as the number of structures that can bind 

AP2α individually at site i or at site j. 

 

a) Overlap could also be defined as the number of structures that can bind 

two copies of AP2α simultaneously at site i and site j. 

 

Since the set of allowable conformations is defined as the structures that have 

fewer than 200 clashes, the difference between sets (a) and (b) is that the 

structures in set (a) also include those structures for which the Epsin_dis-

AP2αi and Epsin_dis-AP2αj inter-chain clashes are fewer than the threshold 

but the AP2αi-AP2αj pair does not obey this threshold value. In terms of the 

results obtained, using set (b) would indicate the probability of occupancy of 

site j, if site i were occupied.  Using set (a) would indicate the probability of 

occupancy of site j, if the AP2α at site i was in the process of dissociating 

without altering the structure of Epsin_dis.  

When the overlap defined by set (a) is found to be statistically significant we 

conclude that the same opening ins Epsin structure that permits binding at site 

i also permits binding at site j. If the AP2α at site i were to dissociate, this 

opening could be kept from ‘closing’ by AP2α binding to either site i or site j 

thus preserving the overall length of the structure. However when the overlap 

defined by set (b) is found to be statistically significant, it means binding at 

site i allows binding of another AP2α at the site j thus effectively increasing 

the length of the Epsin_dis structure. 

In Table 5-C, the yellow rows represent the required value of overlap k, 

calculated from the hypergeometric distribution for sites i and j using just the 

sizes of ensembles screened for i and j.  The green rows correspond to the 
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number of structures in the overlap defined by the set (a). It can be seen that 

these observed structures are greater in number than those required for 

statistical significance.  

Table 5-C Number of structures required for statistical significance(yellow rows), and actual 

observed overlap (green rows) defined as the number of structures that can bind AP2α at 

either site i or at site j. 

Site  
 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  

1  

REQUIRED   100012  96046  82987  106689  110661  107454  167646  

OBSERVED   146455  134809  119633  136795  139541  136151  189075  

2  

REQUIRED  100012   92970  80330  103271  107116  104011  162269  

OBSERVED  146455   141168  119527  132690  135378  132208  183566  

3  

REQUIRED  96046  92970   77146  99175  102867  99887  155828  

OBSERVED  134809  141168   123600  128966  131420  127960  177026  

4  

REQUIRED  82987  80330  77146   85689  88878  86303  134617  

OBSERVED  119633  119527  123600   117801  117792  115965  156867  

5  

REQUIRED  106689  103271  99175  85689   114268  110956  173114  

OBSERVED  136795  132690  128966  117801   158391  147750  198881  

6  

REQUIRED  110661  107116  102867  88878  114268   115087  179567  

OBSERVED  139541  135378  131420  117792  158391   157921  207869  

7  

REQUIRED  107454  104011  99887  86303  110956  115087   174357  

OBSERVED  136151  132208  127960  115965  147750  157921   215844  

8  

REQUIRED  167646  162269  155828  134617  173114  179567  174357   

OBSERVED  189075  183566  177026  156867  198881  207869  215844   

 

Plotting the difference in this number (observed structures–required 

Structures) as a heat map enables us to see how AP2α binding at site i affects 

that at site j [Figure 5.12]. As expected, sites that are near each other display 
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higher levels of cooperativity since the same opening in the structure that 

permits binding at site i might also facilitate the binding of sites (i-1) and 

(i+1).   One deviation from this trend is the pair of sites 4-5. Although these 

sites are just 10 residues away in sequence, there seems to be the least effect 

on binding to one site when the other site is bound. This could suggests the 

presence of a turn or a loop in between these sites that ensures AP2α binding 

to one site does not affect the other.  

However, if set (b) were used as the definition of overlap the number of 

structures observed in the overlap is in general far below those required for 

statistical significance. In other words, AP2α binding at one position does not 

significantly facilitate or promote binding at another position.  

Plotting the same difference (observed structures–required structures) as a heat 

map [Figure 5.12] shows that difference in structures is as low as 120000 

structures (site7-site8) that implies that absolutely nothing can be said about 

the binding of one with respect to the other. However other site pairs like 3-7 

and 4-7 show the least difference between the observed and required number 

of structures, suggesting that it is likely sites 3 and 4 affect 7 but there is not 

enough statistical evidence to say so. 
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Figure 5.12 Analysis of geometric cooperativity in Epsin. Values of (Observed overlap – 

Required overlap for statistical significance) as a heat map for two definitions of overlap. (a) 

corresponds to overlap calculated as the number of structures that can allow AP2α binding at 

site i or site j. (b) corresponds to overlap defined as number of structures that permit AP2α 

binding at site i and site j simultaneously. It can be seen that in (a) Observed overlap is greater 

than the required overlap, whereas in (b) observed overlap is much lower than required 

overlap 

 

 

5.4.2 Eps15_dis 

5.4.2.1 Ensemble dimensions 

Similar to Epsin_dis, an ensemble of structures (3 million) was constructed for 

Eps15_dis sequence and subjected to screening process with increasing copies 

of AP2α bound to each of the 15 DPF motifs. The parameters for Rgyr and NC 

distance observed for different screened ensembles of Eps15 are presented in 

Table 5-D. Unlike Epsin, no significant increase in Rgyr or NC distance is 

observed in the case of Eps15 as more AP2α is bound to the disordered region. 

A detailed table with the individual values for each member in each screening 

criteria is presented in the Appendix A2. 
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Table 5-D Average Values of number of structures, Rgyr and NC-distance parameters for 

ensembles of Eps15 disordered region with increasing numbers of bound AP2α. 

SCREENING 

CRITERIA 

NUM 

STRUCTURES 

RGYR PARAMS NC PARAMS 

MEAN MEDIAN STD DEV MEAN MEDIAN STD DEV 

INITIAL 
3000000 53.79607 52.29524 12.20086 124.8359 121.1053 50.79506 

SINGLE 

AP2α 

1238955 54.97238 53.52124 12.4241 128.0483 124.5282 51.54973 

DOUBLE 

AP2α 

509819 55.89091 54.47312 12.6332 130.5973 127.206 52.17863 

TRIPLE 

AP2α 

220656 56.21284 54.78705 12.79736 131.5693 128.1605 52.53793 

QUADRUPLE 

AP2α 

106947 55.84909 54.36394 12.84076 130.6593 127.065 52.51279 

QUINTUPLE 

AP2α 

59999 55.14532 53.59632 12.73098 128.7427 124.9012 52.16098 

 

5.4.2.2 Ensemble energies 

With the screened ensembles for Eps15, we performed the same analysis for 

energies as with the Epsin ensembles. The aim of this study was to check if 

there was any selective depopulation of a particular section of the Energy-NC 

plot so that a comment could be made about what structures were more 

preferred as more copies of AP2α were bound to the disordered fragment. 

Since overall values of energy scores were higher for Eps15 than for Epsin, we 

used threshold values of 80kCal and 100kCal for the energy axis, as opposed 

to the 20kCal and 30kCal thresholds used with Epsin fragments. The overall 

fraction of structures in each section for the initial ensemble can be seen to be 

comparable between Epsin and Eps15. 
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However, in the case of Eps15, no significant difference could be found in the 

number of structures in each section as more copies of AP2α were bound to 

the Eps15_dis fragment. This implies that the reduction in population with 

increasing AP2α copies is not preferential to a particular section, and that there 

is the same fraction of low NC- low Energy structures in the initial ensemble 

as in the ensemble with 4-5 AP2α copies bound. This makes it extremely 

unlikely that extension of Eps15_dis fragment would occur as AP2α is 

sequentially bound to it.  

Table 5-E shows the results obtained when the different Energy and NC 

thresholds were applied to different ensembles of Eps15 similar to the analysis 

in Table 5-B. 



 

 

 

2
1
5
 

Table 5-E Fraction of structures seen in different sections of the Energy-NC graph for Eps15. Thresholds of 75Å and 90Å are used for the NC distance and 

thresholds of 80kCal and 100kCal are used for Energy scores. . Energy is in the y-axis and NC distance in the x-axis 

 

NC dist Threshold : 75 

Energy Threshold: 80 

NC dist Threshold : 75 

Energy Threshold: 100 

NC dist Threshold : 90 

Energy Threshold: 100 

 
            

SINGLE AP2α 

BOUND 

0.1728 15.534 82.9708 1.3224 7.4099 8.297 37.7274 46.5658 11.8974 12.9238 33.1005 42.0783 

DOUBLE 

AP2α BOUND 
0.173 14.585 83.8475 1.3946 7.092 7.6659 37.4501 47.792 11.4538 12.0082 33.1078 43.4302 

TRIPLE AP2α 

BOUND 
0.174 14.3111 84.0888 1.426 6.9618 7.5233 37.3147 48.2002 11.2736 11.7825 33.0555 43.8884 

QUADRUPLE 

AP2α BOUND 
0.1766 14.7484 83.6691 1.4059 7.0623 7.8627 37.3879 47.6871 11.4225 12.2541 32.9965 43.3269 
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5.4.2.3 Geometric cooperativity 

Although no visible extension of the disordered region was observed on AP2α 

binding, we checked to see if geometric cooperativity might be possible in the 

case of Eps15 [Figure 5.13]. Using the same hypergeometric distribution, the 

value of overlap required for statistical significance was calculated using the 

overall size of the ensemble (3 million), size of single AP2α screened 

ensembles, and the required Bonferroni corrected p-value (0.0005). Overlap is 

defined here as the number of structures that could bind to two AP2α 

molecules simultaneously (set (b)), and was obtained from the list of double-

screened ensembles and this was used to calculate the (observed overlap – 

required overlap) metric as in the case with Epsin. In the case of Eps15, many 

site pairs were found to have overlaps more than that required for statistical 

significance. For example, the required overlap between sites 1 and 6 for 

statistical significance was found to be 429880. The observed overlap in this 

case was 444294. There were approx. 14000 structures greater than the 

required overlap in the pair 1-6 which made it highly likely that binding of 

AP2α at site 1 positively impacted binding of AP2α at site 6. Similar positive 

cooperativity was also seen in the case of other site pairs including 1-8, 1-9, 1-

10, 1-11, 1-12 etc. 

Although no detectable extension could be observed in the case of Eps15, 

there was significant cooperativity between many pairs of sites that suggest 

that binding of AP2α frees up the neighbouring sites for AP2α addition as well 

without forcing the molecule to elongate in a particular direction, making 

Eps15 an unlikely candidate for our hypothesis of membrane-

support/membrane-pushing. 
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Figure 5.13 Analysis of geometric cooperativity in Eps15 expressed as the term (observed 

overlap-required overlap). Unlike the case of Epsin, there are a lot of positive values observed 

in this case with the overlap defined as the number of structures that can bind to site i and site 

j simultaneously. 

 

5.5 Summary 
 

From our analysis of the dimensions of Epsin ensembles, we saw that there 

was an increase of 8-10Å in N-C distance per bound AP2α.  Although this 

suggests the possibility of Epsin extension on AP2α binding, it was not 

conclusive proof for extension. To further test the extension hypothesis we 

studied the energies of the Epsin disordered fragments and found that 

irrespective of the Energy threshold or N-C distance threshold, the fraction of 

low-energy low-NC structures was getting selectively depopulated as more 

copies of AP2α were bound to Epsin. This implies that, as the number of 
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binding interactions increases, the set of compact structures with all the 

binding interactions exhibits higher energy, meaning they would be unlikely to 

occur. At the same time, extended structures with high NC exhibit low-energy 

(compared with other bound structures), meaning they would be likely to 

occur.  These results indicate that Epsin_dis extends in structure as AP2α is 

sequentially bound to it. 

However, there exist a few caveats using the above mentioned methods of 

computational analysis for disordered regions. Our method suffers from the 

pitfalls of incomplete sampling of conformational space, crude methods of 

docking, and coarse-grained estimation of energies for each structure in the 

ensemble. With better computational infrastructure and deeper insights into 

the nature of free energies of disordered proteins, such pitfalls maybe avoided. 

Using accurate batch docking methods for millions of structures, and accurate 

energy calculations that are verified through multiple energy estimating 

software methods, it would be possible to obtain a more accurate estimate of 

on the energies of individual Epsin fragments.  

Accurate sampling/docking/energy estimation coupled with wet lab 

experiments would help us to estimate the energy levels at which AP2α 

dissociates from Epsin versus forcing the elongation of Epsin. This directly 

translates to the estimation of force that might be generated by the elongation 

of Epsin that might be used to push/support cell membrane.  

Another important caveat of our method is that we use the AP2α fragment for 

docking instead of the complete AP2 structure. This is because of two reasons. 

Firstly, there is no complete crystal structure available for AP2 due to the 
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disordered nature of the linker that connects the appendage domains to the 

core of the AP2 protein. It would be possible to use an approximate FoldTraj 

generated structure for this linker, but that could affect the orientation of the 

AP2 core with respect to the appendage and hence bias the nature of the 

results obtained. The second reason for not using the complete AP2 structure 

is that the excluded volume for an IDR is larger when using the complete AP2 

structure than that due to the AP2α appendage.  Hence, it could be entirely 

possible for a single screening process to filter out a larger proportion of 

structures at each step that that observed with AP2α. Hence using the whole 

AP2 structure could require us to start with an initial population of 10 million 

structures or greater in order to study the results with 3-4 bound AP2 

molecules. Since that was beyond the scope of this project in terms of time 

and computational/storage power, we used the AP2α domain for docking in 

our experiments. 

We failed to observe any significant geometric cooperativity between binding 

sites in the Epsin disordered region. This suggests that the binding of one 

AP2α molecule does not make it easy for molecules to bind and hence every 

new addition of AP2α has to work against the entropy of the ensemble. This 

precludes the possibility of zipper like motion where the binding of AP2α 

causes a cascade of further Epsin-AP2α interactions. However it is to be noted 

the study on cooperativity only considers geometrical cooperativity (how 

binding at one site might enable binding at another site without steric clashes). 

It does not touch on the subject of biochemical cooperativity, which relates to 

the binding strengths of AP2α to the individual sites. It is definitely possible 

that binding of AP2α to one site affects the affinity of another site to AP2α.  
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Such a hypothesis can be tested experimentally using techniques like Surface 

Plasmon Resonance or Isothermal Titration Calorimetry that could be used to 

measure individual Protein-Protein binding strengths. 

The effect of AP2α binding on Eps15 completely in contrast with those we 

observed with Epsin. There is no significant elongation occurring in Eps15, 

even when 5 molecules of AP2α were bound to the Eps15_dis fragment. 

Although it is conceivable for us to believe that any disordered structure would 

increase in length when bound to other proteins as a result of reduced 

conformational space, Eps15 proves us wrong. The fact the Eps15 shows no 

increase in Rgyr or N-C distances shows that binding many large proteins to an 

ensemble of IDR structures does not necessarily cause elongation.  Rather the 

elongation depends on the sequence of the disordered region, the spacing of 

the binding sites etc. In the future, it would be interesting to identify what 

features of Epsin and Eps15 contribute to the statistically significant 

differences we observed between their to AP2α binding. It would also be an 

interesting study to see if using the whole AP2 molecule for docking instead 

of just the AP2α domain would cause any noticeable elongation in Eps15. 

Cooperativity studies of Eps15 showed that binding of AP2α to one site 

positively impacted AP2α binding to other sites in the Eps15 disordered 

region. However the lack of elongation suggests the possibility that Eps15 

may coil or wrap around in certain places, such that there is restructuring with 

no net extension to accommodate more AP2α molecules. 

From our preliminary ensemble studies, it is likely for Epsin to show 

elongation on AP2α binding, but the same cannot be said for Eps15. Further 
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wet lab experiments about energies of binding might prove helpful in making 

arguments about force generated from extension. Also, experiments with 

single molecule optical-trapping could be conducted to study the stretching of 

the Epsin disordered region. 

As a supporting project, we attempted to purify the AP2α α-appendage domain 

expressed in E.coli and perform Isothermal Titration Calorimetry experiments 

to study the energy of binding of the AP2α appendage with Epsin peptides. 

Results obtained from this experiment would have provided an upper limit on 

the amount of mechanical work that could be performed by elongation. 

Although we were successful in expressing and purifying the AP2α domain 

and had the Epsin binding peptides synthesized, ITC experiments proved to be 

inconclusive, since the AP2α domain was extremely sensitive to temperature. 

Future experimentation with carefully controlled environments might help 

generate support for the membrane-support theory for Epsin. 

Thus, using ensemble studies of disordered regions, we have shown how 

disorder in protein structure and stochasticity in the binding of multiple AP2α 

molecules to a single Epsin disordered region might cause the elongation of 

the Epsin region. Further experimentation could help us study if this 

elongation could result in any possible membrane support/pushing roles 

during Clathrin-Mediated Endocytosis. 
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Chapter 6.     

 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
 

In this dissertation we have studied the power of stochasticity in making 

systems-level processes robust in cells. We applied computational methods to 

two different sub-topics in Clathrin Mediated endocytosis to see if the inherent 

randomness in the system could be used to obtain deterministic outcomes, thus 

making the processes extremely robust. The two topics we considered were the 

self-assembly of Clathrin molecules into cages and the role of disordered regions 

in the proteins Epsin/Eps15. Through our in silico methods of enquiry, we have 

arrived at the following conclusions. 

6.1 Stochastic rules, Consistent Outcomes 
 

As our first example, we studied the self-assembly of Clathrin into cages of 

particular morphologies. We attempted to bias assembly towards a particular 

structure using minimal rules and succeeded in making consistent copies of the 

All-pent ball, the Bucky ball and the D6 barrel. We also used pucker as an 

environmental variable to control the size and curvature of output structures, 

without targeting a particular morphology. In our experiments we also saw that 

through stochastic processes of assembly we could create a total of 37 different 

kinds of closed cages (and a lot of almost close cages) that attests to the inherent 

complexity and power of the self-assembly process.  
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Overall, we studied different levels of information transfer and how each level 

might affect assembly outcome. The different levels we considered were 0
th

 

order (Initial triskelion distribution), 1
st
 order (Leg-Leg preferences in binding) 

and 2
nd

 order (Triskelia-triskelia preference in binding). From initial simulations, 

we studied the effects of global interaction strengths and its effect on 

construction sizes and dynamics. From All-pent simulations, we understood the 

trade-off between 0
th

 order and 1
st
 order biases and we observed that 1

st
 order 

biases had weak biasing capacities. From our Bucky ball simulations, we 

understood trade-off between 2
nd

 order biases and a combination of 0
th

 and 1
st
 

order biases. We saw that the 2
nd

 order biases were extremely powerful in 

biasing assembly. From D6 targeted experiments, we obtained more evidence to 

underscore the power of 2
nd

 order triskelia and also came across the concept of 

multiple cages with similar volumes. 

We then explored the possibility of a single environmentally determined variable 

like pucker that would affect predictably all 1
st
 order and 0

th
 order biases. We 

saw that in such a system, it might be possible to obtain a variety of structures, 

although we did not observe as much variety as seen in nature. We also studied 

the possibility of few very specific interactions whose strength would completely 

determine the assembly outcome and showed that it might be sufficient for one 

or two highly specific interactions to determine the assembly of all-pent and 

Bucky balls. 

In future work, we intend to use the CLASS simulator to target cages larger than 

the Bucky ball to see if CLASS can give us insight into how more complex cages 

can be made. WE also plan on studying the conversion from flat planes to curved 
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cages under cases where the flat arrays are highly stable. Our goal is to see how 

long it might take to remodel flat arrays into closed cage types.  

We also plan on modifying the CLASS algorithm to be able to study other 

example of self-assembly or self-organization apart from Clathrin. Given the 

number and geometry of the interactions between monomers the general purpose 

self-assembly simulator should be able to model the assembly process, while the 

parameters concerning binding strengths, concentration and information transfer 

are varied. Such a tool would be of immense help both in obtaining general 

insights about self-assembly and in synthetic biology where it might be possible 

to obtain the conditions required to make particular kinds of cages for use as 

drug-delivery vehicles, or as complex nanostructures etc.  

By building a Clathrin Assembly simulator, we have built a general purpose 

geometric and structure-relaxation model that could be applied to any other 

assembly or self-organizing system with a few modifications. We believe that 

such an algorithm might be useful to understand how simple building blocks can 

produce complex outcomes as a result of using minimal rule-sets. 

 

6.2 Robustness through redundancy 
 

Robustness through redundancy is a characteristic trait of many systems-level 

processes and Clathrin-Mediated Endocytosis is no exception. In most cases 

redundancy provides fail-safe mechanisms that help the system to overcome 

setbacks and achieve the desired targets. Here we present how redundancy 

results in consistent changes in the dimensions of the Epsin disordered region. 
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There exists redundancy at different levels of the CME process. These include 

the redundancy at the levels of the CME interactome, motif/domain organization 

in individual proteins and the disorder in protein structure as will be explained 

below. 

The first level of redundancy is at the level of the endocytic interactome, where 

similar domains and motifs (NPF/ SH3/ EH/ Coiled-Coil) are found in multiple 

proteins, that allow combinatorial interactions between these proteins. This 

ensures that even in the absence of one protein, combinatorial associations 

between other proteins might result in similar outcomes. 

The second level of redundancy is the existence of multiple copies of similar 

binding motifs in a protein (DPW in Epsin). This helps increase the probability 

of attachment of these proteins to the target protein (AP2).  

A third level of redundancy is in the placement of these binding motifs in Epsin 

– Intrinsically Disordered Regions. This might allow for changes in 

stoichiometry or orientation of proteins bound to these regions depending on 

changes in the local environment. 

Because of the existence of these different levels of redundancy, we believe that 

it is possible for AP2 to bind to any free site on Epsin in any order and it is still 

likely to create similar effects of extension. Thus, irrespective of the order in 

which proteins are bound to each other, or the order in which AP2 is bound to 

Epsin, we believe that the disordered-to-elongated transition of Epsin could 

occur and since Epsin could be anchored to both the membrane around the bud 

and the AP2 on the bud, it might play a functional role in either supporting the 

budding membrane or in actively pushing the membrane.  
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Future work that could support this hypothesis include estimating energies of 

structures using multiple tools for comparison, estimating binding energy of 

Epsin to AP2α using Isothermal Titration Calorimetry or Surface Plasmon 

Resonance, FRET experiments that experimentally characterize the change in 

length of the disordered region on AP2α binding, or single molecule AFM 

studies with the stretching of Epsin disordered region. Through a suitable 

combination of above experiments, one might be able to validate the notion of 

disordered regions being able to do mechanical work that would be a novel 

paradigm in itself, adding a new dimension to the study of protein structure-

function relationships. 

Thus we have presented an overview of two processes in CME ruled by 

stochasticity and disorder and have shown how disorder at smaller scales might 

lead to deterministic or ordered behaviour at larger scales. 

We believe that this dissertation helps point out the power of random processes 

in adding robustness to cellular processes. It is our hope that the CLASS 

algorithm developed in this module be extended for use in other examples of 

self-organization or in synthetic biology to synthesize certain structures. We also 

hope that our speculations about Intrinsically Disordered regions in proteins 

behaviour provides new ways of thinking about how such regions might be 

functionally relevant, in the structure-dominated world of Protein biochemistry. 
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Chapter 8.     

 

APPENDIX 
 

Table A-1  Screening parameters for Epsin disordered region with Initial, Plane Screened, Single, 

Double, Triple and Quadruple AP2α bound. 

   Radius of Gyration N-C Distance 

Screening criteria 
 

Number of 
Structures 

Mean Median Mean Median 

INITIAL 
 

3932805 43.17079 41.96914 101.8531 99.18532 

       PLANESCREENED 
 

1867311 43.12163 41.8828 110.0633 107.9395 

       

SINGLE SITE 

Site 1 438028 44.88537 43.70618 114.2714 112.3532 

Site 2 423945 44.82629 43.69531 114.2594 112.3906 

Site 3 407073 44.67253 43.56799 113.9326 112.0333 

Site 4 351526 44.48051 43.36715 113.6513 111.7801 

Site 5 452353 44.56049 43.43798 114.1492 112.2281 

Site 6 469257 44.41961 43.29746 114.3185 112.3962 

Site 7 455609 44.24411 43.05841 115.3613 113.3725 

Site 8 711884 44.15318 42.98214 116.2629 114.2607 

       

DOUBLE SITE 

Site 1 and 2 45324 48.5238 47.7386 123.6268 122.5753 

Site 1 and 3 51371 48.15615 47.19416 122.6719 121.4679 

Site 1 and 4 46503 47.90799 46.97072 122.5545 121.2624 

Site 1 and 5 65571 47.74081 46.74171 122.238 120.7194 

Site 1 and 6 70234 47.4433 46.41613 122.0968 120.2674 

Site 1 and 7 68329 47.17769 46.14323 123.3054 121.6977 

Site 1 and 8 116578 46.93032 45.90215 123.7816 122.23 

Site 2 and 3 27290 48.12705 47.34237 122.9791 122.0384 

Site 2 and 4 37228 47.86891 46.96622 122.7232 121.523 

Site 2 and 5 56624 47.77652 46.82487 122.7107 121.2957 

Site 2 and 6 65046 47.36259 46.3603 122.1463 120.5188 

Site 2 and 7 64261 47.08222 46.03205 123.4109 121.5781 

Site 2 and 8 110154 46.9178 45.9509 124.0463 122.524 

Site 3 and 4 24012 47.65089 46.72857 122.2705 120.8537 

Site 3 and 5 48665 47.59087 46.62197 122.3406 121.0034 

Site 3 and 6 60781 47.21832 46.27883 121.779 120.3675 

Site 3 and 7 61528 46.94419 45.96088 123.0861 121.5561 

Site 3 and 8 105871 46.67937 45.71606 123.6259 122.1882 

Site 4 and 5 23384 47.42915 46.51925 122.3709 120.7883 

Site 4 and 6 44367 47.09011 46.09735 122.0532 120.8691 

Site 4 and 7 49158 46.8077 45.78175 123.0359 121.3099 

Site 4 and 8 85443 46.49217 45.48162 123.2331 121.5979 

Site 5 and 6 47271 47.02588 46.00257 122.5394 121.0765 

Site 5 and 7 64106 46.74893 45.66591 123.4626 121.6848 

Site 5 and 8 113314 46.46327 45.43604 123.6284 121.9259 

Site 6 and 7 52947 46.42986 45.34349 123.2717 121.2081 

Site 6 and 8 105141 46.19652 45.1029 123.7237 121.9297 

Site 7 and 8 44586 45.73095 44.59212 124.4341 122.5869 

       

TRIPLE SITE 

Sites 1 2 and 3 2933 51.64386 51.01856 132.0981 130.5054 

Sites 1 2 and 4 4529 51.42957 50.81166 131.7417 131.6136 

Sites 1 2 and 5 7287 50.94287 49.99016 130.6863 129.8548 

Sites 1 2 and 6 8307 50.81446 49.93201 130.7875 129.2341 

Sites 1 2 and 7 8325 50.32325 49.57388 131.3292 130.6735 

Sites 1 2 and 8 14398 50.06586 49.30426 132.0754 131.1564 
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Sites 1 3 and 4 3531 50.9221 50.04919 131.2841 130.4063 

Sites 1 3 and 5 7257 50.83 49.85448 130.4017 129.8942 

Sites 1 3 and 6 9105 50.3499 49.44913 129.312 128.6595 

Sites 1 3 and 7 9475 49.99973 49.04148 130.5141 129.3494 

Sites 1 3 and 8 16061 49.86131 49.02397 131.7187 131.0433 

Sites 1 4 and 5 3987 50.43717 49.50522 130.1041 129.3138 

Sites 1 4 and 6 7420 50.16068 49.13802 129.6624 128.7109 

Sites 1 4 and 7 8228 49.76551 48.82397 130.3786 129.3994 

Sites 1 4 and 8 14256 49.51479 48.68497 131.0677 130.0247 

Sites 1 5 and 6 8087 49.91735 48.94342 129.6077 128.1676 

Sites 1 5 and 7 10907 49.67557 48.74196 130.4728 129.614 

Sites 1 5 and 8 19388 49.35241 48.42069 130.8789 129.8542 

Sites 1 6 and 7 9432 49.11604 47.98477 130.0209 127.8716 

Sites 1 6 and 8 18555 48.89819 47.90237 130.1089 128.671 

Sites 1 7 and 8 8005 48.56628 47.58799 131.6897 131.0559 

Sites 2 3 and 4 1451 50.82065 49.9111 131.3251 129.8429 

Sites 2 3 and 5 3509 50.77461 49.78019 130.5865 129.6737 

Sites 2 3 and 6 4790 50.26066 49.62673 129.964 128.8925 

Sites 2 3 and 7 4980 50.0581 49.08372 131.4886 130.4675 

Sites 2 3 and 8 8577 49.61072 48.90261 131.2894 130.4515 

Sites 2 4 and 5 2707 50.53153 49.67032 130.133 129.3775 

Sites 2 4 and 6 5609 50.04917 49.17802 129.5228 128.5882 

Sites 2 4 and 7 6544 49.75934 48.84018 131.1089 129.6178 

Sites 2 4 and 8 11274 49.68325 48.80141 132.0543 130.8957 

Sites 2 5 and 6 6712 49.99696 48.9419 129.992 128.5903 

Sites 2 5 and 7 9411 49.75049 48.7431 131.6165 130.4974 

Sites 2 5 and 8 16693 49.39291 48.42398 131.1493 129.6985 

Sites 2 6 and 7 8453 49.15387 48.15956 130.2178 128.4032 

Sites 2 6 and 8 16953 49.02265 48.1323 130.9955 129.6513 

Sites 2 7 and 8 7454 48.28402 47.25818 131.1369 129.423 

Sites 3 4 and 5 1500 49.94609 48.97907 128.4484 127.1078 

Sites 3 4 and 6 3601 49.95466 49.21164 129.58 128.7548 

Sites 3 4 and 7 4302 49.57361 48.71737 129.4163 128.5818 

Sites 3 4 and 8 7396 49.35309 48.58596 131.154 129.419 

Sites 3 5 and 6 5563 49.68151 48.95282 129.4619 128.6293 

Sites 3 5 and 7 8040 49.64551 48.70811 131.3251 130.8297 

Sites 3 5 and 8 14185 49.37804 48.50556 131.882 130.8486 

Sites 3 6 and 7 7801 48.91062 47.90162 129.4242 127.5704 

Sites 3 6 and 8 15444 48.82272 47.89094 130.7105 129.5467 

Sites 3 7 and 8 7158 48.24352 47.19917 131.2958 129.0332 

Sites 4 5 and 6 2339 49.51208 48.81863 128.5322 127.8133 

Sites 4 5 and 7 3940 49.34861 48.68746 130.8029 130.2025 

Sites 4 5 and 8 6873 49.07925 48.08768 131.1235 129.9418 

Sites 4 6 and 7 5436 48.88216 47.8063 130.0343 128.926 

Sites 4 6 and 8 11117 48.68445 47.72223 130.944 130.0767 

Sites 4 7 and 8 5470 48.25332 47.37481 131.2421 128.5077 

Sites 5 6 and 7 5397 48.71607 47.76456 130.5134 129.0961 

Sites 5 6 and 8 11302 48.51251 47.49852 131.2562 129.7071 

Sites 5 7 and 8 6708 47.93699 46.94202 131.1854 129.4866 

Sites 6 7 and 8 4467 47.79979 46.52245 131.3558 128.9961 

       

QUADRUPLE SITE 

Sites 1 2 3 and 4 140 55.56353 54.91394 145.692 141.1853 

Sites 1 2 3 and 5 377 54.34941 53.98025 140.6453 139.2943 

Sites 1 2 3 and 6 502 53.69968 52.57967 138.4724 138.0398 

Sites 1 2 3 and 7 554 54.17874 53.55181 142.9637 141.339 

Sites 1 2 3 and 8 885 53.17183 52.79929 140.4014 138.9702 

Sites 1 2 4 and 5 347 53.70836 53.16087 138.6442 138.1184 

Sites 1 2 4 and 6 697 53.77448 53.16087 139.3726 139.7563 

Sites 1 2 4 and 7 792 53.07201 52.44638 137.9777 139.8686 

Sites 1 2 4 and 8 1402 53.18022 52.79122 140.4318 141.0638 

Sites 1 2 5 and 6 871 53.09361 51.99043 136.851 135.3982 
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Sites 1 2 5 and 7 1162 53.59129 53.17298 140.6863 140.2307 

Sites 1 2 5 and 8 2129 52.80217 51.8086 139.9105 139.0871 

Sites 1 2 6 and 7 1047 52.7929 51.80149 139.193 138.581 

Sites 1 2 6 and 8 2199 52.51 51.53188 139.4799 137.6997 

Sites 1 2 7 and 8 987 51.76369 50.75135 139.8652 138.7336 

Sites 1 3 4 and 5 251 52.98238 52.13192 137.5062 136.745 

Sites 1 3 4 and 6 494 52.74673 51.52013 137.0181 137.1161 

Sites 1 3 4 and 7 585 52.87486 51.93494 137.9082 136.0297 

Sites 1 3 4 and 8 1072 52.50396 51.83212 140.925 140.5833 

Sites 1 3 5 and 6 822 52.38499 51.52236 135.3095 133.4599 

Sites 1 3 5 and 7 1170 52.69209 51.9794 138.417 138.4668 

Sites 1 3 5 and 8 2094 52.79537 51.71355 140.2905 139.8012 

Sites 1 3 6 and 7 1150 52.34435 51.52812 137.6628 135.4433 

Sites 1 3 6 and 8 2309 51.75132 51.01856 136.9847 136.2557 

Sites 1 3 7 and 8 1047 51.4845 50.60323 140.1523 140.1625 

Sites 1 4 5 and 6 397 51.45678 50.64852 133.4309 133.0158 

Sites 1 4 5 and 7 686 52.17695 51.85099 137.3514 139.054 

Sites 1 4 5 and 8 1144 52.19329 51.29078 139.6011 138.929 

Sites 1 4 6 and 7 913 52.37715 51.33901 139.3945 137.1576 

Sites 1 4 6 and 8 1838 51.70891 50.7935 138.0991 137.331 

Sites 1 4 7 and 8 933 51.21675 50.08472 138.9483 138.0635 

Sites 1 5 6 and 7 897 51.50794 50.73633 137.1201 136.2226 

Sites 1 5 6 and 8 1900 51.45621 50.6116 138.7834 136.9092 

Sites 1 5 7 and 8 1150 51.01578 49.93372 139.0848 138.1759 

Sites 1 6 7 and 8 784 50.92567 49.87157 141.2594 141.7443 

Sites 2 3 4 and 5 85 52.06547 50.84123 135.845 137.0882 

Sites 2 3 4 and 6 247 52.91892 51.47644 138.0926 135.878 

Sites 2 3 4 and 7 261 52.50611 50.62051 138.1045 137.4791 

Sites 2 3 4 and 8 426 52.40381 51.55952 139.313 137.0544 

Sites 2 3 5 and 6 412 53.83194 53.45655 140.9726 140.771 

Sites 2 3 5 and 7 591 53.25663 52.48978 141.0607 141.0545 

Sites 2 3 5 and 8 1051 52.41691 51.4206 139.8132 139.0365 

Sites 2 3 6 and 7 615 52.01401 50.83567 138.7205 136.1985 

Sites 2 3 6 and 8 1209 52.00762 51.57294 139.1358 139.2097 

Sites 2 3 7 and 8 601 50.58622 49.49111 137.4132 133.9057 

Sites 2 4 5 and 6 266 52.83861 52.19156 137.541 138.4249 

Sites 2 4 5 and 7 436 52.94759 51.82148 141.4817 142.0136 

Sites 2 4 5 and 8 776 52.40683 50.86145 139.6559 137.8176 

Sites 2 4 6 and 7 672 51.27698 50.40699 135.4436 137.7433 

Sites 2 4 6 and 8 1359 51.57689 51.10408 137.5894 138.0383 

Sites 2 4 7 and 8 729 50.90037 49.98231 137.8883 134.9244 

Sites 2 5 6 and 7 755 51.95581 50.8167 139.6874 138.0238 

Sites 2 5 6 and 8 1591 51.57851 50.64324 138.4755 138.3189 

Sites 2 5 7 and 8 984 51.19546 49.96278 140.3684 138.2622 

Sites 2 6 7 and 8 744 50.61653 49.81791 138.1866 137.1192 

Sites 3 4 5 and 6 140 51.2932 50.74393 135.0757 138.2586 

Sites 3 4 5 and 7 253 51.24491 51.10224 134.8633 138.548 

Sites 3 4 5 and 8 433 51.71427 50.75821 136.9877 136.6331 

Sites 3 4 6 and 7 475 51.83287 51.29248 136.171 137.1698 

Sites 3 4 6 and 8 887 51.75435 51.49235 137.8634 138.6806 

Sites 3 4 7 and 8 461 51.21581 50.79726 137.3914 134.4864 

Sites 3 5 6 and 7 606 51.72085 50.77554 139.0169 139.0786 

Sites 3 5 6 and 8 1320 51.43993 50.73326 138.9552 137.2787 

Sites 3 5 7 and 8 864 50.62414 49.4153 138.1435 138.4226 

Sites 3 6 7 and 8 669 50.51471 49.88422 138.6557 137.7627 

Sites 4 5 6 and 7 249 51.35326 50.89666 134.9501 137.8257 

Sites 4 5 6 and 8 528 51.66286 50.49703 139.9404 140.6122 

Sites 4 5 7 and 8 443 50.7133 50.33128 141.5193 138.7137 

Sites 4 6 7 and 8 398 50.52682 49.25756 139.84 137.7977 

Sites 5 6 7 and 8 402 50.25139 49.34314 139.6339 138.642 
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Table A-2 Screening parameters for Eps15 disordered region with Single, Double, and Triple 

AP2α bound. 

   Radius of Gyration N-C Distance 

Screening Criteria 
 

Number of 
Structures 

Mean Median Mean Median 

INITIAL  3000000 53.79607 52.29524 124.8359 121.1053 

SINGLE SITE 

1 1212402 55.06862 53.64923 128.0469 124.5441 

2 1026120 55.09298 53.6548 128.0618 124.5568 

3 1032630 55.06187 53.6159 127.8837 124.3353 

4 1186940 55.07141 53.61673 127.9389 124.413 

5 1228722 55.10838 53.65042 127.894 124.3603 

6 1060399 54.94719 53.48075 127.4339 123.8964 

7 1065864 55.11154 53.64737 127.9174 124.4298 

8 1107170 55.1354 53.66372 128.0598 124.5529 

9 1245501 55.0679 53.60025 127.7876 124.2628 

10 1234898 55.12814 53.66948 127.9925 124.4836 

11 1055752 55.00868 53.55981 127.7117 124.2141 

12 1240259 54.9708 53.55446 127.9224 124.4602 

13 1257259 54.67828 53.2205 128.128 124.5918 

14 1542083 54.61051 53.15723 128.2499 124.7318 

15 2088328 54.52402 53.07797 129.6962 126.0903 

              

DOUBLE SITE 

1 and 2 421182 55.99466 54.61945 130.3411 126.9366 

1 and 3 424073 56.00037 54.59934 130.3189 126.9158 

1 and 4 478696 56.08731 54.69361 130.537 127.1244 

1 and 5 500438 56.15183 54.75857 130.5994 127.2604 

1 and 6 444294 55.92965 54.52469 129.9701 126.619 

1 and 7 449254 56.09209 54.6929 130.4372 127.0237 

1 and 8 470546 56.10607 54.68434 130.5279 127.1191 

1 and 9 524719 56.09101 54.69097 130.4463 127.0661 

1 and 10 525856 56.1389 54.72903 130.5753 127.2199 

1 and 11 463224 55.91547 54.51795 129.9995 126.5254 

1 and 12 536447 55.93368 54.56876 130.2935 126.9366 

1 and 13 549607 55.6618 54.2547 130.4929 127.0724 

1 and 14 655154 55.72498 54.35153 130.9324 127.5913 

1 and 15 851487 55.81635 54.45618 132.8774 129.5241 

2 and 3 274320 55.46813 54.01865 128.9371 125.3427 

2 and 4 356949 56.00647 54.58561 130.2746 126.9045 

2 and 5 389342 56.10363 54.69603 130.3402 126.9584 

2 and 6 356507 55.92738 54.50542 129.9696 126.5496 

2 and 7 368271 56.04808 54.6213 130.2683 126.885 

2 and 8 395230 56.09601 54.66529 130.45 127.046 

2 and 9 440888 56.05767 54.63303 130.3356 126.9503 

2 and 10 445604 56.09473 54.68182 130.4166 127.0423 

2 and 11 395102 55.8972 54.47657 129.9404 126.4673 

2 and 12 457744 55.90654 54.52343 130.135 126.7754 

2 and 13 467762 55.65749 54.2347 130.4255 126.999 

2 and 14 556668 55.70526 54.29463 130.7786 127.3894 

2 and 15 720948 55.82283 54.43569 132.7944 129.3883 

3 and 4 295277 56.24726 54.84212 130.7244 127.3089 

3 and 5 366859 55.96774 54.51861 129.958 126.4568 

3 and 6 342557 55.85784 54.43811 129.7495 126.3227 

3 and 7 360405 56.01707 54.60503 130.1723 126.7602 

3 and 8 392426 56.06325 54.61884 130.3506 126.922 

3 and 9 438957 56.05237 54.63251 130.202 126.8161 

3 and 10 446195 56.08513 54.65602 130.3405 126.9193 

3 and 11 396127 55.85703 54.44552 129.8338 126.4108 

3 and 12 458620 55.87993 54.49784 130.1211 126.7107 

3 and 13 469812 55.62638 54.21 130.2036 126.7308 

3 and 14 558196 55.69359 54.28159 130.6537 127.2556 
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3 and 15 723582 55.77392 54.3858 132.5421 129.1294 

4 and 5 383203 55.86071 54.41301 129.8105 126.3043 

4 and 6 360735 55.95777 54.51198 129.9655 126.5289 

4 and 7 390308 56.1255 54.68789 130.5302 127.1225 

4 and 8 436789 56.16544 54.71987 130.5524 127.213 

4 and 9 491541 56.14908 54.71246 130.4573 127.0808 

4 and 10 501797 56.18176 54.76759 130.6323 127.3154 

4 and 11 442835 55.94967 54.53159 130.0303 126.6267 

4 and 12 516118 55.98377 54.58064 130.3437 126.9363 

4 and 13 528861 55.68306 54.2345 130.4005 126.9499 

4 and 14 633234 55.72536 54.3079 130.8376 127.4846 

4 and 15 827393 55.82266 54.41929 132.7764 129.4026 

5 and 6 281750 55.79369 54.32825 129.4125 126.0125 

5 and 7 373716 56.08289 54.65825 130.2429 126.8961 

5 and 8 441948 56.23757 54.80869 130.6492 127.3011 

5 and 9 501165 56.20046 54.75545 130.5011 127.1303 

5 and 10 513869 56.23815 54.80829 130.5976 127.2419 

5 and 11 456479 56.00687 54.5868 130.0025 126.6627 

5 and 12 531495 56.02412 54.61629 130.3124 126.9216 

5 and 13 546373 55.73249 54.26682 130.4103 126.9495 

5 and 14 652773 55.77908 54.35791 130.8526 127.4443 

5 and 15 855168 55.86295 54.45146 132.7802 129.3668 

6 and 7 279647 55.50877 54.0316 128.7394 125.2571 

6 and 8 381840 56.02242 54.56853 130.1129 126.6613 

6 and 9 435543 56.02418 54.58972 130.0146 126.6319 

6 and 10 449484 56.04465 54.62956 130.1343 126.7977 

6 and 11 402208 55.82147 54.38894 129.5817 126.1312 

6 and 12 467659 55.83351 54.41866 129.795 126.375 

6 and 13 480726 55.55063 54.09529 129.9194 126.4807 

6 and 14 571994 55.59799 54.18245 130.3037 126.8807 

6 and 15 742250 55.67542 54.26386 132.1667 128.7438 

7 and 8 372724 56.08796 54.64353 130.2918 126.9031 

7 and 9 431068 56.15467 54.73503 130.3948 127.0632 

7 and 10 451016 56.17467 54.74792 130.4704 127.2086 

7 and 11 403636 55.94786 54.5178 129.9283 126.6153 

7 and 12 470413 55.96986 54.57036 130.2247 126.8588 

7 and 13 483253 55.67025 54.22656 130.2381 126.8355 

7 and 14 576544 55.7315 54.30957 130.7115 127.3224 

7 and 15 746310 55.83675 54.42786 132.6534 129.3153 

8 and 9 382477 56.02164 54.56685 130.1439 126.7708 

8 and 10 452414 56.21885 54.77317 130.6631 127.3436 

8 and 11 410725 55.99558 54.56455 130.1244 126.7213 

8 and 12 483097 56.01812 54.59187 130.452 127.1397 

8 and 13 499045 55.71454 54.25998 130.4643 127.1243 

8 and 14 594747 55.77022 54.33069 130.8701 127.5151 

8 and 15 772453 55.86653 54.43902 132.8205 129.4406 

9 and 10 490726 56.1691 54.75084 130.3844 127.0717 

9 and 11 448324 56.01465 54.60053 130.0587 126.728 

9 and 12 532439 55.99806 54.60769 130.2717 126.9535 

9 and 13 551184 55.69699 54.25584 130.3851 126.9603 

9 and 14 661319 55.73691 54.31343 130.7556 127.351 

9 and 15 863185 55.81441 54.39475 132.6402 129.2655 

10 and 11 413254 56.02504 54.60981 130.1995 126.8545 

10 and 12 518248 56.07269 54.6909 130.538 127.1563 

10 and 13 546114 55.74878 54.31682 130.5199 127.1236 

10 and 14 653798 55.77027 54.35003 130.8347 127.436 

10 and 15 852695 55.85157 54.45118 132.7637 129.3612 

11 and 12 441030 55.84881 54.47811 130.0363 126.7674 

11 and 13 477802 55.55242 54.13311 129.9941 126.594 

11 and 14 566654 55.61696 54.21447 130.4189 127.0431 
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11 and 15 730304 55.70325 54.3119 132.3694 128.9555 

12 and 13 542194 55.55184 54.16164 130.2889 126.9675 

12 and 14 645027 55.6181 54.23396 130.7493 127.4089 

12 and 15 838734 55.69208 54.3264 132.7228 129.3944 

13 and 14 497041 55.03956 53.60405 129.6829 126.2374 

13 and 15 767019 55.37126 53.95713 132.6966 129.2181 

14 and 15 915789 55.27449 53.87049 132.8259 129.3742 

              

TRIPLE SITE 

1 , 2 and 3 138956 55.43396 53.96381 128.8968 125.2858 

1 , 2 and 4 162396 56.12717 54.67522 130.6162 127.203 

1 , 2 and 5 175055 56.29864 54.90134 130.858 127.5548 

1 , 2 and 6 164790 56.10624 54.65797 130.5036 126.9768 

1 , 2 and 7 170350 56.22059 54.78861 130.8195 127.312 

1 , 2 and 8 182480 56.28505 54.85349 130.97 127.5036 

1 , 2 and 9 200260 56.34876 54.95058 131.1948 127.7662 

1 , 2 and 10 204508 56.36177 54.94575 131.1649 127.7671 

1 , 2 and 11 188779 56.0527 54.63991 130.3442 126.7978 

1 , 2 and 12 213623 56.16268 54.8099 130.7297 127.2965 

1 , 2 and 13 221012 55.95341 54.56116 130.9695 127.559 

1 , 2 and 14 251803 56.16718 54.80496 131.6998 128.314 

1 , 2 and 15 304878 56.57379 55.24124 134.3511 131.053 

1 , 3 and 4 139814 56.20445 54.73797 130.7691 127.226 

1 , 3 and 5 167352 56.18715 54.7496 130.6372 127.1509 

1 , 3 and 6 159569 56.07065 54.62923 130.4227 127.0132 

1 , 3 and 7 166615 56.22898 54.80247 130.7736 127.2745 

1 , 3 and 8 181160 56.31808 54.86024 131.0748 127.5926 

1 , 3 and 9 199131 56.39156 54.9561 131.2045 127.7821 

1 , 3 and 10 203976 56.42352 54.97846 131.3009 127.9566 

1 , 3 and 11 188486 56.08353 54.66234 130.4778 126.9469 

1 , 3 and 12 213054 56.20211 54.81565 130.9763 127.6077 

1 , 3 and 13 220237 55.98789 54.55594 130.9995 127.5057 

1 , 3 and 14 251649 56.22506 54.84425 131.8526 128.5395 

1 , 3 and 15 306175 56.58537 55.24667 134.3842 131.2526 

1 , 4 and 5 173454 56.14686 54.70519 130.5959 127.0652 

1 , 4 and 6 165608 56.19844 54.73457 130.6896 127.1185 

1 , 4 and 7 176919 56.42553 55.00165 131.3646 127.8297 

1 , 4 and 8 196495 56.49752 55.05616 131.441 128.0129 

1 , 4 and 9 216828 56.58994 55.18896 131.6892 128.2616 

1 , 4 and 10 223295 56.60653 55.1864 131.7651 128.4006 

1 , 4 and 11 204717 56.28089 54.85569 130.895 127.3393 

1 , 4 and 12 233103 56.39217 54.99705 131.3713 128.0131 

1 , 4 and 13 241781 56.13732 54.70425 131.3925 127.9388 

1 , 4 and 14 278148 56.35308 54.98682 132.2803 129.0046 

1 , 4 and 15 342058 56.73368 55.39614 134.8673 131.6613 

1 , 5 and 6 140314 55.82491 54.34211 129.5873 126.2257 

1 , 5 and 7 173205 56.33266 54.89737 130.9842 127.528 

1 , 5 and 8 199771 56.62092 55.19815 131.7512 128.4314 

1 , 5 and 9 222664 56.68404 55.2656 131.902 128.5245 

1 , 5 and 10 229859 56.71092 55.2904 131.9434 128.7055 

1 , 5 and 11 212072 56.35044 54.92088 130.9686 127.5203 

1 , 5 and 12 241768 56.47995 55.09425 131.5053 128.2129 

1 , 5 and 13 250811 56.20413 54.75158 131.4205 127.9927 

1 , 5 and 14 288169 56.42903 55.05607 132.3529 129.1195 

1 , 5 and 15 357030 56.79952 55.45957 134.9685 131.8417 

1 , 6 and 7 142252 55.62527 54.11644 129.1132 125.5978 

1 , 6 and 8 179812 56.31503 54.85152 130.9777 127.5016 

1 , 6 and 9 200075 56.42533 55.01612 131.2319 127.9996 

1 , 6 and 10 208380 56.43489 55.02444 131.1926 127.9208 

1 , 6 and 11 193404 56.12603 54.6837 130.3978 126.8588 

1 , 6 and 12 220014 56.23387 54.82769 130.8265 127.4017 

1 , 6 and 13 228367 55.99367 54.54406 130.8731 127.4183 
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1 , 6 and 14 261000 56.18391 54.81583 131.5663 128.2468 

1 , 6 and 15 318613 56.54049 55.18754 134.1562 131.0167 

1 , 7 and 8 178105 56.31388 54.88429 130.9369 127.4275 

1 , 7 and 9 200060 56.51514 55.09915 131.4334 128.024 

1 , 7 and 10 210121 56.54763 55.12029 131.5255 128.2034 

1 , 7 and 11 195027 56.21537 54.78653 130.6763 127.1344 

1 , 7 and 12 222193 56.33732 54.9617 131.1571 127.8389 

1 , 7 and 13 230919 56.0701 54.65574 131.0593 127.5601 

1 , 7 and 14 264665 56.3233 54.94411 132.0704 128.7543 

1 , 7 and 15 322491 56.70854 55.36855 134.6412 131.4459 

1 , 8 and 9 184896 56.28529 54.8315 130.8924 127.4556 

1 , 8 and 10 212733 56.56909 55.11941 131.6469 128.2409 

1 , 8 and 11 199825 56.26241 54.81685 130.8607 127.267 

1 , 8 and 12 229811 56.38527 54.97542 131.3602 128.065 

1 , 8 and 13 239418 56.13067 54.68787 131.3206 127.9876 

1 , 8 and 14 274605 56.36176 54.94567 132.1843 128.8523 

1 , 8 and 15 335909 56.7285 55.35627 134.7063 131.5006 

1 , 9 and 10 228307 56.59071 55.17863 131.5481 128.2638 

1 , 9 and 11 214698 56.3487 54.94546 131.0397 127.5439 

1 , 9 and 12 249480 56.43914 55.09499 131.3617 128.0933 

1 , 9 and 13 261140 56.16489 54.75644 131.4349 128.0288 

1 , 9 and 14 300990 56.38651 55.01854 132.2536 128.957 

1 , 9 and 15 371391 56.74809 55.39746 134.8729 131.7093 

1 , 10 and 11 202511 56.28107 54.8462 130.8692 127.3357 

1 , 10 and 12 245494 56.48991 55.11971 131.5484 128.2424 

1 , 10 and 13 260729 56.20579 54.79276 131.5257 128.1261 

1 , 10 and 14 301164 56.41203 55.02149 132.2892 129.0001 

1 , 10 and 15 369953 56.77322 55.40583 134.8936 131.7599 

1 , 11 and 12 217913 56.13291 54.7506 130.654 127.2478 

1 , 11 and 13 236852 55.9031 54.48722 130.6597 127.1876 

1 , 11 and 14 270656 56.13862 54.75182 131.5012 128.0693 

1 , 11 and 15 327440 56.52452 55.18512 134.1758 130.9136 

1 , 12 and 13 263364 55.99339 54.63628 131.1598 127.8392 

1 , 12 and 14 301748 56.23652 54.903 132.0403 128.8298 

1 , 12 and 15 369115 56.59754 55.28414 134.7295 131.6157 

1 , 13 and 14 246748 55.60319 54.20711 130.7481 127.3768 

1 , 13 and 15 339248 56.33261 54.98603 134.7587 131.4169 

1 , 14 and 15 392962 56.39345 55.0728 135.2718 132.1108 

2 , 3 and 4 94656 54.95675 53.43938 127.7484 124.0123 

2 , 3 and 5 114259 55.2175 53.69563 128.1855 124.4674 

2 , 3 and 6 111887 55.28134 53.78626 128.5217 124.762 

2 , 3 and 7 118025 55.36315 53.86502 128.6427 124.8593 

2 , 3 and 8 129125 55.50799 54.00303 128.9983 125.3413 

2 , 3 and 9 139761 55.58044 54.07925 129.2278 125.5254 

2 , 3 and 10 144177 55.5995 54.10138 129.2966 125.554 

2 , 3 and 11 136298 55.32758 53.84334 128.5282 124.7582 

2 , 3 and 12 151705 55.45626 53.99683 128.9899 125.3714 

2 , 3 and 13 157422 55.30272 53.84078 129.0546 125.4446 

2 , 3 and 14 174579 55.54487 54.07864 129.7949 126.1762 

2 , 3 and 15 203389 55.93111 54.50498 132.1917 128.6285 

2 , 4 and 5 127788 55.75461 54.24889 129.5492 125.9945 

2 , 4 and 6 123654 55.86018 54.37276 129.7859 126.3067 

2 , 4 and 7 133830 56.0665 54.54829 130.404 126.8635 

2 , 4 and 8 151752 56.23191 54.75316 130.7039 127.2479 

2 , 4 and 9 166748 56.29891 54.8381 130.8828 127.3307 

2 , 4 and 10 172876 56.33413 54.89619 131.0154 127.643 

2 , 4 and 11 160383 56.01312 54.5584 130.1774 126.6848 

2 , 4 and 12 181819 56.17263 54.75624 130.7235 127.2999 

2 , 4 and 13 187600 55.93029 54.47268 130.7682 127.2988 

2 , 4 and 14 213635 56.13341 54.71037 131.4915 128.1239 
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2 , 4 and 15 258778 56.55686 55.17588 134.1133 130.7872 

2 , 5 and 6 111156 55.58474 54.06182 128.9935 125.5085 

2 , 5 and 7 135609 56.06367 54.61786 130.1672 126.7045 

2 , 5 and 8 159159 56.38482 54.91086 131.0249 127.5409 

2 , 5 and 9 176535 56.48697 55.0525 131.357 127.8969 

2 , 5 and 10 183460 56.49706 55.08029 131.1946 127.8618 

2 , 5 and 11 170663 56.18646 54.74637 130.4684 126.9499 

2 , 5 and 12 193251 56.33165 54.93662 130.9728 127.6022 

2 , 5 and 13 200626 56.0907 54.63385 131.0037 127.5741 

2 , 5 and 14 229104 56.28226 54.87525 131.7629 128.3342 

2 , 5 and 15 280259 56.6945 55.32909 134.4297 131.1715 

2 , 6 and 7 116691 55.46323 53.94603 128.7905 125.0549 

2 , 6 and 8 146667 56.1497 54.68311 130.5671 127.1318 

2 , 6 and 9 163124 56.28599 54.85502 130.9103 127.4315 

2 , 6 and 10 170898 56.2825 54.86149 130.8313 127.4467 

2 , 6 and 11 159994 56.03919 54.5829 130.2855 126.7208 

2 , 6 and 12 181406 56.13262 54.70936 130.5863 127.0435 

2 , 6 and 13 187875 55.89475 54.4389 130.6471 127.1488 

2 , 6 and 14 213608 56.10402 54.69353 131.3215 127.9304 

2 , 6 and 15 258039 56.47667 55.09079 133.8269 130.5495 

2 , 7 and 8 148269 56.17445 54.68002 130.5523 126.9898 

2 , 7 and 9 165996 56.34976 54.88632 130.9537 127.4851 

2 , 7 and 10 175107 56.37816 54.92086 131.0779 127.799 

2 , 7 and 11 163764 56.0617 54.59772 130.2493 126.7046 

2 , 7 and 12 186252 56.21317 54.79381 130.7709 127.3242 

2 , 7 and 13 192881 55.9861 54.52765 130.8639 127.361 

2 , 7 and 14 220327 56.19071 54.77773 131.5463 128.1602 

2 , 7 and 15 266098 56.61046 55.23104 134.2538 130.9614 

2 , 8 and 9 157294 56.15413 54.67829 130.5153 127.0463 

2 , 8 and 10 180515 56.44658 54.99892 131.2762 127.8789 

2 , 8 and 11 171082 56.16967 54.71942 130.574 127.0081 

2 , 8 and 12 196418 56.28502 54.85885 131.0097 127.6475 

2 , 8 and 13 204603 56.06008 54.61571 131.079 127.7219 

2 , 8 and 14 233811 56.28132 54.8488 131.8924 128.5 

2 , 8 and 15 283665 56.6973 55.30748 134.5463 131.246 

2 , 9 and 10 194272 56.44431 55.02119 131.205 127.9286 

2 , 9 and 11 183885 56.24212 54.8023 130.7066 127.0999 

2 , 9 and 12 213331 56.33456 54.9352 131.1206 127.8017 

2 , 9 and 13 222467 56.1033 54.6656 131.2382 127.7954 

2 , 9 and 14 255977 56.29552 54.89459 131.9039 128.5471 

2 , 9 and 15 313616 56.67657 55.28649 134.5373 131.2636 

2 , 10 and 11 174873 56.18654 54.73404 130.6105 127.128 

2 , 10 and 12 211547 56.3872 55.01316 131.251 127.851 

2 , 10 and 13 224276 56.11436 54.68843 131.2646 127.8294 

2 , 10 and 14 257833 56.31254 54.90997 131.9271 128.5509 

2 , 10 and 15 315228 56.69362 55.32964 134.559 131.231 

2 , 11 and 12 189120 56.0509 54.65656 130.4228 126.9853 

2 , 11 and 13 205280 55.86137 54.41327 130.5564 127.0219 

2 , 11 and 14 233517 56.05811 54.65784 131.253 127.8256 

2 , 11 and 15 280446 56.46246 55.0913 133.8895 130.4651 

2 , 12 and 13 228062 55.94582 54.54955 130.9572 127.5957 

2 , 12 and 14 260449 56.1394 54.78193 131.6334 128.3298 

2 , 12 and 15 316491 56.53529 55.19825 134.37 131.1312 

2 , 13 and 14 214817 55.51978 54.08982 130.3193 126.8118 

2 , 13 and 15 291066 56.28764 54.90875 134.4152 131.013 

2 , 14 and 15 335980 56.34191 54.98127 134.9172 131.6156 

3 , 4 and 5 105362 55.37663 53.84269 128.7608 124.9628 

3 , 4 and 6 103406 55.70492 54.19432 129.4165 125.755 

3 , 4 and 7 113078 56.01353 54.49669 130.2975 126.5944 

3 , 4 and 8 129125 56.24676 54.71709 130.7388 127.1787 
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3 , 4 and 9 141292 56.40878 54.93468 131.1441 127.7077 

3 , 4 and 10 146849 56.41133 54.92736 131.141 127.6709 

3 , 4 and 11 136997 56.03533 54.56298 130.2531 126.7559 

3 , 4 and 12 154048 56.21818 54.79627 130.8512 127.397 

3 , 4 and 13 159805 56.0106 54.55488 130.7885 127.2258 

3 , 4 and 14 179845 56.24915 54.83316 131.6232 128.1319 

3 , 4 and 15 215127 56.72575 55.35515 134.2732 130.9745 

3 , 5 and 6 104399 55.24625 53.69756 128.2442 124.6771 

3 , 5 and 7 127863 55.83537 54.33774 129.6741 126.0175 

3 , 5 and 8 151327 56.20754 54.68499 130.6848 127.0956 

3 , 5 and 9 167716 56.29691 54.81721 130.8034 127.1864 

3 , 5 and 10 175350 56.32926 54.86157 130.8361 127.265 

3 , 5 and 11 163337 56.01737 54.5395 130.1299 126.5704 

3 , 5 and 12 185049 56.13834 54.68472 130.6223 127.0839 

3 , 5 and 13 192018 55.92847 54.44979 130.5692 126.9967 

3 , 5 and 14 217576 56.14362 54.69564 131.3195 127.8648 

3 , 5 and 15 264059 56.5362 55.13871 133.8973 130.5203 

3 , 6 and 7 111177 55.33627 53.83605 128.4338 124.7291 

3 , 6 and 8 140545 56.06635 54.5682 130.3412 126.7051 

3 , 6 and 9 156603 56.21578 54.78221 130.6863 127.175 

3 , 6 and 10 165452 56.22255 54.76157 130.6684 127.2112 

3 , 6 and 11 154604 55.92107 54.48512 130.0494 126.5013 

3 , 6 and 12 175093 56.04048 54.60905 130.3912 126.8129 

3 , 6 and 13 182069 55.80744 54.36671 130.3068 126.7907 

3 , 6 and 14 205792 56.03957 54.62226 131.1554 127.753 

3 , 6 and 15 248044 56.40259 55.01399 133.5756 130.2526 

3 , 7 and 8 143868 56.08989 54.58162 130.3283 126.7075 

3 , 7 and 9 161157 56.33298 54.89632 130.8787 127.3616 

3 , 7 and 10 171129 56.35302 54.9035 130.9201 127.4787 

3 , 7 and 11 160774 56.0647 54.60051 130.305 126.845 

3 , 7 and 12 182262 56.15994 54.76134 130.71 127.1823 

3 , 7 and 13 189033 55.94897 54.51778 130.6595 127.1238 

3 , 7 and 14 215376 56.17499 54.78369 131.4849 128.2068 

3 , 7 and 15 260470 56.55578 55.19764 134.0401 130.7578 

3 , 8 and 9 154522 56.18116 54.71244 130.6389 127.1124 

3 , 8 and 10 178760 56.44484 54.97302 131.2833 127.895 

3 , 8 and 11 169812 56.13681 54.68138 130.5325 126.9826 

3 , 8 and 12 194397 56.27874 54.84645 131.0999 127.6845 

3 , 8 and 13 202822 56.01013 54.54487 130.9354 127.498 

3 , 8 and 14 231469 56.27463 54.84679 131.8874 128.5274 

3 , 8 and 15 281008 56.63309 55.23783 134.2957 131.0495 

3 , 9 and 10 192262 56.47706 55.03263 131.214 127.8509 

3 , 9 and 11 182466 56.22519 54.83608 130.665 127.1635 

3 , 9 and 12 211400 56.34407 54.95858 131.1427 127.7773 

3 , 9 and 13 221024 56.08531 54.65092 131.0654 127.5767 

3 , 9 and 14 254085 56.29725 54.90659 131.7957 128.4423 

3 , 9 and 15 311454 56.67377 55.30196 134.3731 131.1603 

3 , 10 and 11 174650 56.17621 54.7296 130.6067 127.1043 

3 , 10 and 12 211289 56.37933 55.00422 131.2361 127.8244 

3 , 10 and 13 224360 56.11349 54.67467 131.1487 127.667 

3 , 10 and 14 256985 56.32756 54.9187 131.8722 128.4951 

3 , 10 and 15 314574 56.67619 55.29615 134.4378 131.1648 

3 , 11 and 12 189239 55.99781 54.59889 130.4315 127.0608 

3 , 11 and 13 205285 55.82577 54.40705 130.4295 126.9372 

3 , 11 and 14 232981 56.03753 54.64164 131.1534 127.7438 

3 , 11 and 15 280184 56.42465 55.0773 133.7774 130.4819 

3 , 12 and 13 228046 55.93204 54.56035 130.9926 127.5896 

3 , 12 and 14 260271 56.14199 54.77729 131.7159 128.3855 

3 , 12 and 15 316270 56.49102 55.17468 134.3237 131.1228 

3 , 13 and 14 214805 55.51584 54.09858 130.2761 126.7511 
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3 , 13 and 15 291064 56.25592 54.87882 134.2347 130.8211 

3 , 14 and 15 335648 56.30778 54.94796 134.7618 131.4788 

4 , 5 and 6 100717 54.93547 53.38191 127.6407 123.9369 

4 , 5 and 7 126351 55.7106 54.20201 129.5627 125.98 

4 , 5 and 8 154881 56.14024 54.67223 130.5225 126.9831 

4 , 5 and 9 171719 56.21751 54.75757 130.6998 127.0562 

4 , 5 and 10 180348 56.25679 54.78168 130.7622 127.2644 

4 , 5 and 11 168453 55.94204 54.47471 129.9455 126.3986 

4 , 5 and 12 191061 56.07887 54.63979 130.4831 126.8258 

4 , 5 and 13 198968 55.85655 54.3745 130.494 126.9368 

4 , 5 and 14 226187 56.06711 54.63467 131.2765 127.7627 

4 , 5 and 15 274515 56.44965 55.06244 133.7783 130.3484 

4 , 6 and 7 110497 55.4108 53.83128 128.7447 124.804 

4 , 6 and 8 144244 56.18068 54.67989 130.5617 127.0013 

4 , 6 and 9 161307 56.33538 54.86273 130.9969 127.4722 

4 , 6 and 10 170859 56.37379 54.93456 131.1019 127.7473 

4 , 6 and 11 159286 56.05498 54.56927 130.2011 126.7027 

4 , 6 and 12 181176 56.17607 54.73412 130.6374 127.1464 

4 , 6 and 13 188177 55.91776 54.43533 130.593 127.0608 

4 , 6 and 14 214115 56.14002 54.70538 131.3757 127.9619 

4 , 6 and 15 259907 56.521 55.12468 133.8876 130.5929 

4 , 7 and 8 150062 56.29008 54.82871 131.0003 127.4339 

4 , 7 and 9 169236 56.47432 54.99972 131.4553 127.9546 

4 , 7 and 10 181368 56.54628 55.09016 131.5859 128.2352 

4 , 7 and 11 168756 56.20934 54.77179 130.7555 127.2102 

4 , 7 and 12 192817 56.33973 54.89436 131.206 127.7131 

4 , 7 and 13 200284 56.08102 54.61977 131.1055 127.5965 

4 , 7 and 14 229005 56.30854 54.89101 131.9811 128.6529 

4 , 7 and 15 280066 56.70112 55.31244 134.5187 131.2239 

4 , 8 and 9 165609 56.3475 54.86451 131.0188 127.5127 

4 , 8 and 10 193626 56.6429 55.20266 131.7797 128.5305 

4 , 8 and 11 181812 56.32341 54.86057 130.9574 127.4469 

4 , 8 and 12 210319 56.44094 54.99112 131.3673 128.0219 

4 , 8 and 13 219448 56.18714 54.72483 131.3811 128.0845 

4 , 8 and 14 252561 56.40783 54.98347 132.2243 128.9639 

4 , 8 and 15 310686 56.7776 55.37198 134.7214 131.5638 

4 , 9 and 10 208981 56.67076 55.24516 131.739 128.4155 

4 , 9 and 11 197519 56.41878 54.98162 131.1375 127.7182 

4 , 9 and 12 230501 56.54277 55.13277 131.5885 128.2505 

4 , 9 and 13 240951 56.26713 54.81083 131.5847 128.1567 

4 , 9 and 14 279708 56.43065 55.0206 132.291 128.9679 

4 , 9 and 15 345649 56.81164 55.41095 134.8684 131.6231 

4 , 10 and 11 189135 56.37524 54.9572 131.1456 127.8309 

4 , 10 and 12 230313 56.56827 55.18406 131.7237 128.378 

4 , 10 and 13 245266 56.27573 54.84355 131.6568 128.3382 

4 , 10 and 14 283819 56.4671 55.05147 132.3815 129.0494 

4 , 10 and 15 351696 56.81396 55.44783 134.9361 131.7118 

4 , 11 and 12 204797 56.21378 54.81592 130.8708 127.5058 

4 , 11 and 13 223099 55.96917 54.52944 130.7843 127.3187 

4 , 11 and 14 255155 56.18196 54.79435 131.578 128.2356 

4 , 11 and 15 311249 56.53893 55.16722 134.1634 130.9379 

4 , 12 and 13 249272 56.07837 54.67373 131.301 127.9349 

4 , 12 and 14 286689 56.28778 54.91469 132.0911 128.8484 

4 , 12 and 15 353570 56.64296 55.29798 134.7467 131.5075 

4 , 13 and 14 235488 55.59072 54.16343 130.5641 127.119 

4 , 13 and 15 326498 56.36628 54.97905 134.6708 131.312 

4 , 14 and 15 380234 56.38249 55.01593 135.1419 131.8687 

5 , 6 and 7 94300 54.80682 53.25138 127.0379 123.359 

5 , 6 and 8 121647 55.77763 54.22708 129.5825 126.1351 

5 , 6 and 9 133931 55.92892 54.40325 129.7618 126.25 
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5 , 6 and 10 140975 55.9557 54.48809 129.9684 126.5058 

5 , 6 and 11 134292 55.66608 54.1634 129.171 125.6688 

5 , 6 and 12 150112 55.79122 54.3149 129.5184 126.0199 

5 , 6 and 13 157373 55.61682 54.08012 129.5967 126.0473 

5 , 6 and 14 175097 55.85409 54.3857 130.4186 126.9755 

5 , 6 and 15 206643 56.26737 54.83623 132.877 129.5102 

5 , 7 and 8 142932 56.16789 54.67562 130.4884 127.0325 

5 , 7 and 9 162931 56.41677 54.95378 131.0032 127.5988 

5 , 7 and 10 174144 56.49464 55.04966 131.2606 127.9998 

5 , 7 and 11 164045 56.14121 54.6964 130.2867 126.856 

5 , 7 and 12 186730 56.27793 54.8416 130.8248 127.4058 

5 , 7 and 13 194281 56.03936 54.56773 130.8317 127.393 

5 , 7 and 14 221308 56.24117 54.82683 131.6021 128.197 

5 , 7 and 15 269086 56.62841 55.24025 134.1698 130.9433 

5 , 8 and 9 165299 56.41151 54.94647 131.1194 127.8339 

5 , 8 and 10 193777 56.72667 55.27879 131.8657 128.5604 

5 , 8 and 11 183551 56.39198 54.93899 131.0319 127.6269 

5 , 8 and 12 212180 56.49261 55.07488 131.4417 128.0986 

5 , 8 and 13 222328 56.25032 54.78293 131.4646 128.0905 

5 , 8 and 14 255218 56.48159 55.0671 132.3129 128.9492 

5 , 8 and 15 313943 56.8477 55.45203 134.8296 131.5931 

5 , 9 and 10 210600 56.74582 55.30244 131.8779 128.5783 

5 , 9 and 11 199912 56.48835 55.05791 131.2229 127.916 

5 , 9 and 12 233659 56.58537 55.16624 131.6052 128.1939 

5 , 9 and 13 245073 56.30913 54.82667 131.6507 128.1547 

5 , 9 and 14 283571 56.49747 55.0871 132.3787 128.9262 

5 , 9 and 15 352393 56.84824 55.44899 134.9018 131.6256 

5 , 10 and 11 192378 56.45159 55.01669 131.1949 127.8054 

5 , 10 and 12 234616 56.6402 55.26179 131.7654 128.4232 

5 , 10 and 13 250450 56.34366 54.8822 131.6625 128.3004 

5 , 10 and 14 289009 56.52634 55.1176 132.4041 129.0876 

5 , 10 and 15 359113 56.89042 55.50423 134.9958 131.8421 

5 , 11 and 12 209140 56.29509 54.9139 130.9616 127.5125 

5 , 11 and 13 228822 56.04831 54.59741 130.8886 127.4525 

5 , 11 and 14 261586 56.25974 54.8686 131.6876 128.2937 

5 , 11 and 15 319804 56.60851 55.24244 134.1939 130.916 

5 , 12 and 13 255515 56.13682 54.72181 131.3735 128.0898 

5 , 12 and 14 294045 56.33495 54.95789 132.1392 128.7613 

5 , 12 and 15 362918 56.68448 55.33347 134.7474 131.5445 

5 , 13 and 14 241301 55.68132 54.23118 130.701 127.253 

5 , 13 and 15 337018 56.41562 54.99086 134.7217 131.3344 

5 , 14 and 15 390985 56.43875 55.06509 135.1787 131.8557 

6 , 7 and 8 117569 55.37071 53.82946 128.4765 124.8766 

6 , 7 and 9 131604 55.67485 54.15997 129.3061 125.6939 

6 , 7 and 10 141020 55.71741 54.20591 129.4002 125.9669 

6 , 7 and 11 134573 55.43501 53.91985 128.6389 124.9435 

6 , 7 and 12 151333 55.5451 54.05943 128.9761 125.3244 

6 , 7 and 13 158083 55.41039 53.89063 129.1422 125.6234 

6 , 7 and 14 175842 55.59631 54.11752 129.7646 126.1646 

6 , 7 and 15 205862 55.99492 54.5585 132.2283 128.7352 

6 , 8 and 9 146990 56.10774 54.61371 130.4081 126.7772 

6 , 8 and 10 172510 56.41776 54.92949 131.174 127.753 

6 , 8 and 11 164432 56.12725 54.65605 130.4524 126.9407 

6 , 8 and 12 189302 56.26395 54.82484 130.8983 127.4069 

6 , 8 and 13 198076 55.99428 54.50702 130.8521 127.42 

6 , 8 and 14 225166 56.21838 54.7748 131.57 128.147 

6 , 8 and 15 273724 56.59158 55.17527 134.0906 130.8041 

6 , 9 and 10 187653 56.48069 55.06076 131.2177 127.8826 

6 , 9 and 11 179363 56.25496 54.79631 130.6196 127.1611 

6 , 9 and 12 208914 56.35187 54.92083 130.9942 127.5501 
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6 , 9 and 13 218967 56.0921 54.6349 131.0857 127.5987 

6 , 9 and 14 251963 56.29562 54.91419 131.7895 128.392 

6 , 9 and 15 309136 56.64268 55.25044 134.2565 131.0334 

6 , 10 and 11 173393 56.17183 54.73684 130.5598 127.0907 

6 , 10 and 12 210985 56.36878 54.9518 131.0328 127.5431 

6 , 10 and 13 225092 56.1101 54.6817 131.0623 127.78 

6 , 10 and 14 258288 56.31856 54.93117 131.8573 128.5624 

6 , 10 and 15 316705 56.64246 55.27321 134.27 131.0824 

6 , 11 and 12 189599 56.06926 54.65594 130.4127 126.9918 

6 , 11 and 13 207489 55.82095 54.36897 130.3407 126.9089 

6 , 11 and 14 235492 56.03873 54.63844 131.066 127.604 

6 , 11 and 15 284019 56.39116 55.0015 133.5643 130.2475 

6 , 12 and 13 231110 55.9209 54.50032 130.7766 127.3862 

6 , 12 and 14 263754 56.12545 54.74487 131.5217 128.112 

6 , 12 and 15 321591 56.47213 55.10266 134.1009 130.8408 

6 , 13 and 14 218161 55.48701 54.04091 130.1158 126.644 

6 , 13 and 15 297694 56.18077 54.77468 134.0139 130.6052 

6 , 14 and 15 344402 56.21957 54.8457 134.4293 131.1469 

7 , 8 and 9 142483 56.04308 54.54685 130.3176 126.8629 

7 , 8 and 10 169238 56.37865 54.92554 130.9544 127.6517 

7 , 8 and 11 162043 56.10459 54.62339 130.3458 126.8133 

7 , 8 and 12 186399 56.22059 54.76534 130.8335 127.3877 

7 , 8 and 13 195016 56.0169 54.57035 130.8034 127.3875 

7 , 8 and 14 221670 56.23024 54.79 131.5831 128.1565 

7 , 8 and 15 267834 56.64966 55.24561 134.1891 130.9401 

7 , 9 and 10 185987 56.52446 55.09474 131.2705 127.9674 

7 , 9 and 11 177797 56.31909 54.88966 130.867 127.463 

7 , 9 and 12 207448 56.41479 55.00783 131.2311 127.8788 

7 , 9 and 13 217451 56.14472 54.71981 131.1156 127.7531 

7 , 9 and 14 250641 56.37289 54.97107 132.0053 128.6104 

7 , 9 and 15 306136 56.75565 55.38181 134.5739 131.3302 

7 , 10 and 11 173896 56.22343 54.74961 130.623 127.2288 

7 , 10 and 12 211559 56.46562 55.04972 131.3432 127.9985 

7 , 10 and 13 225865 56.18659 54.75439 131.2665 127.9265 

7 , 10 and 14 259773 56.39782 54.98345 132.0264 128.7155 

7 , 10 and 15 318005 56.76968 55.38831 134.63 131.4779 

7 , 11 and 12 190580 56.111 54.70678 130.5796 127.1958 

7 , 11 and 13 208278 55.89044 54.4501 130.5331 127.1239 

7 , 11 and 14 236867 56.10754 54.70623 131.2824 127.9174 

7 , 11 and 15 285583 56.50403 55.13104 133.8762 130.6653 

7 , 12 and 13 232603 55.97285 54.57929 130.8774 127.4907 

7 , 12 and 14 265708 56.20638 54.81698 131.7705 128.4099 

7 , 12 and 15 323796 56.59169 55.25468 134.4775 131.299 

7 , 13 and 14 219929 55.54423 54.1172 130.284 126.816 

7 , 13 and 15 299841 56.31117 54.92788 134.3028 130.9493 

7 , 14 and 15 347034 56.35673 54.9915 134.8449 131.5665 

8 , 9 and 10 165279 56.26605 54.78526 130.8002 127.3246 

8 , 9 and 11 161625 56.08687 54.61329 130.2689 126.8165 

8 , 9 and 12 187362 56.20738 54.73939 130.7696 127.4416 

8 , 9 and 13 197803 55.95804 54.48418 130.7146 127.3267 

8 , 9 and 14 225649 56.17758 54.75113 131.4702 128.14 

8 , 9 and 15 273062 56.59015 55.18195 134.0955 130.9216 

8 , 10 and 11 171607 56.30543 54.83021 130.9459 127.49 

8 , 10 and 12 211087 56.51858 55.08511 131.5984 128.252 

8 , 10 and 13 225654 56.22762 54.76407 131.4648 128.1642 

8 , 10 and 14 259415 56.43272 54.9858 132.2 128.8604 

8 , 10 and 15 318768 56.80534 55.40455 134.7628 131.5867 

8 , 11 and 12 191629 56.20008 54.76807 130.8844 127.4907 

8 , 11 and 13 210331 55.91815 54.47949 130.5851 127.2126 

8 , 11 and 14 239780 56.16678 54.74862 131.453 128.0125 
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8 , 11 and 15 289525 56.565 55.18291 134.1468 130.9096 

8 , 12 and 13 237130 56.05728 54.62912 131.2448 127.9901 

8 , 12 and 14 271589 56.27547 54.85951 132.0637 128.8276 

8 , 12 and 15 331733 56.64981 55.29012 134.7456 131.5778 

8 , 13 and 14 225287 55.60617 54.14872 130.5375 127.1519 

8 , 13 and 15 309153 56.36533 54.96657 134.5523 131.2483 

8 , 14 and 15 357661 56.41083 55.02026 135.0837 131.7992 

9 , 10 and 11 180428 56.33897 54.90575 130.8789 127.4873 

9 , 10 and 12 224266 56.53721 55.13729 131.4495 128.0766 

9 , 10 and 13 240615 56.23087 54.79452 131.3473 127.9376 

9 , 10 and 14 277454 56.4216 55.02694 132.0484 128.7495 

9 , 10 and 15 342797 56.78397 55.39713 134.662 131.4983 

9 , 11 and 12 204213 56.28288 54.90224 130.9788 127.7145 

9 , 11 and 13 224503 56.06384 54.62302 131.0084 127.5931 

9 , 11 and 14 257775 56.24705 54.8722 131.6458 128.3346 

9 , 11 and 15 313867 56.60436 55.23486 134.1653 130.9281 

9 , 12 and 13 255452 56.09537 54.69414 131.316 127.9351 

9 , 12 and 14 294701 56.29852 54.93429 132.04 128.7366 

9 , 12 and 15 362468 56.6486 55.29735 134.6799 131.49 

9 , 13 and 14 243951 55.65221 54.21851 130.7112 127.1808 

9 , 13 and 15 339291 56.37987 54.98382 134.6997 131.2935 

9 , 14 and 15 396121 56.37114 54.99903 135.0099 131.7103 

10 , 11 and 12 188279 56.1939 54.78804 130.824 127.4055 

10 , 11 and 13 209885 55.97315 54.53075 130.7605 127.3105 

10 , 11 and 14 239632 56.19677 54.79514 131.5781 128.1797 

10 , 11 and 15 289508 56.57889 55.20484 134.1664 130.8783 

10 , 12 and 13 249175 56.15752 54.78138 131.4563 128.0539 

10 , 12 and 14 286865 56.34766 54.98781 132.2216 128.9205 

10 , 12 and 15 352709 56.70311 55.3687 134.8621 131.6586 

10 , 13 and 14 241924 55.62345 54.16071 130.5584 127.026 

10 , 13 and 15 335456 56.40831 55.0202 134.747 131.4287 

10 , 14 and 15 390242 56.40901 55.04082 135.1066 131.7834 

11 , 12 and 13 219981 55.83609 54.4582 130.6082 127.3037 

11 , 12 and 14 250004 56.0611 54.71458 131.4582 128.1656 

11 , 12 and 15 301807 56.41323 55.10981 134.0802 130.9089 

11 , 13 and 14 218374 55.41056 53.99953 129.9717 126.5058 

11 , 13 and 15 292824 56.1561 54.78636 133.9838 130.6273 

11 , 14 and 15 338432 56.21219 54.86871 134.4849 131.251 

12 , 13 and 14 238090 55.50998 54.12206 130.5496 127.149 

12 , 13 and 15 325527 56.19513 54.85622 134.4927 131.249 

12 , 14 and 15 377540 56.24728 54.92748 135.1039 131.9377 

13 , 14 and 15 269826 55.57119 54.18665 133.3331 129.9689 
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